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FOREWORD

The Specialists Meeting on Uncertainties in Physics Calculations for
Gas-Cooled Reactor Cores was held at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI),
Villigen, Switzerland, 9-11 May 1990. The meeting was convened by the
International Atomic Energy Agency on the recommendation of the
International Working Group on Gas Cooled Reactors. It was attended by
29 participants from Austria, China, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of
America. The meeting was chaired by Dr. Rudi Brogli, PSI, and subdivided
into four technical sessions:

1) Analytical Methods, Comparison of Predictions with Results from
Existing HTGRs, Uncertainty Evaluations

2) Analytical Methods, Predictions of Performance of Future HTGRs,
Uncertainty Evaluations-Part 1

3) Analytical Methods, Predictions of Performance of Future HTGRs,
Uncertainty Evaluations-Part 2

4) Critical Experiments - Planning and Results, Uncertainty
Evaluations

The participants presented 19 papers on behalf of their countries or
organizations. Each presentation was followed by an open discussion in
the general area covered by the paper.

At the end of the meeting an open discussion was held regarding
Directions for Future Core Physics Efforts and International Co-operation.
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SUMMARY OF SESSIONS

SESSION I

ANALYTICAL METHODS, COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS WITH
RESULTS FROM EXISTING HTGRs, UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS

H. Yasuda
Chairman

The results of experimental and theoretical analysis of spent AVR
fuels were presented by Dr. Woloch of OEFZS - Seibersdorf. Burn-up was
measured at Jiilich and Seibersdorf by gamma spectrometric and mass
spectroscopic methods where contents of heavy metals including Cs and Nd
were measured. Theoretical analyses were made for these fuel pebbles to
give heavy metal inventories by using the new HTR-2000 program system
including TOMKU and HTROGEN with the libraries MUPO and WIMS-D. The
system can solve the equations for 1156 nuclides taking into accounts the
flow path of pebbles in the core during many refueling period by using 25
spectral zones and 139 regions in the core. An equivalence principle was
introduced to take account the resonance absorption of heavy metals.
Comparisons of heavy metal inventories between calculation and
experiments were shown for HEU and LEU pebbles at various burn-up stages
up to 10.5 % FIMA.

A French experience in thermohydraulics calculations of gas-cooled
reactors were presented by Ms. Boutard of CEA. The LOTE code has been
developed in CEA to be applied to the analysis of transient behaviour in
accidental conditions up to several months. The code consists of
independent modules, modelling the primary flow circuit and main heat
exchangers, shut down heat exchanger, blowers and the different materials
making up the core. Details of the code, i.e., assumptions, geometrical
modelling, and basic equations were explained. Comparisons of core exit
temperature and flow rate between calculation by LOTE code and readings
of Chinon-3 power plant showed very good agreement in the medium (-lh)
and long (-4h) terms. The results suggested the special importance of
(1) axial and radial zoning of reactor, (2) Heat exchanger transient
modelling and (3) Blower characteristics at low speed.

Extensive work on time dependent neutronics and temperature code
(TINTE) was presented by Dr. Scherer of KFA. The code is able to model
the primary circuit of HTR plant using modern numerical techniques and
relevant physical variables. The HTR core is treated in 2-D R-Z
geometry, 2 energy group diffusion theory and 14 decay heat groups
model. Gamma ray heating effect can be considered in the calculation by
using local and nonlocal heat sources. Validation of TINTE was conducted
using the various transient tests, such as rod drop, rod withdrawal,
blower speed change and shut-down Xe effect, data obtained at AVR. The
results showed good accordance between experiment and calculation.
Further validation work is also planned for natural convection and core
heat up experiments. The effects of water ingress on reactivity, fuel
element corrosion and cooling properties are now being incorporated into
the code.



SESSION II

ANALYTICAL METHODS, PREDICTIONS OF PERFORMANCE OF FUTURE HTGRs,
UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS - PART 1

W. Scherer
Chairman

The session was made up by 5 papers from 3 countries, namely Japan,
China and USSR. Three papers were dedicated to the Japanese HTTR project.

The first paper was presented by K. Tokuhara (Fuji Electric Co.
Ltd.). The doppler- and moderator-temperature coefficients were
calculated using a whole core model by uniform changing of the
temperatures. Control rods were assumed to be withdrawn. It was shown
that the doppler coefficient lies in the range of -5.0*10~5 to
-1.5*1O~5 C-1. The moderator coefficient covers the area between
-17*10~5 up to +l*10~5 C"1. Despite of this positive value the
power coefficient stays negative in all situations. The kinetic
parameters effective delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron lifetime
were shown to be betaeff = 0.0047 to 0.0065 and lambdaprorapt =
0.00067 to 0.00078 sec. respectively. These data are necessary for
kinetic calculations using point kinetics techniques.

The second paper was presented by T. Nakata (Kawasaki Heavy Ind.
Ltd.). The design procedure and the results of the power distribution
evaluation for the HTTR were given. One of the main design goals was to
minimize the maximum fuel temperature. Therefore a careful fuel zoning
and loading of burnable poisons was performed. By combining the results
of different core models using the diffusion code CITATION the local
power peaking factor was obtained to be about 7% slighty decreasing in
time. The effect of local power spikes due to the block end graphite was
found to be in the order of 4% at the point of maximum fuel temperature.
The accuracy of the calculational methods was tested using Cu reaction
rate measurements in the critical facility VHTRC with good results. It
was stressed that the methods would meet all the design requirements.

The third paper was presented by Y. Shimakawa (Mitsubishi Atomic
Power Ind. Inc.). The ASURA code was developed to design the HTTR plant
control systems. It models the main components and systems of the HTTR
and simulates the transient behaviour of the whole plant. The
verification of this code was performed by evaluation of Fort St. Vrain
dynamics experiments and comparison with the validated dynamics code
THYDE-HTGR. Results were shown to be adequate and applicable for the
HTTR control system design.

The fourth paper was dedicated to the 10 MW Test Module reactor
project in China. The general design of this reactor was discussed and
special design problems were pointed out. To keep the reactivity effect
of water ingress accidents small the heavy metal loading was reduced to 5
g HWM/fuel ball. A reduction of the core diameter to 180 cm was found
necessary to keep the shut down reactivity margin in an adequate
bandwidth during operation. The reduction of control rod worth by water
ingress was considered to be of major importance and additional detailed
investigations in this field were announced.



The fifth paper of the session came from USSR and was presented by
Yu. P. Sukharev. The effects of variations in the pebble flow velocity
and the pebble bed porosity on reactivity, power distribution and
temperatures were analyzed for the USSR HTGR projects VG-400 and VGM. It
was shown that assumptions on the porosity variations near the
core/reflector boundary and above the fuel discharge tubes based on
previous theoretical analyses could lead to substantial modifications of
the temperature distribution in the core. The maximum fuel element
temperature may thus increase by some 200°C. In earthquake situations
pebble bed compaction could lead to reactivity effects of about 0.4% as
was explained using data from related experiments. The necessity of
studies in this field at critical assemblies was emphasized.

In total the session gave an overview of status and problems in
todays HTTR projects. It was felt that the Japanese HTTR licensing
requirements are fulfilled by the methods available and the analyses yet
performed. For the Chinese Test Module fields for future detailed
analysis were defined and concerning the USSR projects additional
experiments were asked for.



SESSION III

ANALYTICAL METHODS, PREDICTIONS OF PERFORMANCE OF FUTURE HTGRs,
UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS - PART 2

S. Pelloni
Chairman

Session III included six papers from the different participating
countries.

The first paper is from Japan, and was presented by R. Shindo.
Neutronics calculations of the Very High Temperature Reactor Critical
Assembly (VHTRC) based on the DELIGHT/TWOTRAN/CITATION codes were
performed in connection with ENDF/B-IV based data libraries. The
characteristics of the VHTRC are similar to those of the High Temperature
Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) of 30 MW thermal power. The core of the
VHTRC consists of 280 fuel rods of U0 2 with 4% enriched uranium coated
particles. The agreement with experimental values of the calculated
eigenvalue keff, power distribution and of the calculated poison rod
worths is good within 1%, 2.9%, and 1% respectively. Thus, the licensing
requirements for the HTTR are met.

The second paper is from the USA, and was presented by B. Worley.
First, the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis capabilities of the
reactor physics models used at ORNL were summarized. Second, a new,
generalized formalism for performing sensitivites studies by implementing
direct and adjoint techniques into existing FORTRAN computer codes was
described. This methodology is used in the code GRESS (Gradient Enhanced
Software System). GRESS has been tested mostly for non nuclear
applications. The code and the related documentation can be requested
without any restriction from RSIC.

The third paper is from Germany, and was presented by U. Ohlig.
Extensive physics calculations with the VSOP code system of a pebble bed
HTR with LEU fuel characterized by 4% enriched uranium coated particles
show that there are large discrepancies (up to 2.5$) between the
eigenvalue keff of the initial core estimated using an old ENDE/B-II
based library and a newer library based on ENDF/B-IV, ENDF/B-V, and
JEF-1. The discrepancy between the eigenvalues almost vanishes for the
equilibrium cycle, due to compensating effects arising from the build up
of plutonium and fission products. Safety related properties of the
reactor are only weakly affected by the turn to the new library.

The fourth paper is a common paper from Switzerland and from
Germany, and was presented by S. Pelloni. A series of two-dimensional
discrete-ordinates transport theory keff calculations with an (r,z)
geometric model have been performed for a simple, typical LEU HTR
configuration characterized by LEU AVR non irradiated fuel containing 6
grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per pebble, using different methods and
data. For a 13 neutron group calculation in the well tested structure
from HRB the eigenvalue ranges from 0.9896 for Po modified cross
sections coming from MICROX-2 to 1.0083 for Po modified JEF-1 cross
sections from WIMS-D obtained using a new method developed by Segev.
Either the use of PI modified cross sections, or that of Po cross
sections (suitably modified) in connection with a finer group structure,
reduces the discrepancies between eigenvalues of small HTR cores.
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The fifth paper is from the USA, and was presented by A.M. Baxter.
The paper gives a very detailed review of the important, safety related,
physics parameters for the low-enriched Modular High-Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR), and estimates are presented of the
uncertainties in the calculated values of these variables. The MHTGR
core contains 20% enriched fissile uranium oxycarbide and fertile thorium
oxide fuel. It is pointed out that the core physics experimental data
base is adequate to ensure that the temperature coefficient obtained
using a broad class of methods and data libraries available in the USA
can be calculated with an uncertainty of less than 20%. The present
uncertainties of the control rod bank reactivity worth, of the local
power distributions, of the core reactivity, of water ingress effects,
and of the production of decay heat are of less than 10%, 13%, 1.5%, 10%,
and 10% respectively.

The sixth paper is from the USSR and was presented by Yu. P.
Sukharev. Uncertainties from calculations of low enriched HTR cores
characterized by water ingress accidents were described. The reactor
analysis was made with the code system NEKTA/VIANKA/GAVROSH in connection
with WIMS-D cross sections. Results of the analysis show that the water
inventory in the core as a result of an accident varies from between 10
Kg and 80 Kg to 400 Kg. Corresponding changes of the positive reactivity
are between 0.05% and 2%. The discrepancy of water ingress effects
predicted by different codes and libraries is about 30%. Since the
assessed uncertainties are different in various papers, it was
recommended to define a simple LEU HTR Benchmark to be calculated in the
frame of the cooperative work.



SESSION IV

CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS - PLANNING AND RESULTS,
UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS

R. Chawla
Chairman

There were five presentations in this session - four being
contributed papers and the fifth being a summary report by W. Scherer,
acted as the Chairman of the 2-day Research Co-ordination Meeting held at
PS I earlier in. the week.

In the first paper, presented by H. Yasuda, an account of the
experimental procedures employed at the VHTRC critical facility in Japan
for determination of the temperature coefficient over several different
temperature steps between 8 and 200°C is given. The importance of
correcting for various effects in the measurements was stressed. Lower
values of the temperature coefficient were found in the lower part of the
temperature range investigated. The agreement with calculations based on
the SRAC code was within -2%.

In the second paper presented by D. Mathews, the current status of
work in the HTR-PROTEUS program is described. The safety report for the
planned experiments is being reviewed by the Swiss authorities, and
measurements are scheduled to begin in Summer 1991. During the currently
planned phase (-3 years of experimentation), first-of-its-kind integral
data should be made available for (a) criticality of LEU pebble-bed
configurations with different moderator/fuel pebble ratios and lattice
geometries, (b) neutron balance changes upon water ingress and (c)
control absorber effects.

An overview of the HTR-relevant calculational methods and data
available at PSI was provided by S. Pelloni in the third paper. The cell
codes employed are MICROX-2, WIMS-D (with a specially developed
double-heterogeneity treatment) and TRAMIX. The data libraries most
commonly used are based on the JEF-1 file. Whole-reactor calculations
are usually carried out with the 2-D transport code TWODANT.

The fourth contributed paper was presented by E.S. Glushkov and
described how uncertainties for LEU pebble-bed systems have been assessed
in the USSR. For Keff predictions an uncertainty of -2% has been
estimated, this being based on (a) comparisons of calculated and
experimental results from the ASTRA and GROG critical facilities and (b)
an explicit consideration of tolerances on various technical
specifications in these experiments. Uncertainty estimates were also
presented for temperature coefficient, water ingress, Xe-poisoning,
control rod worths and power distributions - the various values being
broadly consistent with those given by other speakers at the Meeting.

The fifth paper was presented by W. Scherer who summarized findings
from the 1st IAEA CRP Meeting on "Validation of Safety Related Physics
Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGRs", held at PSI on May 7-8, 1990. The
CRP agreement has been signed by China, Japan, Switzerland, the USSR and
the Federal Republic of Germany, and the USA is expected to join soon.
Viewpoints and needs are somewhat different in the individual countries,
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but there was unanimous expression of the need for the planned
HTR-PROTEUS program which will form the focal point for activities within
the CRP. Experimental results from past and on-going LEU/HTR experiments
(VHTRC in Japan and ASTRA/GROG in the USSR) will also be made available,
and these should form an additional basis for intercomparisons of
methods/data. As a first step, a calculational benchmark exercise will
be carried out by the CRP members on the basis of a specified HTR-PROTEUS
configuration. Priorities on the types of measurements to be carried out
in PROTEUS (paper entitled "Present Status of the PROTEUS HTR
Experiments") were discussed and found to be somewhat constrained by the
amount of fuel available. The prospect of a second phase of experiments
was raised with the suggestion that the USSR might later provide a larger
number of LEU (21% enriched) fuel pebbles. Finally, the delegation of
scientific staff to PSI for direct participation in the HTR-PROTEUS
program was recognized by all as being an important feature of the CRP
agreement.

Next page(s) left blank 13



DEJECTIONS FOR FUTURE CORE PHYSICS EFFORTS
AND INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

Summary of an open discussion

J. Cleveland
Division of Nuclear Power,

International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

The purpose of this open discussion was to obtain suggestions from
participants in the Specialists' Meeting for worthwhile future core
physics efforts and international co-operation. The open exchange of
experience which occurred in the papers and associated discussions during
the four sessions of the Specialists' Meeting provided a good basis for
this discussion.

In general it was noted that the HTGR core physics community has the
challenge to extract the maximum amount of information from limited
experimental data. In that context, the specialists were encouraged to
make optimal use of existing data from power reactors including the
Thorium High Temperature Reactor (THTR), the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchs
Reaktor (AVR), Fort St. Vrain, British and French GGRs and report results
of comparisons with analytical predictions at the next IAEA Specialists'
Meeting.

In the future, core physics data from the Japanese HTTR will be of
considerable international interest. The international project underway
at the PROTEUS criticals facility at Paul Scherrer Institute will provide
needed validation data. Also data from existing critical experiments,
for example VHTRC (in Japan), ASTRA, GROG (in the USSR) and the LEU
experiments at the CNPS (in USA) would be very useful to the
international community for methods validation. The IAEA Co-ordinated
Research Programme on Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics
Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGR's provides a forum for detailed
information exchange from such experiments.

It was noted that HTGR core physics experts should be closely
involved in the various working groups which establish basic nuclear
cross section data files to assure high quality data appropriate to HTGR
conditions. Some problem areas, including important u^35 cross section
data, in new nuclear data files were discussed.

It was also noted that the accuracy of decay heat predictions is
important to assessments of safety margins especially in new HTGRs which
rely on passive systems for decay heat removal. The accuracy of decay
heat formulations relative to experimental information, and the
sensitivity of the reactor behaviour to uncertainties in decay heat
generation was identified as a topic which could be addressed in papers
presented at the next Specialists' Meeting.

The value of comparisons of international benchmark calculations was
also discussed. Comparing analytical predictions for a well defined
problem is a method of examining important aspects of different
analytical approaches such as the method of preparation of cross section
sets, geometric representation of reactor components and theoretical
techniques. The consensus was that establishment of two well defined
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benchmark problems (one for a prismatic MHTGR and one for a pebble bed
modular system) should be recommended to the International Working Group
on Gas Cooled Reactors (IWGGCR) at their next meeting. The benchmark
problems should be provided to the international HTGR core physics
community for analysis and results should be reported to the next
Specialists' Meeting.

The importance of close co-ordination in the area of HTGR core
physics between IAEA and the OECD NEA Reactor Physics Committee was also
stressed.

Finally, to answer questions related to safety, it is important to
confirm predictions of reactor behaviour at accident conditions. Where
large margins exist, the predictions need not be extremely accurate;
rather the important phenomena must be clearly understood. In this
context new experiments examining important phenomena at accident
conditions should be pursued. The specialists had the consensus that the
IWGGCR should consider what could be done to establish international
co-operation in new experiments at new conditions which would confirm
predictions of reactor behaviour under accident conditions.
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ANALYTICAL METHODS,
COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS WITH RESULTS FROM EXISTING HTGRs,

UNCERTAINTY EVALUATIONS

(Session 1)

Chairman

H. YASUDA
Japan



EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF SPENT AVR FUELS

H. WERNER, F. THOMAS
Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH,
Mich, Federal Republic of Germany

F. WOLOCH, G. REITSAMER,
G. FALTA, A. STRIGL
6sterreichiscb.es Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf,
Seibersdorf, Austria

After buckling and temperature iterations for 7 reload stages
(WB305 to 311) the burn up of the GLE-4 fuel element can be fol-
lowed up again using a double strategy: once with a one-group
picture and the other time with a four group picture of the neu-
tron microscopic cross sections allowing for smoother spectrum
effects (HTROGEN).

Results for GLE-4 and GO fuel types are compared-with the mea-
sured heavy metal contents. The double strategy of the calcula-
tions hopefully will isolate ambiguities in the use of libraries
or group representations from uncertainties due to the actual
path and time taken by fuel elements of high burn up after many
refuelling periods through the pebble bed reactor core.

Abstract
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The KFA-Juelich and the OEFZ-Seibersdorf are cooperating in a
programme of experimental and theoretical analysis of spent AVR-
fuel elements. These-elements are of the HEU and LEU type with
different Uranium enrichment and Thorium content. The burn up of
the HEU and LEU pebbles selected have been measured in Juelich
before shippment for detailled analysis in OEFZ and show FIMA
values ranging up to 20% and 18% respectively.

The detailled experimental analysis in the OEFZ started with peb-
bles of 17% enriched (GLE-4) and of 93% enriched (GO) fuel show-
ing FIMA values of about 3.5, 7.5 and 10.5% respectively. The
isotopic composition of coated particles from different positions
within the pebbles were measured by both gamma spectrometric and
mass spectroscopic methods. To gain FIMA values from both methods
Cs and Nd isotopes were included. Further work is in progress.

Drawing on the experience of OEFZ personnel gained in Winfrith
during its participation in the OECD Dragon Project a general
method of calculating the resonance equivalence parameters is put
forward in a programme called TOMKU.

Theoretical calculations use the new HTR-2000 programme system of
KFA to perform the in-core-following of the pebbles as they move
through the core. The reactor model contains 25 spectral zones
and 139 regions in three dimensions in the core, fit to represent
the movements of the pebbles including recycling between the in-
ner and outer core regions.

For the GLE-4 fuel spectrum calculations have been done twice:one
time with the MUPO-library and another time with the WIMS-D-li-
brary. To model the HTR-fuel as intimately mixed with graphite
the 25 homogeneous spectrum calculations suffice. However for the
resonance cross sections an equivalence principle containing the
multicell idea for up to nine different fuel types and up to 10
burn up steps in each spectral zone is employed including the
double heterogeneity of the HTR-fuel (TOMKU).

INTRODUCTION

Whilst in the past the AVR reactor operation had been followed up
with two dimensional diffusion, simpler spectrum and burn up cal-
culations the new developed code systems, HTR-2000 and HTROGEN
are now in use in the KFA. These new systems use a data basis
starting from October 1982 in reevaluating reactor physical and
operational data. It uses a three dimensional diffusion code to
generate neutron fluxes and is supported in its spectrum part
DITO by a new programme TOMKU. It produces all the data needed
for the equivalence principle to determine the resonance absorp-
tion of Th 232 and U 238 for both purposes

1) to calculate the average spectra in 25 core zones
2) to evaluate individual fuel element cross sections

for burn up calculations in HTROGEN.

HTR-2000 and HTROGEN together are therefore useful tools to pre-
dict heavy metal inventories of spent AVR fuel elements.

In this paper the heavy metal inventories of depleted GLE-4 and
GO fuel elements of the AVR reactor as measured in the Institute
for Chemistry in the Austrian Research Center at Seibersdorf
(OEFZS) are compared with results from HTR-2000 and HTROGEN cal-
culations. The nuclear data library used in DITO was the MUPO li-
brary 5 updated with ORIGEN data. As an alternative to these data
the WIMS-D-Library 1981 will also be used in the comparison for
the GLE-4 fuel.

THE AVR-REACTOR

The AVR Reactor is a high temperature gas cooled and graphite mo-
derated reactor. The thermal power is 46 MWth with an electrical
gross output of 15 MW.x . The reactor core is cooled by a helium



2() flow rate of 13 kg/sec at a pressure of 10.9 bar. The core inlet
helium temperature is 270°C and the outlet temperature is 950°C.
The steam generator works under a steam pressure of 72 bar and a
temperature of 505°C.

Fig. 1 to 3 shown at the meeting as foils contain details of the
AVR reactor design.

In Fig. 4 an overview ot the nine fuel types mentioned are shown.
All fresh elements contain 1 g U235 per fuel element. The types
abbreviated with GFB mark the high enriched feed breed elements
with two types of coated particles, one with feed (high enriched
uranium 235) and one with breed fuel (Thorium 232). The high
enriched fuel types GO and GK*contain a single coated particle
type with uranium and Thorium together. Prom the low enriched
fuel types marked with GLE, only GLE-1 had also two separate
coated particles, one with 15% enriched fuel and one with natural
uranium. Whilst the high enriched fuel types No. 1 to 4 contain
5g Thorium per fuel element, the high enriched types 6 and 7 con-
tain 10 g Thorium. The coated particles show a kernel diameter
of a few hundred microns and are mostly threefold coated. One ex-
tra coating can be made of silicon carbide providing a hold-back
barrier against fission product diffusion.

There are about tens of thousands coated particles per fuel ele-
ment.

THE CODE SYSTEMS HTR-2000 AND HTROGEN

To meet the increasing demands on the simulation of the reactor
operation the system of codes HTR-2000 (1J was developed, taking
care of all experiences of earlier programs like AVR-70 and
AVR-80. Another of these new developments is the TOHKU code, in-
troducing the concept to represent individual element parameters
as well as their averaged ones [2]. Since it is impossible to re-
present all phenomena occuring in a nuclear reactor in detail a
series of models were developed describing in an adequate way the
reactor itself as well as the nuclear events taking place (nucle-
ar reactions are calculated in module DITO, flow of fuel elements
in FLIHO, temperature changes in TERRAK).

A full 3 dimensional geometry is used for neutron diffusion cal-
culations. This was needed, since near the graphite noses housing
the shut down rods higher thermals fluxes and higher temperatures
occur and do not allow simple cylindrical approximations for de-
tailed power distributions and temperature distributions. A total
of 164000 mesh points are used for the reactor model. For the
burnup 50 classes are provided into which all elements can be
classified, following the capacity of the burnup measurement
unit. The time is discretized in reloading steps of about 14 to
29 days.

Measured quantities--

thermal power

He-pressure p

He-outlet tem-
perature TQ

He-inlet tem-
perature T

He-pressure
difference Ap

reflector temperatures

neutron flux

FIG. 1.

Constructional details:

live steam pipe

steam generator

inner reactor vessel

outer reactor vessel

biological shield No.1

top reflector

thermal shield
shutdown rod nose
structural jacket
reactor sleeve
reflector jacket
pebble bed core
bottom reflector

sphere discharge tube

main gas valve

circulator

*G0: statically pressed oxidic fuel.
GK: statically pressed carbidic fuel.
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FIG. 4. Summary of AVR fuel element types.



22 As nuclear data library the 43 group MUPO-Library 5 [3] has been
used in DITO [4] with updates from ORIGEN [5] arriving now at a
total of 77 isotopes. As an alternative it is planned to inte-
grate the WIMS-D Library [6] into the system. First calculations
indicate that predictions with MUPO and WIMS-Libraries show a
different sensitivity to spectrum and leakage effects during
buckling iterations.

One important point in the HTR model describes the movement of
the fuel elements in nine channels of near cylindrical shell
shape (Fig. 5). This mesh net is generated in FLIMO and trans-
formed in MAGI to r-z-phi geometry. It contains 139 burnup re-
gions where the fuel reshuffling and recycling has to take place.
The burn up module has to be fed with one group fluxes obtained
from the four group flux solution from the CITATION code [7].
CITATION solves the 3 dimensional model diffusion equation. Fig.
6 and 7 show axial neutron fluxes and radial temperatures for two
different reloading stages. A schematic diagram of the two main
blocks of HTR-2000 are shown in Fig. 8 with the buckling itera-
tion between spectrum and diffusion calculation.

To follow selected fuel elements within the reactor during its
burn up and movement in the core as realistically as possible a
further development beyond the 77 isotopes of HTR-2000 has been
undertaken starting from the Isotope Generation and Depletion
Code ORIGEN [5]. This code has been named HTROGEN. It can solve
the burn up equations for 1156 nuclides including such transmu-
tations as

(n, a)-, (n, Y)-, (n, p)-, (n, 2n)- and (n, 3n)-processes.

The code works with three groups of neutron energies and has to
be fitted to give the same reaction rates as the four group pic-
ture in HTR-2000 (Fig. 9).

For licensing purposes the KFA is obliged to uee HTROGEN under
safeguard aspects to calculate all fuel inventories and other
radioactive materials.

In an earlier test HTR-2000 and HTROGEN were used sucessfully to
follow the reactor operation since September 1982 up to the shut-
down in 1988 [8]. It provides results for gamma-activities, shut
down heat and the build-up of heavy metal isotopes beyond pluto-
nium.

TOMKU

For the determination of the effective potential scatter cross
sections in HTRs with spherical fuel elements of different types
the program TOMKU was written. According to the reactor model of
the AVR 9 different fuel types in 10 burn up groups are catered
for covering 25 spectral zones. Separate calculations are perfor-
med for the Thorium 232 and Uranium 238 resonances.

FIG. 5.
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FIG. 8. Flow diagram for reactor physics in HTR-2000.

HTR - 2000
follovlng reactor operation
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gamma and
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1
1

HTROGEN
for 1156

i

Decay
heat

isotopes

1
I

Nuelide
concentrations

FIG. 9. Tasks for HTROGEN and connections with HTR-2000.

To understand the principle followed by the method one has to
realise that the problem of a representative cell calculation has
to be solved facing the multitude of different fuel types in a
spectral zone. Due to the intimate mixing of graphite with the
fuel material in the fuel elements only a weak thermal disadvan-
tage effect occurs, which can be neglected where no absorber ele-
ments are dealt with. In the resonance energy range however no
such homogenisation can be used in the model. However an equiva-
lent homogeneous system can be constructed from the results of
detailed calculations for the resonance energies of Thorium 232
and of Uranium 238 separately.

The basic idea of the method originates from the PROCOL-Method of
the UKAEA as also applied at the OECD-DRAGON-Project. This method
was applicable to single fuel types of cylindrical fuel cells.



The extensions of the method had to be performed for spherical
fuel and to cover a number of up to a few thousand fuel elements
per spectrum zone of different type and burnup. the number of un-
known flux depressions to be determined can thus be restricted to
360. This is achieved by allowing 10 burn up groups of the 9 fuel
element types, each one being represented by the depressions in
the kernels, the coatings, the matrix and the outer spherical
fuel shell. To account for transmissions these regions are
smeared using an equivalent particle cross section Ie.

The most important step of extending the PROCOL-Nethod is however
to define such an average flux depression for the representative
spectrum calculation that reproduces the same resonance absorp-
tion for Thorium 232 and Uranium 238 as the sum total of the in-
dividual fuel elements amounts to. All flux depressions can be
expressed as effective potential scatter cross sections for the
equivalence principle of resonance absorption. This step is par-
ticularly important for mixtures of high and low enriched fuel
elements occuring in experimental reactors.

The model flux equations for a single group covering a reso-
nance absorption equivalent to the total resonance integral is
written:

(1)

(1-PBB)(1-P00)
(3)

with the following notation:

25

•6 asymptotic flux level above the single resonance
group

4>k flux in region k
£Tk total neutron cross section in region k
Vk volume of region k
N total number of regions (maximum number - 360)
X4 averaged scatter efficiency
Zsi scatter cross section of region i
Pik* synthetic collision probability for neutrons

arising in region i and colliding in region k

To solve this system of equations an iterative process is needed
starting from a vector of guessed ^i-values.

The formula according to which the effective potential scatter
cross section is determined in every region i is written as

£P.ff .a - *-ti*i/U.-*i ) (2)

A typical Pjj'-term has the following synthetic structure:

Neutrons in a spectral zone originating in a kernel of type m can
collide in the same kernel or in a neighbouring kernel of type m
in the same or a neighbouring fuel element and have the following
collison probability.

The symbols signify

P.. collision probability of neutrons originating in a kernel
of type m having its first collision in the same kernel of
type m

P,B probability of neutrons originating in a kernel of type m
to pass to the boundary of the matrix region adjacent to
the kernel

P,, probability of neutrons originating from the boundary of a
matrix region to collide within an equivalent smeared par-
ticle

PBB transmission probability of equivalent smeared particle
having a smeared cross section Io

PGG collision probability of equivalent smeared particle
having a smeared cross section Zc

Prr collision probability for the neutrons originating from a
smear of kernel and matrix regions within the spherical
shell of a fuel element to collide within the same or a
neighbouring fuel smear. This term is again synthetic as
shown below.

Amoungst others this term includes the Dancoff-Factors and equals
unity for an unlimited system of coated particles. Then it is
written

p.. + p..p.,/(l-p,,>

Q,.(A)P,r(A)N(A)(A) - Q.r(A) + (A)N(A)-Q S S(B)N(B)-

(4)

(5)

It contains the statistical boundary condition that the probabi-
lity to meet as a neighbouring fuel element one of the H fuel
elements contained in the spectrum zone under consideration is
1/M. In this term the multicell point of view is assumed allo-
wing different fuel types and burnup stages.

Here Q r r(A) stands for the collision probability of neutrons ori-
ginating in a kernel of a single fuel element of type A to
collide in the same fuelled region contained in the spherical
shell of the same fuel element.

Q r s(A) stands for the transmission probability for neutrons ori-
ginating in the fuelled region of a fuel element of type A
to reach the outer boundary of the outer spherical gra-
phite shell of the same fuel element



26 Q S F ( A ) stands for collision probability for neutrons originating
from such an outer boundary to collide within the fuelled
region of type A fuel elements

Q S S ( A ) stands for the transmission probability for neutrons
crossing whole fuel elements of type A

N(B) is the number of fuel elements of neighbours of type B in
the same spectrum zone

N T 0 T is the sum total of all fuel elements of all fuel types
(and burnup groups) present in the spectrum zone

To obtain the formula for the effective potential scatter cross
section representing the resonance absorption of all fuel types
present in a spectrum zone a proper averaging has to be per-
formed.

1600

- Rl(Ep. v.)|N k (6)

The sum goes over all fuel element types including their burn up
groups. Here RI stands for the total resonance integral at the
potential scatter cross section Ip. With this formula it is as-
sertained that using £p, v. as the effective potential scatter
cross section for a representative spectrum calculation the re-
sonance absorption of all resonance material present in the spec-
trum zone is preserved.

Fig. 10 and 11 are shown at the meeting as demonstration of TOMKU
results.

COMPARISON OF GLE-4 AND GO FUEL EXPERIMENTS
WITH CALCULATIONS

In table 1 an overview of the heavy metal inventories of GLE-4
and GO fuel experiments are shown as measured in the Austrian
Research Center at Seibersdorf. The GLE-4 elements had been added
through the central fuelling tube, whilst the GO elements have
been added through the outer tubes and were recycled a number of
times.

As a consequence for the GLE-4 experiment which was added to the
core during the reloading step 305 averaged values over the four
central channels are compared with the measurements. First re-
sults in table 2 show the Pu-Isotopes as calculated with HTR-2000
following the reloading steps in detail, that is to say, a new
flux distribution is calculated in successive time intervals of
about fourteen days using one group cross sections only, once
calculated with DITO and once with WIHS-HTR.
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TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL INVENTORY OF HEAVY METALS
FOR AVR FUEL EXPERIMENTS
Measured in O E F Z S (given here in rounded figures)

U235
U235 • U238

U238

Fuel

Type

GLE4

GO 1

GO 2

fuc!
Type

GLF4
GO '
GO 2

FIMA
(%)

3.48
10.5
7.51

FIMA
(%)

3.48
10.5
7.51

1 Pu238
mg

0.018
i 0.674
'. 0.129

U233

• m 9

[• 6 9 . 7

I 46.3

: Pu239
mg

18.47
; 0.661
' 0.651

j U234

! m 9

i 10.3
j 7.64

Pu240
mg

4.038
0.448
0.253

U235

9

0.761
0.303
0.482

Pu241
mg

0.732
0.206
0.073

U236

9

0.1 1
\ 0.08

Pu242
mg

0.056
0.099
0.015

U23S

9

4.912
0.063
0.068
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As a second model HTROGEN was used to predict the burn up of the
heavy metals. Starting with the same core situation (the reloa-
ding stage 305) the fuel elements were allowed to pass through a
central channel but this time not with 1 group of neutron ener-
gies but 4 groups were used giving smoother spectrum transi-
tions.

In both cases the FIMA value measured was used instead of a time
scale as the basis of the comparison (Fig. 12 and 13). For the
prediction of the heavy metal inventory of the GO fuel experi-
ments the core situation at the start of the reloading stage 280
has been kept fixed (Fig. 14 to 21). No alternative cross section
set could be produced with WIMS-HTR before the meeting. Results
are presented from HTROGEN calculations using DITO to produce the
neutron cross sections.

For the higher burn ups of fuel elements to be analysed in the
future a disadvantage factor effect should arise. Use of WIMS-HTR
would allow for such an option in the future. The reason for the
late appearance of this effect is apart from the homogeneity of
the fuel to thermal neutrons due to the compensation by the power
normalisation of the reactor. Whilst the first purpose of calcu-
lations with HTR-2000 are to follow the reactor operation and to
serve as a flux distribution supplier to HTROGEN the overpredic-
tion of important Pu-isotopes is often welcome for gaining upper
limits in safety calculations, the demands and requirements of
which have been growing steadily lately (Inclusion of Pu238 in
the prediction that was not available in HTR-2000).
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30 Table 2: Comparison for GLE-4 fuel experiment with HTR-2000

Isotope

Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Pu 242

Averaged Pu-weights over 4 central channels

Cross sections from

Experiment
(nig)

18.48
4.04
0.73
0.56

DITO
(mg)

19.9
3.82
0.66
0.049

difference (%)

+ 7.6
- 5.8
- 9.4
- 8.8

Cross sections from

WIMS-HTR
(mg)

16.7
3.35
0.54
0.047

difference (%)

-10.6
- 8.3
- 7.4
- 8.3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Within the framework of a collaborative program between KFA and
OEFZS a total of further 24 spent AVR fuel elements are to be
analysed. The following table shows a summary of element types
and ranges of FIMA values as measured by KFA before shipment to
Austria.

Table 3 : Further AVR fuel elements to be analysed

Element type

GO
THTR
GLE3
GLE4

FIMA (%)

8 - 21
12.5
7 - 10
9.1 - 17.4

Number of elements

9
3
8
4

The analysis will consist of heavy metal inventory and burnup de-
termination.
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FRENCH EXPERIENCE IN THERMOHYDRAULICS
CALCULATIONS OF GAS COOLED REACTORS

F. BOUTARD, G. CARVALLO, G. CHEVALIER
CEA, Departement des etudes mecaniques

et thermiques,
Centre d'6tudes nucle'aires de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

For the different kinds of gas-cooled reactor built in France, the CEA has developed

several versions of a thermohydraulics computer code which simulates the long-term

behavior of these gas-cooled reactors.

The code, called LOTE, computes the thermohydraulic processes occurring in the

primary flow circuit of these reactors, whether integrated in concrete vessels or built

with outer loops.

The fact that the reactor is modeled by a succession of independent boxes permits the

computation of transient behavior and the study of scenarios lasting several days.

These models include the entire primary flow circuit and the main heat exchangers,

shutdown heat exchangers, blowers and the different materials making up the core.

The calculation simulates the temperature variations in the materials with convection

and conduction processes to remove the thermal power during shutdown transients.
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The code has been a decisive asset for recent studies concerning reactor safety,

operation and maintenance.

1 INTRODUCTION

France has developed two types of gas-cooled reactor, the outer loop model (Chinon
power plant) and the so-called integrated model (Saint Laurent and Bugey power
plants).

These two types of reactor have common technological features :

• a prestressed concrete vessel with a steel liner, the vessel being cooled by water
tubes,

four high-power blowers driven by steam or electricity,

steam generators: in the integrated models, these generators are placed in the
vessel, below the core.

In the earlier reactors of the series, the cooling gas flow in the core was upflow, and
subsequently downflow in the later reactors.

The fuel rods are of three types :

• tubular or tubular with graphite core (Saint Laurent and Chinon): the graphite
core rods display better mechanical strength,

• annular (Bugey): this type of rod has a larger heat exchange surface with CO2,
and the uranium is cooler.

The shutdown of Chinon 3, planned for June 1990, has raised questions concerning
the operation of the reactor, especially in its shutdown phase. These problems will be
analyzed with the LOTE code, a thermohydraulics code developed for studies related
to the safety, operation and maintenance of gas-cooled reactors.

2 THE LOTE CODE

The LOTE code was developed by the CEA to calculate the cooling of the primary
flow circuit of GCR reactors over long periods (up to several months) in accidental
conditions (e.g. depressurization or blower shutdown).

Over these long periods, the object is more to check the heat balance of the reactor than
to perform an exact quantitative simulation of reactor operation. This allows for
greater latitude in the choice of simplifying assumptions.

2 .1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are made:

• The system, which includes the entire primary cooling circuit and the heat
exchangers, is treated unidimensionally. The blowers and the core have parallel
streams.

• The CO2 pressure and overall flow rate in the circuit are assumed to be uniform
at every point of the reactor, at any given time. The properties of the CO2 are
calculated in accordance with these values.

• The CO2 equations are processed in steady-state conditions at each time step.

• The main heat exchangers are represented by two models, at the choice of the
user:

a model with water side phase change,



32 • a model in which the water side is ignored, but the CO2 outlet temperature
of the exchangers is imposed.

The assumptions selected also include those concerning heat exchanges taken into
account in the code:

Removal of heat across the outer wall by conduction in the heat insulation.

In the core, subdivided into families of channels (see figure 5) of the same radial
power, heat exchanges concern exchanges between materials or CCtymaterials
exchanges:

• Between the CO2 and materials in contact (clad, jacket), exchanges take
place by convection.

• Axial conduction takes place in the graphite bricks and jackets of the
different channels. Radial conduction occurs between the bricks of the
adjacent channels. In channel, radiation takes place between the brick
and the jacket, and pure conduction in the CO2 gap between them.
Radiation between the jacket and the clad is also taken into account.

• In the heat exchangers, and if the water side is analyzed, exchange takes place
by convection between the water, or steam, and the tubes. Similarly, heat
exchange takes place by convection between the CO2 and the tubes.

2.2 Modeling

The geometric model selected consists of successive 'boxes' representing the different
parts of the reactor.These 'boxes' are covered in closed circuit by the cooling gas,
which is either CO2, or air in the case of injection. Figure 4 shows the model adopted
for the Chinon A3 reactor.

2.3 General calculation principle

The general calculation principle is based on the cooling of the materials making up the
reactor, taking place by convection through the gas flowing in the circuit.

In each 'box' described above, where the mass of the materials exchanges energy with
CO2, the thermal inertia of each material is initially calculated:

where:

• M

• Tm

X = M Cp Tm

mass of the material (kg),
specific heat (J/kg per °C),
material mean temperature (K).

The heat flux exchanged with the CO2 i s :

Te+Ts

2

where:

• H convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 per °Q,
• S surface in contact with CO2 (m2),

• Te and Ts CO2 inlet and outlet temperature (K).'

By writing that the energy in the materials is reduced by:

dX

dt
a first-order differential equations system is obtained. The solution of this system
serves to determine the changes in thermal inertia and the temperatures of the materials
at each time step.

The CO2 side balance is written:

* = Q Cp (Ts - Te)

where:

• Q CO2 flow rate (kg/s),
• Cp specific heat (J/kg per ° Q .

Thus, if the average temperature of the material is known, the COj outlet temperature
Ts can be calculated. Hence, at each time step, it suffices to know an inlet
temperature in a "box' to determine all the CO2 temperatures in succession. The state
of the CO2 at each time step is calculated in steady-state conditions. The convergence
of these conditions is achieved by successive iterations between the flow rates and
pressures on the one hand, and the temperatures on the other.

The momentum equation can be written in steady-state conditions for each 'box':

AP = Pe - Ps = A'(I) Q + B(I)

by setting:

• A'(I) = A(I) Q by linearization of the pressure drop equation at time t,
• A'(I) is a function of friction and velocity,
* B(I) is the gravitational acceleration term,
• Pe and Ps are the inlet and outlet pressures of the 'box' considered.

Once the circuit is scanned, we can write:

2[A'(I)Q + B(I)] = 0

and a CO2 flow rate is determined.

Iteration is carried out on the flow rate until the relative difference between two
successive flow rates is smaller than the required accuracy. The gas pressure is
calculated at each time step as a function of the masses of CO2 in the circuit.



2.4 Operation of the code

The operation of the code is illustrated in the flow chart below.
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solution of the system
Xi(t + dt) = Xi(t) + (dXi/dt) dt
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to no further change

u
calculation of
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. materials

SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM

The N equations Xi(t + dt) = Xi(t) + dXi/dt form a non-linear system of first-order
differential equations with respect to time. The initial values of the unknowns Xi(t)
(thermal inertia of the reactor material i) are given. The overall system is solved by a
method which is a modified form of the Adams Pece formulas [1]. The time step is
adjusted automatically to check the local error.

A local extrapolation method is used to improve stability and accuracy. A round-off
error check is performed, and execution is stopped if the desired accuracy is not
achieved. The local error check is carried out as follows. For the calculation on a
time step to be acceptable, it is necessary that:

Neq local error

S
L=l

)2

WT(L) J
<; e

where:

• Neq number of equations,
• WT(L) weight of unknown L in the error calculation,
• e desired tolerance (set at 104).

In the LOTE code, the value of the weights is taken as the absolute value of the
unknowns, i.e. the tolerance set is in fact a relative accuracy. This is true unless the
unknowns are zero, in which case the weights are taken as 1, and the tolerance
represents an absolute accuracy.

3 EXAMPLES

We provide examples of two cases of transient calculations for the Chinon A3 reactor.

3 .1 Shutdown case

The shutdown occurs on the reactor operating at 1200 MWt The rod drop lasts
350 s. One of the four blowers is shut down.

Figure 1 shows the comparison curve between the calculation and the readings of the
power plant for the core outlet temperature. Figure 2 shows the comparative curves
for the CO2 flow rate. These curves, plotted over one hour of operation of the
reactor, show good agreement between the changes in the COz outlet temperature and
the flow rate, resulting from the calculation, with the readings made at the Chinon
power plant.
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Thermosyphon' case

The test occurs during stable operation at 1100 MWt. A rod drop occurs, with
shutdown of the four blowers and operation in thermosyphon mode.
Figure 3 shows the comparative curves of the core outlet temperature between the
calculation with the LOTE code and the power plant readings. This comparison is
made over 4 h. The difference between the two curves, which remains constant, can
be explained by the uncertainty on the hydraulic resistance of the blowers at
shutdown.

We find that the calculations for the LOTE code show very good agreement with
reality, in view of the foregoing comparisons, both in the medium term and the long
term.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The LOTE code has been developed and used for the past five years. The modeling
and solution flow chart it applies have been progressively refined in order to:

* approach more closely the power plant readings,

• predict the long-term changes, while complying with the physics of the accident
processes.

The following factors have been identified as especially important:

• radial and axial zoning of the reactor,

• fine modeling of the heat exchanger during the disturbed phases (drying of the
water side, for example),

• the accurate knowledge of the blower characteristics at low speed.
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Abstract

In recent years greater effort has been made to establish theoretical models for HTR core
dynamics. At KFA Julich the TINTE (Time dependent Neutronics and TEmperatures) code

' ' ' " rcuit of an HTR plant using
interference of the relevant

•Z geometry for both nucleonics andphysical variables. The

local heat sources are incorporated, thus simulating gamma ray transport. The thermo-fluid'
dynamics module accounts for heterogeneity effects due to the pebble bed structure. Pipes
and other components of the primary loop are modelled in 1-D geometry. Forced convection
may be treated as well as natural convection in case of blower breakdown accidents.

Validation of TINTE has started using the results of a comprehensive experimental program
that has been performed at the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor GmbH (AVR) high
temperature pebble bed reactor at Julich. In the frame of this program power transients were
initiated by variing the helium blower rotational speed or by moving the control rods. In most
cases a good accordance between experiment and calculation was found.

Problems in modelling the special AVR reactor geometry in two dimensions are described
and suggestions for overcoming the uncertainties of experimentally determined control rod
reactivities are given. The influence of different polynomial expansions of xenon cross
sections to long term transients is discussed together with effects of burnup during that time.

Up to now the TINTE code has proven its general applicability to operational core transients
of HTR. The effects of water ingress on reactivity, fuel element corrosion and cooling gas
properties is now beeing incorporated into the code.

1. Introduction

The core dynamics of pebble bed high temperature reactors is characterized by the inherent

properties of this reactor type, namely

- low power density

- large heat capacity ••

- negative temperature/reactivity feedback in all situations.

These lead to a generally very smoothly reaction of the system to changes in the operational

parameters. Concerning mathematical and computational modelling of the dynamic

behaviour, the relative strong coupling between nuclear and thermofluidal physical

parameters playes an important role. Independent treatment of these two blocks has been

shown to produce inadequate results. This holds true especially in accident situations when

after some delay time a subcritical system may regain criticality. Such situations are mostly

related to the ingress of a large amount of steam or water from the secondary loop into the

primary system in case of steamgenerator failures.

The probability of accident scenarios in this domain was found to be very small but

nevertheless at least the public opinion claims for demonstration of avoiding catastrophical

consequences in these cases, too.

Therefore in recent years greater effort has been made to establish theoretical models for

HTR core dynamics. At KFA Julich the TINTE code system has been developed, which is

able to model the primary circuit of an HTR plant using modem numerical techniques and

taking into account the mutual interference of the relevant physical variables. The final goal is

to prepare a tool for demonstration of the inherent passive selfstabilizing features of the

pebble bed high temperature reactor. Within this scope a code like TINTE has to be able to

describe not only neutronics and thermofluid-dynamics but also the effects of severe water

and air ingress accidents with respect to corrosion, combustion and nuclear reactivity.

Validation of such a code system is a major task and because of the broad field of phenomena

to be modelled asks for detailed experimental data in several areas. As a starting point the

dynamics experiments at the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor GmbH (AVR) pebble bed

reactor in Julich (FRG) were used to validate the TINTE nucleonics and fluid-dynamics

moduls.

2. The TINTE Code System

The TINTE (Time dependent Neutronics and TEmperatures) code system is beeing

developed at the KFA Forschungszentrum Julich Institute for safety research and reactor

technique (ISR) /1,2/. It is planned to model the primary loop of pebble bed high

temperature reactors including operational and safety related transients up to the description

of severe hypothetical accident scenarios. The actual version provides moduls for neutron

dynamics, thermodynamics and thermo-fluid-dynamics. Further development concentrates on

nuclear, fluid-dynamic and chemical effects induced by ingress of large amounts of water,

steam or air into the primary circuit in case of hypothetical accidents.



The model of the mutual feedback effects is based on the following considerations:

- The nuclear power production is coupled with changes in spectrum averaged cross

sections due to temperature and other feedback effects, e.g. buckling, Xe- and steam-

concentration.

- The temperature is governed by nuclear heat production, heat transport in the

cooling gas, heat conductivity in fuel and graphite, and radiation.

- The large heat capacity of the graphite causes overall temperature changes to be very

slow. Even small temperature deviations however, especially in the inner part of the fuel

elements result in a sensitive feedback to the nuclear behaviour. The heat produced in the

coated particles is transferred very rapidly to the graphite matrix (in about 1 ms). The

transport of the heat to the fuel element surface takes about 30 s from where it is removed by

the coolant, by global heat conduction and radiation. Because of these reasons a

heterogeneous treatment of temperature is necessary.

- The modelling of the reflector nuclear and temperature feedback demands at least

two spacial dimensions.

- The description of most of the out-of-core parts in the primary loop requests an

additional network for gas flow handling.

Following these considerations the HTR core is treated in 2-D R-Z geometry for both

nucleonics and thermo-fluid-dynamics. 2-energy-group diffusion theory is used in the nuclear

pan. Six groups of delayed neutrons are accounted for and in addition 14 groups of decay heat

producers are explicitly followed in time. The problem of very small time steps induced by the

short living delayed neutrons is overcome by an analytical integration assuming linear

variation of neutron flux and condensed cross sections in time. So timesteps up to minutes can

be tolerated.

The heat production is divided into a "local" part located in the fuel pellet itself and a

"nonlocal" part to account for moderation of neutrons and absorption of gamma rays. The

spatial shape of the latter part is assumed to correspond to the 2-group fast neutron removal

rate.
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The thermo-fluid-dynamics module accounts for heterogeneity effects due to the pebble bed

structure. Pipes and other components of the primary loop are modelled in 1-D geometry.

Forced convection may be treated as well as natural convection in case of blower breakdown

accidents.

The equations describing the different physical properties of the reactor are very dissimilar

and do not allow a simultaneous solution. Thus, a modular code system was developed. In Fig.

1 a block diagram of the actual TINTE system is shown.

The solution of most of the two-dimensional partial differential equations is found by the

"leakage iterative method" as described by Naito et al. / 3 / for neutron diffusion. The 2-D

system is divided into axial and radial layers for which 1-D calculations are performed. The

coupling between the layers is given by leakage terms obtained from the transversal

calculations. In an iterative process a convergent solution from both transversal calculations is

found.

Nuclear cross sections are provided in form of polynomial approximations with respect to

various parameters, such as fuel- and moderator temperature, leakage, Xe-concentration and

water or steam mass. The corresponding spectral calculations are performed prior to the

TINTE run using convenient fast spectral codes. Time-dependent mixing of cross section sets

is possible for simulation of control rod movements.

Starting from the steady state power and temperatures and some boundary conditions for

temperatures and coolant flow the temperature distribution is calculated in independent

program moduls for the coolant, the graphite structures and the fuel pebbles. Because of the

low heat capacity of the coolant gas compared to the graphite steady state approximations

are used for the gas.

The heat flow from the solid pans to the gas is described as an effect of volume. The coupling

of reflectors to the gas therefore is simulated by introducing a thin reflector layer allowing gas

flow through it.

Especially in severe accidental situations a loss of coolant flow or even a loss of coolant may

occur. In these cases effects of natural convection play an important role in heat transport

The TINTE algorithms are intended to operate under these conditions and up to now have

proven their stability in such situations.
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3. Modelling the AVR Primary Loop

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor GmbH (AVR) reactor is a 46 MW (thermal)

pebble bed high temperature reactor located at Julich (FRG). After 20 years of successful

operation it was shut down at the end of 1988 and is now beeing decomissioned. A rough

sketch of the primary system is given in Fig. 2. Detailed information may be found elsewhere

/4/ . Modelling the primary loop in two dimensions has to overcome the special problem of

the reflector "noses". There are four of them containing the guide holes for the control rods as

inner reactor
vessel

top reflector

shutdown rod
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structural jacket
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reflector jocket

reflector bottom

grid

live steam pipe

steam generator

outer reactor vessel

barrier gas duct
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thermol shield

pebble bed core

biological shield Na1

sphere discharge
tube

circulator

FIG. 1. TINTE block diagram.

FIG. 2. The AVR reactor.



shown in fig. 3. After some tests the equivalent geometrical arrangement as given in fig. 3 was

used. The mass of the graphite noses is conserved. However, the graphite ring has been made

"transparent" for the helium gas in radial direction. A slit of 1 cm thickness was introduced to

simulate the control rod guide holes. At the boundaries between bulk graphite and pebble

bed special small regions allowing for gas flow were introduced to account for the heat

coupling between graphite and cooling gas. The same technique was used at the radial

reflector inner surface. Because of the smaller thickness of the ring (11 cm) in relation to the

noses (30 cm) the radial heat conductivity was reduced in an appropriate way.

Another problem occured in modelling the mass flow as a function of time. The experiments

gave the blower rotational speed only and there was no possibility to measure the helium

mass flow directly. Only a single blower characteristics was available, so additional

assumptions had to be made. Using a simple law of similitude a relationship between blower

speed and mass flow was derived. Comparisons to the assumption of a proportionality showed

certain minor differences in the power transients which finally were regarded to be tolerable.

Concerning the polynomial approximation for the nuclear cross sections some effort was

necessary to get the right degree of expansion. Especially the dependence from xenon

concentrations had to be described by fourth order polynomials which will be seen in the

results given later.

Besides these special problems the modelling of the AVR core within the TINTE code system

was strait forward. No difficulties were encountered during execution of the calculations

which in general run five times faster than simulation time on an IBM 3081 host computer.

control rod
guide hole

p 15cm

control rod
guide 'slit'
-* 1 cm —
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4. The AVR Dynamics experiments

Starting in 1982 a comprehensive experimental program has been undertaken at the AVR

reactor / 5 / . This program was intended to follow the switch-over of the fuel cycle from high

enriched uranium/thorium (HEU) fuel to low enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. One of the

interesting questions dealt with the dynamic response of the reactor to reactivity

perturbations. Screening calculations had shown, that the total temperature feedback should

increase with increasing LEU fuel content mainly caused by the absolute increase of the

moderator coefficient due to changes in the loading strategy. Despite the higher resonance

absorption in the U-238 compared to TH-232 the fuel temperature coefficient should remain

nearly constant because of the lower heavy metal loading per fuel sphere. So the relative

importance of fuel temperature variations should decrease.

Based on these informations two types of dynamic experiments were planned:

- reactivity changes induced by control rod movement, keeping the cooling at normal

values.

- reducing the helium blower speed, keeping the control rods at their normal positions.

In the first case neutron multiplication and therewith power generation is affected directly.

Temperature changes should affect the fuel coated particles at first, thus starting feedback

effects governed by the fuel reactivity coefficient. Later on temperature changes should

involve the moderator, too. In the second case the cooling force is reduced at first, resulting in
FIG. 3. The TINTE AVR model.



40 increasing moderator temperatures and starting feedback effect due to the moderator

reactivity coefficient. Later on because of decreasing power the fuel reactivity feedback

should come into play.

After the first experiments had been carried out it was recognized, that the above "philosophy"

didn't work. The time constant for the heat transfer from the fuel particle kernels to the

surrounding inner graphite matrix is in the order of 1 ms. The corresponding value for the

transfer to the fuel element surface is about 30 s. Because of technical boundary conditions

the transient inducing events (rod movement, blower speed reduction) could only be initiated

within about 1/2 minute. Therefore a decoupling of the fuel and moderator feedback effects

could not be made visible and in fact the reactor always reacted with his total feedback

coefficient.

The dynamics experiments of the first kind started with a control rod insertion of about

50 mNile within about 20 sec. Then the rods were stopped and the free transient of the system

was recorded up to about 15 minutes. The inverse process of withdrawing the rods was

performed too with the modification that this procedure could be initiated at reduced power

and with very slow rod velocity only, because of the neutron flux "overshooting" effect.

Otherwise the reactor safety system would have initiated a scram.

The experiments of the second kind were initiated by reducing the helium blower rotational

speed to about 50% of the rated values within 1 min. In addition after some minutes the

feedwater mass flow of the steamgenerator was adjusted to keep the steamgenerator

temperatures realtively constant. Again the reactor transient behaviour was recorded for

about 15 min. Here again the inverse operation was performed at reduced power.

A third kind of transient was followed starting in the same way as the second with a blower

speed reduction to about 80%. Then the xenon governed long term transient was observed for

about 48 hours. The theoretical modelling of this transient is not easy, because even small

effects like changes in the reactor gas inlet temperature or the non compensated burnup of

the core during that time - the pebble transport was stopped during the experiment - had an

important impact to the transient.

In the Fig. 4 to 9 a summary of TIN I t results for the experiments described are given

together with the experimental values.

The typical AVR response to the initial perturbations is a change in the power following the

perturbation. After the initialization has ended feedback effects become dominant and

establish a driving force in the opposite direction. Finally after very few oscillations a quasi-

stabilization of the power is observed. This holds true for both types of transients and

quantitative values were influenced by the fuel type on a large time scale only.

As can be seen on fig. 8 the above mentioned polynomial expansion had a significant

influence on the long term xenon transient. The burnup of two days, which was not

compensated by fuel shuffling reduces the core reactivity and has to be taken into account as

shown in that figure, too.

Finally, fig. 9 shows the effect of control rod worth on the dynamic response. The

"experimental" reactivities were derived from measurements at the initial HEU core.

Probably the control-rod S-curve has changed during switching over to LEU. Using the same

reactivity information gave significantly worse TIN I t results for later core configurations.

The asumption of having inserted about 60 mNile of reactivity in the 1985 campaign instead

of 49 mNile as given by the experimentalists would improve the calculation significantly as is

shown in fig. 9. There are other indications for the correctness of this idea / 6 / .
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FIG. 4. AVR rod insertion transient.
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FIG. 5. AVR rod withdrawal transient.
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FIG. 9. AVR LEU rod insertion transient.

5. Conclusions

The TINTE code system is developed to describe the dynamics of the primary loop in a

pebble bed high temperature reactor in operational, accidental and hypothetical accidental

situations. Up to now calculation moduls for core neutronics, thermodynamics and thermo-

fluid-dynamics are available. Models describing the effects of water/steam and air ingress

with respect to reactivity, corrosion and combustion are in preparation.

The AVR dynamics experiments gave the opportunity to start a validation program for the

code system. Despite the lack of detailed experimental values the TINTE system has shown

its general applicability to such questions and the accordance with the experiments is very

encouraging.

Further validation work will cover situations of natural convection and simulation of core

heat-up accidents as they were simulated in later AVR experiments 111.

Experiments usable for validation of the planned moduls concerning chemical and nuclear

effects of water ingress are heavily asked for.
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Abstract

This report describes the calculational methods which were employed to
determine the temperature coefficients and the kinetic parameters for the
safety analysis in the HTTROligh Temperature Engineering Test Reactor).

The temperature coefficients (doppler .moderator temperature) and the kinetic
parameters (prompt neutron life time ;£, effective delayed neutron fraction ;

/?eff) are important for the point model core dynamic analysis and should be
evaluated properly.
The temperature coefficients were calculated by the whole core model. Doppler
coefficient was evaluated under the conditions of all control rods withdrawn
and the uiform change of fuel temperature. The minimum and the maximum value of
the evaluated doppler coefficients in a burnup cycle are -4.6>:10"sand -1.5x10
"5 AK/K/t respectively. The moderator temperature coefficient was evaluated
under the conditons of all control rods withdrawn and the uiform change of
moderator temperature. The minimum and the maximum value of the evaluated
moderator tenperature coefficients in a burnup cycle are -17.1 X10" 5 and 0.99

x l O ^ A K / V C respectively. In spite of positive moderator temperature
coefficient, the power coefficient is always negative. Therefore the HTTR
possesses inherent power-suppressing feed back characteristic in all operating

condition. He surveyed the effects of the Xe existence ,the control rods
existence,the fuel temperature and the region in which the temperature was
changed on the moderator temperature coefficients.

The kinetic parameters were calculated by the perturbation method with the
whole core model. The minimum and the maximum value of the evaluated effective
delayed neutron fraction(^eff) are 0.0047 and 0.0065 respectively. These of
the evaluated prompt neutron life time {£) are 0.67 and 0.78 ms respectively.
We have surveyed the effects of the fuel depletion and the core power level on
these parameters,and considered these effects on the kinetic parameters.
From above evaluation, we determined the temperature coefficients and the
kinetic parameters.
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1. Introduction

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has extensively carried out the
research and development to construct the High Temperature Engineering Test
Reactor (HTTR) of 30MW(th)" . The main objectives of the HTTR are to establish
basic technologies for advanced HTGRs in future and to be served as an
irradiation test reactor in order to conduct researches in innovative high-
temperature technologies.
The temperature coefficients and the kinetic parameters are important for the
point model core dynamic analysis and should be evaluated properly.

This report describes the evaluation methods and the evaluation results of the
temperature coefficient(doppler coefficient, moderator temperature coefficient)
and the kinetic parameters(the effective delayed neutron fraction, the prompt
neutron life time), which are needed for the point model core dynamic analysis
in the safety evaluation in the HTTR.

2.The nuclear design code system for the HTTR

The temperature coefficients and the kinetic parameters were calculated with the
nuclear design code system shown in Fig.l

2-1 The lattice calculation of the fuel and the burnable poison
The neutron spectrum was calculated with multi group constants edited from the

ENDF/B-IV and the lattice calculation of the fuel and the burnable poison(BP)
were carried out in reduced neutron groups of 40. DELIGHT2' is used for the



45 lattice calculation of fuel and burnable poison,which is developed to analyse
the fuel lattice characteristics of high temperature gas cooled reactor. The
few group constants which were used for the core characteristics calculation
were produced through condensing these reduced group constants. The
calculational model of the fuel lattice is cylindrical and the model consists
of the fuel rod and the helium coolant, which are surrounded by the graphite
block. The calculational model of the BP lattice is cylindrical and the model
consists of the BP rod which is surrounded by the homogenized fuel.

2-2 The lattice calculation of the control rod
The lattice calculation of the control rod was carried out to produce the

averaged group constants in the control rod guide block under the conditions
that the control rods were inserted and the region around the control rod
column was the homogenized fuel. The flux in the control rod guide block was
used as the weight for this space averaging. For this calculation, we used the
two dimensional neutron transport code TW0TRAN-23>.

2-3 The core calculation

For the calculation of the temperature coefficients and the kinetic parameters,
we used the diffusion code CITATION-1O00VP*' which was vectorized and extended
core dimension version of CITATION. The three dimensional triangular prism mesh
are employed in the calculation. The group constants of the fuel, the reflector
and the control rod were produced through the above mentioned lattice
calculations.

3.The temperature coefficientsCDoppler coefficient, Moderator temperature

coefficient)

We have carried out the parametric study to determine the proper evaluation

model and evaluated the doppler coefficient and the moderator temperature

coefficient, which were important for the point model core dynamic analysis in

the safety evaluation.

3-1 Parametric study
i ) The effect of the moderator temperature on the doppler coefficient

In order to survey the effect of the moderator temperature on the evaluated
doppler coefficient we have calculated the doppler coefficient for different
moderator temperature with the fuel lattice calculation model. The change of the

Specification of fuel,burnable poison,graphite block,
control rod:core,reflector, et al.

Number density for
each material

DELIGHT
•Lattice calculation of fuel

and burnable poison

• Neutron spectra calculation and

providing the croup constants of

fuel blocks and traphite blocks

Providint the troop constants of

control rod-iuerted graphite blocks

Delayed neutron data Group constant set

CITATION-1000VP

Analysis of reactor core

characteristics

Temperature coefficient

(doppler.aoderator temperature)

• Kinetic parameter

{proapt neutron l ife liae.effeclive

delayed neutron fraction)

FIG. 1. Calculation flow of the nuclear design.



doppler coefficient for different moderator temperature was shown in Fig.2. The

moderator temperature was set to 200 *C,747"C and 1200 *C. It is clear from

this figure that the characteristic of the doppler coefficient is not so

affected by the moderator temperature.

ii) The effect of the evaluation model on the moderator temperature

coefficient

We investigated the effect of the evaluation model (shown below) on the

moderator temperature coefficient.

® The region in which the graphite temperature is changed

© The temperature of the permanent reflector

® The Xe existence

© The control rod existence

@ The fuel temperature

These effects were evaluated as follows.

® The region in which the graphite temperature is changed

The moderator region in which the temperature is changed affects the

moderator temperature coefficient, this effect is shown in Table 1. The dashed

parts are the region in which the graphite temperature is changed. As this

dashed part gets larger, the moderator temperature coefficient increases. A

rapid increase of the local core power level causes only increase of the

temperature of the fuel zone of the model 1, and doesn't cause the rapid

increase of the temperature of the replaceable reflector. In order to evaluate

the conservative moderator temperature coefficient for the safety analysis ,we

used the model 4 where the graphite temperature in the replaceable reflector is

changed simultaneously for the evaluation of the moderator temperature

coefficient.

@ The temperature of the permanent reflector

The effect of the permanent reflector temperature on the moderator

temperature coefficient can be obtained through comparison between the model 4

and the model 4-1 of Table 2. The temperature of the permanent reflector is 27"C

TABLE 1. RELATION BETWEEN THE EXTENSION OF THE REGION IN WHICH THE
TEMPERATURE IS CHANGED AND THE MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

Moderator

temperature

CO

27

127

Fuel

temperature

T,
CO

27

27
Mtntar twttnurt

Effectiw wlllplication fictor let Mdentor
I « « I K I « wtfficiMl [or ucft aodil

Model 1

fuel

1.0459

1.0406

-4.87 xlO"'

Model 2

core

1.0439

1.0388

-4.66 xio"*

Model 3

can Md lotar
npltcwble nritcior

1.0386

1.0348

-3.57x10'S

Model 4

con wdrwlKwfcla
ntltcUr

1.0338

1.0314

-2.33 x10S

hodel 5

nfUcurtad
nrwim nflacur

1.0290

1.0276

-1.27x10**
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FIG. 2. Effect of the moderator temperature on the
Doppler coefficient (lattice calculation).
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note : Effective nult ipl icat ion factor K.IS calculated on burnup 660 day under
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48 TABLE 2. EFFECT OF THE PERMANENT REFLECTOR TEMPERATURE (Tia) ON THE
MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

Moderator

temperature

Tm

CO

227

Tm » 2 7 7

327

727

V777

827

Fuel
temperature

T,

Co

227

227

727

727

dodel 4
T . ""

K

1.0175

1.0176

1.0041

1.0002

-21 T

Sod. Up.CMff.

CAK/K/C)

+ 0.11 xlO"*

-3.28x10"'

t iode l 4 - 1
T . fi* =527T

K

1.0221

1.0221

1 .0090

1.0051

M.up.cMtr.
(AK/K/C)

-0.07 x l6'

-3.87x10"'

Model <
T . » •

K

1.0562

1.0537

1.0304

1.0244

•2
=27 t

M.UH.CMff.

(AKWC)

-2.27x10*

-5.71x10"'

Tbt mioa la khich the
temperature is 27'C • 527*C Y////A

W77//,

.11%

(room temperature) for the model 4 and 527 *C for the model 4-1 . The moderator

temperature coefficient of the model 4 is larger than that of the model 4-1 by

(O.2~O.6)xiO-5AK/K/T in case of T „ =277t and T „ =777 t . Then the

temperature of the permanent reflector was set equal to the room temperature so

as to avoid underestimation of the moderator temperature coefficient.

@ The Xe existence

The effect of the Xe existence on the moderator temperature coefficient can

be obtained through comparison between the model 4 and the model 4-2 in Table 2

In the model 4, Xe exists in the core and in the model 4-2 Xe does not exist in

the core. The temperature of the permanent reflector was set to 27'C. The

moderator temperature coefficient of the model 4 is larger than that of the

model 4-2 in case of T n =277t and T „ =777 t . Then, the moderator temperature

coefficient was evaluated larger by 2.4 xlO~5AK/K/'C in case of Xe existence

than in case of no Xe. Weevaluated the moderator temperature coefficient with

Xe.

no Xe

© The control rod existence

The effect of the control rod existence on the moderator temperature

coefficient is shown in Fig.3. The Model 5 in Table 1 is used for this survey.

The solid line in Fig.5 shows the temperature coefficient change under the

conditions of the all control rods withdrawn. The dashed line shows the

temperature coefficient change under the conditions of the all control rods

inserted.This shows that the moderator temperature coefficient is evaluated

larger under the former conditions than the latter conditions. Therefore the

conditions in which the control rods were withdrawn is chosen for the evaluation

of the moderator temperature coefficient.

© The fuel temperature

We investigated the effect of the fuel temperature on the moderator

temperature coefficient. The change of the moderator temperature coefficient is

shown in Fig.4. The fuel temperature is varied to 200 t 897 "C and 1400 tin
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FIG. 3. Effect of the control rod on the moderator
temperature coefficient (model 5).

FIG. 4. Effect of the fuel temperature on the moderator
temperature coefficient (lattice calculation, EOC).
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this investigation. This figure shows that the values of the moderator

temperature coefficient are almost the same for these different fuel

temperatures.

3-2 Evaluation model

i) Doppler coefficient

Although the fuel temperature has the distribution in the core: we have

evaluated the doppler coefficient by using the core averaged fuel temperature.

The adequacy of using core average temperature for the temperature coefficient

is mentioned by Massimo6'. As the doppler coefficient has the weak dependence

on the moderator temperature, the moderator temperature is set to constant. All

control rods were completely wi thdrawn.

ii) Moderator temperature coefficient

The fuel temperature was set equal to the averaged moderator temperature(T m

+THZ)/2. The regions whose moderator temperatures were changed were replaceable

reflector and the fuel region containing the control rod guide column. The

temperatures of these regions were changed uniformly. The temperature of the

permanent reflector was set equal to the room temperature, for the moderator

temperature coefficient became small according to the temperature increase of

the permanent reflector. In the evaluation of tht moderator temperature

coefficient at the end of cycle (EOC;full power 660 days), we considered the Xe

existence in the core, for the Xe existence has a positive effect on the

moderator temperature coefficient. At the beginine of eye If (BOO we evaluated
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FIG. 5. Doppler coefficient.

it with the conditions of no Xe existence. The control rods were all withdrawn,
for the control rods had negative effect on the moderator temperature
coefficient.

3-3 Evaluated results
i) Doppler coefficient

The evaluated values of the doppler coefficient on full power 0 day (BOO and
660 days (HOC) are shown in Fig.5. The temperatures of the fuel and the
moderator were the same in the calculation of the base effective multiplication
factor. We changed the fuel temperature to calculate the doppler coefficient
and averaged these to produce the doppler coefficient. These results show that
the minimum and the maximum value of the evaluated doppler coefficients in a
burnup cycle are -4.6 xlO"5 and -1.5 X10" 5AK/K/t respectively and they are
negative in all fuel temperature range. Then this reactor has the negative
feedback charactristic.

ii) Moderator temperature coefficient

The evaluated values of the moderator temperature coefficient on full power 0
day (BOO and 660 days (EOO are shown in Fig.6. The temperatures of the fuel
and the moderator were the same in the calculation of the base effective
multiplication factor. We changed the moderator temperature to calculate the
moderator temperature coefficient and averaged these to produce the moderator
temperature coefficient. These results show that the minimum and the maximum
value of the evaluated moderator temperature coefficients in a burnup cycle are
-17.1 XlO"5 and 0.99 xlO" 5AK/K/t respectively. The maximum value appears
near 430 *C on full power 660 days. The moderator temperature coefficient
increases compared to the standard case as the fission cross section increases
or the absorption cross section decreases. As the moderator temperature
increases, the thermal neutron spectrum moves to higher energy region and the
absorption by Xe-135 decreases and the fission by Pu-239 is increases. This

400 800 I2O0

Core averaged Mderator temperature CC)

FIG. 6. Moderator temperature coefficient (model 4).

1600



leads the moderator temperature coefficient to larger side. At higher moderator
temperature, that is ,when the distribution of the thermal neutron spectrum
moves to higher energy region, the absorption by Pu-240 increases and the
moderator temperature coefficient moves to lower side. The increase of the
moderator temperature coefficient is caused mainly by Xe-135 and Pu-239 in the
moderator temperature range front the room temperature to about 430 'C, and the
decrease of that is caused mainly by the absorption of Pu-240 in higher
moderator temperature region than about 430 °C.

4.The kinetic parameters(effective delayed neutron fraction : £,<< , prompt

neutron Ii fe t i me : £ )

We evaluated the delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron life time, which

are important for the point model core dynamic analysis in the safety-

evaluation. ,

by li-235 and then B t u is not varied by the core power level. From these
results , the minimum and the maximum value of the evaluated B<m are 0.0047
and 0.0065 respectively.
ii) Prompt neutron life time £
The change of £ with the fuel burnup is shown in Fig.9 . This figure shows
that if decreases rapidly according to Xe production and £ becomes minimum at
the middle of cycle(full power 110 days). After thjs date , I increases
gradually. The maximum value and the minimum value of £ are 0.78 ms and 0.67
ms respectively. The neutron velocity and the macroscopic absorption cross
section of fuel have the maximum value at the middle of cycle and this is the
reason thatl is minimum at the middle of cycle. The calculated £ is shown in
Fig.10 in relation with the core power level on full power 0.330 and 660 days.
This figure shows that£ decreases with increase of power level. The core
temperature increases and the neutron spectrum is hardened with the increase of

4-1 Evaluation model
The effective delayed neutron fraction and the prompt neutron life time were

calculated by the perturbation method51 with the whole core model. For &> (i;
the number of the delayed neutron group),we used the value evaluated by
G.R.Keepin etc.7>l8) For these calculations, the effect of the fuel depletion
and the core power level were took into account.

4-2 Evaluation results

i) Effective delayed neutron fraction £.,,

The calculated Ben is shown in Fig.7 in relation with the fuel burnup. Bei
t becomes smaller as burnup increases. The reason of this is that the fission in
the lower burnup is caused almost by 1-235 which has large delayed neutron
fraction and the fission in the higher burnup is caused not only by U-235 but
also by Pu-239 and Pu-24] which have small delayed neutron fraction. On burnup
660 days, the fission fraction caused by Pu-239 is about 34 %. The change of B
eft by the core power level for burnup 0,330 and 660 days is shown in Fig.8. For
burnup 330 and 660 days, Ben becomes smaller with the increase of the core
power level. The reason of this is that the neutron spectrum is hardened by the
increase of the core' averaged temperature and the fission rate of Pu-239 is
increased. On burnup 0 day, most of the fission reaction in the core is caused

51
FIG. 7. Relation between the effective delayed
neutron fraction and the burnup day.
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FIG. 8. Relation between the effective delayed
neutron fraction and the core power level.

FIG. 9. Relation between the prompt neutron lifetime
and the burnup day.

FIG. 10. Relation between the prompt neutron
lifetime and the core power level.

the core power level. They resulted in the increase of the neutron velocity and

the absorption cross section of U-23S . From these results, the minimum and the

maximum value of the evaluated i. are 0.67 and 0.78 ns respectively.

S.Sumary

The temperature coefficients were calculated by the whole core model and the
kinetic parameters were calculated by the perturbation method on this model. For
the temperature coefficients, we determined the proper model for them by the
parametric study. For the. kinetic parameters, we considered the effects of the
fuel depletion and the core power level on then. From these evaluation, it is

resulted in that the minimum and the maximum value of the evaluated doppler
coefficients are -4.6*10""5 and -1.5 XlO" 5AK/K/t .these of the moderator
temperature coefficients are -17.1 *10~ 5 and 0.99 X1O" 5AK/K/T , these of
the delayed neutron fraction are 0.0047 and 0.0065 and these of the prompt
neutron life tine are 0.67 and 0.78 BIS respectively.
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Abstract

This report describes the calculational methods of the power distribu-
tion in the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR; 30HK in
thermal output and 95CC in reactor outlet coolant temperature) which was
designed by Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute (JAERI).and the
verifications of these methods.

In the HTTR, an accurate detersination of power distribution is one of
the important design requirements. He have designed the power distribu-
tion by zoning the fuels and burnable poisons(BP) in order to keep the
•axiaun fuel temperature as low as possible. Additionally we precisely
evaluated the power distribution in a fue] block by considering the spa-
tial fine structures.
Radially these fine power distributions were calculated on the repre-
sentative planes by using the 120-degrees rotational model of CITATION,
which could consider the spatial heterogeneity caused by the fuel rods
and BP rods in a fuel block. Then we could obtain the local power peaking
factor which was defined by the ratio between finely and coarsely deter-
mined power distribution. The maximum value of the local power peaking
factor is about 7X and it gradually decreases with depletion.

He evaluated axially the effect of local power spikes due to the block
end graphite, and we have considered 4% as these spikes for the fuel tem-
perature calculation.



54 On the other hand, we have verified these methods by the analysis of
copper reaction rate measurements in the Very High Tenperature Reactor
Critical Assembly (VHTRC) experiments. The agreement between calculation
and experi»ent was good.

Fros these results, it was confirmed that the power distribution in the
HTTR could be predicted with sufficient accuracy by our calculations]
•ethod, and could aeet the design requirements.

1. Introduction
Japan Atomic Energy Research lnstitute(JAERl) has been developing the

High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR). The HTTR, which employs
pin-in-block type fuel, is a helium cooled and graphite moderated reactor
with thermal power of 30MH and outlet coolant temperature of 950°C.
In this report, we describe the calculational methods of power distribu-

tion in the HTTR, and the verifications by analyzing the VHTRC experi-
ment.

2. Hain Features of HTTR Core Design
The major specification of the HTTR is listed in Table 1. The active
core consists of 30 fuel columns and 7 control rod guide columns. Each
column is composed of 5 hexagonal fuel blocks. A standard fuel block,
36c« across flats and 58c» in height, is made up of fuel rods and a
hexagonal graphite block. A fuel rod consists of fuel compacts contained
by graphite sleeve. Furthermore a fuel compact consists of TRISO coated
particles of low enriched uranius dioxide whose average enrichment is
about 6wtX. These fuel block structures are shown in Fig.l.

Fro» the safety viewpoint, the HTTR core is so designed that the maximum
fuel temperature may not exceed 1600°C under the normal operation and any
anticipated operational transients. In order to aeet this requirement,
to achieve the high outlet coolant temperature of 950°C and to increase
the design margins, it is necessary to keep the maximum fuel temperature
as low as possible. Therefore we have designed the power distributions by
zoning fuels and burnable poisons(BP) so as to achieve following charac-
teristics through a burnup cycle.

(1) An unifora radial power distribution
(2) A flat axial fuel temperature.distribution

Table 1 Major specification of the HTTR

Thermal power

Outlet coolant temperature

Inlet coolant temperature

Fuel

Fuel element type

Direction of coolant flow

Pressure vessel

Number of main cooling loop

Heat removal

Primary coolant pressure

Containment type

Plant lifetime

30 MW

SSO*C/950*C

395°C

low enriched UOj

Prismatic block

Downward-f law

Steel

1

IHX and PWC (parallel loaded)

4 MPa

Steel containment

20 years

UO2 Kerne!

Coating

Lovers

Cooled Fuel
Particle

Fuel Matrix

Fuel Compact

Graphite
Sleeve

Graphite
Block

Fig.l HTTR fuel block



3. Evaluation of Power Distribution in the BTTR
Fuel temperatures are calculated using the power distribution which is

obtained by the verified calculational method.
This power distribution is evaluated by following three types of cal-
culational sethods. The first siethod calculate the coarse power distribu-
tion, and other methods calculate the fine power distribution in radial
and axial direction. Figure 2 shows the fuel rods arrangenent in the
BTTR, and the coarse and fine mesh models which are employed for these
calculations. We calculate the coarse power distribution for each bur-
nup step as described in section 3.1. Then we evaluate the local power
peaking factor due to the spatial heterogeneity caused by the fuel rods
and BP rods in a fuel block which is determined from the fine mesh cal-
culation on horizontal planes as described in section 3.2. In addition,
we describe the calculational method of the local power spikes due to the
fuel block end graphite as an example of axial fine distributions in sec-
tion 3.3.

Fuel rod
Handling hole / Qp hole

Coarse mesh model

Real arrangement

3.1 Coarsely determined Power Distribution
(1) Calculational method and lodel
As these calculational methods of the power distribution are a part of

nuclear design code system, the production procedure of group constants
is the same as calculating other characteristics. The group constants for
fuel regions are prepared to each burnup step by the DELIGHT'*' code
which could deal with the double heterogeneity of fuel rod and grain, and
the existence of burnable poison rod. This cell calculation is performed
by 40 energy groups (20 in fast, 20 in thermal), and they are condensed
to 6 energy groups (3 in fast, 3 in thermal) in each region. The effec-
tive group constants for control rods and reserve shut down elements are
produced by composing the cross sections from the DELIGHT code and the
shielding factors which are calculated by the TWOTRAN-2 code.
The coarse power distributions are calculated to each burnup step by the
C1TAT10N-1000VP<2) using these constants and the three dimensional full
core model shown in Fig.3. Each block is divided into 24 triangular prism
meshes, 6 on horizontal plane, and 4 in axial direction. The fuel rods
and BP rods are nixed with block graphite homogeneously in this model.

1 3 5 7 5 ]] 13 15 17 15 21 23 2S V 29 II S3 J5 J7 » 41 « « <7

2 4 6 8 10 II 1< 111 18 SB 22 21 2G 28 30. 32 J< 33 38 « « .K « 18

Fine mesh mode!

W O XX) XX XXXff

Irradiation Col

Control tod Guide Block

AAAA/vyy3

7Vvv\ A A A AA *

55 Fig.2 Fuel rod arrangement and models Fig.3 Coarse mesh model (3D Tr i . -Z full core)



(2) Results

One exaiple of these results coipared with the axial fine power dis-

tribution is shown in Fig.6.

3.2 Finely Determined Power Distribution in Radial Direction
As the calculational lethod of power distribution with coarse iesh could
not consider the heterogeneity caused by the fuel rods and BP rods in a
fuel block, we took it into account with the fine iesh calculation.
(1) Calculational lethod and lodel
Figure 4 shows this calculation procedure. The group constants are
prepared by the saie procedure shown in section 3.1. He execute the two
types of burnup calculations for the 6 horizontal planes which have dif-
ferent fuel loading, control rod conditions and temperatures. One is the
saie hoiogeneous coarse iesh lodel shown in section 3.1. Another is the
heterogeneous fine iesh lodel which could deal with the fuel rod and BP
rod by siall hexagonal 6 leshes. Figure 5 shows this heterogeneous fine
•esh aodel.

Burnable Poison
Shielding Factor

Number

Fig.5 Fine mesh mode!

(2D Tri. 1/3 core) C0RE CENTER

The spatial heterogeneity in radial direction caused by the fuel rods
and BP rods is expressed by the local power peaking factor (Fj). This
value is obtained fron the conparison between the peak channel power
ratios calculated by above two nethods at the saie burnup state as fol-
lows.

j { (P*ij/P*ij) -Wj}

Fig.4 Fuel Heterogeniety Analysis Code Ststem

P*ij; Peak channel power (Hetero.)

P*ij; Region average (Hetero.)

Pij ; Peak iesh power (Hoio. )

F j = Pij ; Region average (HOBO. )

SuBj { (Pij/Pij) -Hj} Wjj ; Averaging weight

i ; Colunn index (1-10)

j ; Axial index (1-6)

The weights(Hj) are evaluated froi the regionvise axial power d is t r ibu-

t ion. Core calculations are perfomed by the CJTAT10N-2 code which was

improved in order to treat a 120 degree rotational syinetry nodel and 500

zones in this version.
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(2) Results

The local power peaking factor due to the spatial heterogeneity caused

by the fuel rods and BP rods is evaluated as the maximum 7X fron those

results, and it is confirmed that this value gradually decreases with

burnup. The cause of this tendency is considered that the fuel with

higher power at the peripheral site of block depletes faster than at the

inner region, and the influence of BP rods becomes weak with its burnup.

3.3 Finely Determined Power Distribution in Axial direction

As the calculational method of power distribution with coarse »esh

could not consider the effect of local power spike due to the fuel block

end graphite, we performed to evaluate this effect by using the axial

heterogeneous fine mesh model.

(1) Calculational Hethod and Model

This model and procedure are the same as ones described in the section

3.1 except the axial divisions and material heterogeneities. The block is

axially divided by 30 meshes whose width are not equal each other, and

whose both ends are composed of graphite regions. The calculated condi-

tion is the initial hot clean core in which the control rods level is

deepest, and the largest spike is caused during a burnup cycle.

The hot spot factor for this power spike is evaluated from the ratio of

axial fine to coarse power distributions at the lower end of 3rd block

where the maximuB fuel temperature usually arises.

(2) Results

Figure 6 shows the comparison of axial power distributions obtained fro«

the fine mesh and coarse mesh model calculation.

The hot spot factor of 4X is evaluated from those results for the local

power spike effect due to the fuel block end graphite.

4. Verification by VHTBC experiments

For the verification of accuracy, it is indispensable to compare the

calculation with the experinent perforied on a graphite moderated criti-

cal assembly whose characteristics are similar to HTTR's. Therefore, the

Very High Temperature Reactor Critical Assembly(VHTRC)'3>-<4) at JAER1 is

very convenient to investigate the accuracy of the nuclear design code

system. Among the various experiments conducted at VHTRC, we describe

here the reaction rate measurements and its analysis.

o.o

IWr density (I/CC)

Fig.6 Comparison of axial power distribution

(1) Outline of VBTRC

The VHTRC is a split table type critical assembly which consists of two

halves ones. The VHTRC is shaped in a hexagonal prism, whose side and

axial length are 175cm and 240cm respectively. Core configuration could

be flexibly changed by loading the fuel and graphite rods. The fuel rods

are aade up of graphite sleeve and fuel compacts. Each fuel compact con-

sists of the graphite matrix and the coated fuel particles.

The reaction rate distribution of copper was measured in the radial and

axial direction on the VHTRC-1 core which was composed by 280 fuel rods.

The cross sectional view of VHTRC-1 core is shown in fig.7.
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Fig.7 Cross section of VHTRC

(2) Analysis lethod and code

The analysis lethod is the sa»e as the nuclear design code systea in the

BTTR except sose special treatments derived from the specific charac-

teristic of VHTRC.

We used the DELIGHT code for the calculation of group constants. Core

calculations were performed by the CITATION-1000VP code employing the

three diiensional triangular mesh mode).

(3) Results

The reaction rate distributions are analyzed as the product of neutron

flux and the activation cross section of 6 3Cu in a radial and axial

direction.(5)

Figure 8 shows the typical distribution in the axia] direction of the

VHTRC-1 and figure 9 shows the deviations from the measureaents at the

radial position of fuel rods.

The agreement between calculation and experiment was good, and the dis-

crepancy was within Z% in the fuel region at both directions.
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5. Suiiary
He described the calculational aethods of power distribution in the HTTR

and the verifications by the VRTBC experisent.

He ca lcula ted the local power peaking factor due to the spat ial

heterogeneity caused by the fuel rods and BP rods in a fuel block, the

local power spike due to the fuel block end graphite, and evaluated the

design values of 7X and 4X respectively. For these power dis t r ibut ion

calculat ions , we have verified the design code system by analyzing the

VHTRC experiment.

From those results , i t was confirmed that the power distribution in the

HTTR could be predicted with suff icient accuracy, and could neet the

design requirements.
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Abstract

This report summarizes the analytical models and the verifi-
cation results of the plant dynamics analysis code, ASURA, which
has been developed for designing the reactor control system of
HTTR (High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor). ASURA consists
of models of major components and systems of HTTRr such as the
reactor, heat exchangers and the reactor control system, to simu-
late whole-plant transients.

ASURA has been verified by (1) a comparison with Fort St.
Vrain (FSV) test data and (2) a comparison with another verified
dynamics analysis code, THYDE-HTGR.

INTRODUCTION

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) is proceeding
with the construction of HTTR to establish the HTGR technology
basis and to conduct innovative basic researches on high tem-
perature technology.

HTTR shown in Fig.l is a test reactor with thermal output of
30 MW and reactor inlet/outlet coolant temperature of 395 "C/950
°C, using pin-in-block type fuel. The heat generated in the core
is transferred to pressurized water through the intermediate heat
exchanger (IHX) and the primary/secondary pressurized water
coolers (PWCs) of the main cooling system, and finally removed to
atmosphere at the air cooler (A/C). In addition, the auxiliary
cooling system (ACS) and the two vessel cooling systems (VCSs)
are provided for decay heat removal and emergency reactor
cooling, respectively. The reactor control system shown in Fig.2
is designed to accomplish a stable operation with the rated con-
dition of reactor power and reactor outlet temperature.
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A plant dynamics analysis code, ASURA, has been developed
mainly for design and evaluation work of the HTTR reactor control
system. ASURA consists of models of major components and systems
of HTTR to simulate whole-plant transients. This report descri-
bes the analytical models of ASURA and verification results.

OUTLINE OF ASURA

Code Structure

The ASURA code has been designed based on a modular struc-
ture. The various physical phenomena in the HTTR plant are cate-
gorized into the following five groups from a view point of the
basic equations and the boundary conditions, as shown in Fig.3;

•1 Reactor Power
Transient

1 • . Neutron Kinetics

II _
Temperature

*

Power

Power

Thermal
Transient

Energy Conservation

Flow Rate
Pressure

©

Temperature

Temperature
Buoyancy Head

Coolant Flow
Transient

Matt Conservation
Momentum Conservat Ion

Pump Head
Lost Coefficient of

Valve

•

Control Red

Flow Rate
Pressure

Flow Rate
Pressure

Actuator
Response

Actuetor
Characteristics

Rtict lvlty

Purrs Speed

Demand Signal

Reactor Control System
Reactor Protection
System Response

1 Detection
Signal

(1) reactor power transient, (2) thermal transient of the reactor
and cooling systems, (3) coolant flow transient, (4) actuator
response, and (5) response of the reactor control system and the
reactor protection system. These five groups are subdivided into
thirteen modules as shown in Table 1, corresponding to the HTTR
components. ASURA is a complex of these thirteen modular
programs, and each modular program works as a stand-alone small
code.

Selecting some modular programs and connecting the inter-
faces by input data, an analytical system appropriate to a pur-
pose can be constructed flexibly. In addition, the modular
structure makes ASURA easy to modify and maintain.

Reactor Power Generation

The neutron flux level is calculated by solving the point
kinetics equations with six delayed neutron groups, applying the
prompt jump approximation. The reactor power is determined from

Table 1 List of Modular Programs

Fig. 3 Transient Analysis Scheme of ASURA
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©Reactor Power
Transient

©Therms 1
Transient

(DCoofant Flow
Transient

©Actuator
Response

©Control and
Protection System
Response

Objective

Neutron Kinetics

Reactor Core

IHX: Intermediate heat
exchanger

PWC: Pressurized Water
Cooler

A / C : Air Cooler

Piping of Primary and
Secondary Cooling System

P iping of Pressurized
Water Cooling System

Mixing Element

Primary, Secondary, and
Pressurized Water Cooling

System
Gas Circulator.
Pressurized Water Pump

Control Valve

Reactor Control System

Reactor Protection System



|j2 the neutron flux level and the decay heat, assuming that the spa-
tial distribution of the reactor power generation is independent
of time. The reactivity is changed by the position of the
control rods and the temperature of the fuel and the moderator.

Thermal Calculation on Reactor and Cooling System

The thermal model of the reactor is shown schematically in
Fig.4. The core is modeled as a single channel of a represen-
tative fuel pin. The spatial temperature distribution of the
fuel and the moderator is calculated by solving a two-dimensional
cylindrical thermal conduction equation. The reactor internal
structures (such as the reflector, the shield and the reactor
vessel) are modeled as several lumped heat capacity terms con-
sidering their shapes.

The heat exchangers are modeled as a single channel of a
representative heat transfer tube. The thermal models of the IHX
and the primary PWC are shown schematically in Fig.5 and Fig.6,
respectively. Internal structures (such as the liner, the ther-
mal insulator and the shell) are modeled as heat capacity terms
in the same way. The temperature of coolants and structures is
calculated by solving one-dimensional energy conservation
equations in the direction of the flow.

The co-axial double wall helium pipes are modeled as heat
capacity terms and the pressurized water piping is modeled as a
transport lag. Energy gain of helium from compression works of
the gas circulators is calculated by an adiabatic compression
model of an ideal gas. A static approximation neglecting time-
dependence is applied in energy conservation equations of the
helium and the air.
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63 Fig.6 Primary PWC Thermal Model

Coolant Flow Calculation

The flow rate of the helium and the pressurized water is
calculated by a flow-network model, which describes the cooling
system by some representative pressure nodes and flow paths.
Fig.7 shows the flow-networks of the primary and the pressurized
water cooling systems. The distribution of flow rate and
pressure is calculated by solving mass conservation equations on
pressure nodes and momentum conservation equations on flow paths
simultaneously. The model composes arbitrary flow-networks by
input dataf and it is possible to place pumps (the gas cir-
culators or the pressurized water pumps) and valves on any paths
of the flow-networks. The pump speed is calculated by the torque
balance equation and the pump head is calculated by the Q-H
characteristics.

COMPARISON WITH FSV TEST DATA

Using experimental data of control rod withdrawal/insertion
tests performed in the United States' FSV (Fort St. Vrain) reac-
tor, verification of ASURA has been carried out. Though the type
of the core and the cooling system of FSV is different from those
of HTTR, the FSV test data are available for verification of the
neutron kinetics and the thermal calculation model of the reactor
core by modifying the analytical models of ASURA for a multi-hole
type fuel. The following two cases have been calculated.

(1) control rod withdrawal test add the reactivity of +9.54$
in 6 seconds.

(2) control rod insertion test add the reactivity of -6.54C
in 21 seconds.

Core Core
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Cool Ing System
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•• I Flow Path

O ; Pressure Node
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W ; Control Valve

Fig. 7 Flow-Networks



The calculation results are compared with the experimental
data in Fig.8. Though only the reactor power transient is com-
pared, excellent agreements are obtained in both cases, and the
neutron kinetics and the reactor thermal calculation model of
ASURA has been verified.

COMPARISON WITH THYDE-HTGR

The analytical results of ASURA are compared with the
results of another verified whole-plant dynamics analysis code,
THYDE-HTGR, developed by JAERI, and used for the HTTR licensing
safety analysis. The following two cases are compared.

(1) A/C bypass valve accidental closure, and
(2) Loss of off-site electric power.

A/C Bypass Valve Accidental Closure

Upon a A/C bypass valve accidental closure, heat removal in
the secondary cooling system increases by increase of the
pressurized water flow rate in the A/C. In this event, the main
cooling system continues the heat removal without reactor trip.
Transients of the IHX and the primary PWC has been compared in
Fig.9. Coolant temperature transients at the outlet of these
components showed excellent agreement.

Loss of Off-Site Electric Power

Upon a loss of the off-site electric power, all gas cir-
culators and pressurized water pumps coast down, and the reactor
is tripped by the reactor protection system. With some time
delay, emergency electric power is generated, and the ACS starts
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to cool the core. In this event, as the main cooling system
stops its operation, the core is cooled only by the ACS.
Therefore, the comparison is performed for transients on the reac-
tor and the ACS.

Fig.10 shows the comparison of calculation results between
ASURA and THYDE-HTGR. Good agreements are obtained on transients
of the reactor power and the helium flow rate. However, there is
a difference of the AHX inlet temperature transient for a time
period of low helium flow rate until the start-up of the ACS.
This difference is caused by the application of the static
approximation to the energy conservation equations of helium
coolant. As the objective plant condition of the code is limited

to a normal operation condition with high flow rate of helium
coolant, this difference is not important for ASURA.

CONCLUSION

The plant dynamics analysis code ASURA for design and eva-
luation work of the HTTR reactor control system has been deve-
loped. Performing verification studies (comparison with the FSV
test data and comparison with calculation results of THYDE-HTGR),
it has been confirmed that the analytical models of ASURA are
adequate for the purpose.
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Abstract

Like most graphite moderated HTR systems, the 10 MW Test-Module reactor is undermoderated.
This means if the water ingress is into the pebble bed that this system will gain reactivity as
moderator is added to the core. The reactivity increase caused by water ingress strongly depends
on the geometry of the core, the temperature, the bumup status and especially the moderartor to
fuel ratio (the metal content per fuel element). For the equilibrium core 5 gram of heavy metal
per fuel element is chosen in order to limit the effect of water ingress.

Another important effect of water ingress is to reduce the worth of control rods which are usually
located in the reflector. The distance between core and control rods in the reflector are carefully
calculated. In the 10 MW Tcsi-Module reactor the core shutdown capability of 12 control rods
are selected such that any accident reactivity can be counterbalanced and only half of the rods
have to be available to render the reactor down from normal operation to the cold, permanent
subcritical condition.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order to introduce and develop the module HTR technique in practice a joint project on
construction of 10 MW HTR Test Module which collaborated among the Institute of Nuclear
Energy and Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University PRC. Siemens-lnteratom GmbH and
Nuclear Research Center Julich FRG is started.

The 10 MW Test Module will be constructed at the site of INET in the north west of Beijing.

The main object of the Test Module is to provide a nuclear test facility with which relavent
and unique features of the HTR Module can be demonstrated. Therefore, the Test Module plant
shall be designed in such a way:

*for a large wide of possible application, e.g. electricity, power generation, process heat gener-
ation, provide of district heat and so on,

*with a limits of what is physically possible, the Test Module shall as similar as possible to
that of the HTR-Module. So that rclavam components can be tested and proved at nominal
conditions,



•shall be demonstraing the unique inherent safety features of the HTR-Module, TABLE 1. MAIN DATA ON THE TEST MODULE
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'shall be to verify computer codes, which are to used to predict the physical behaviours (such as
power response of the core due to water ingress, temperature coefficient and the worth of control
rods) and temperature behaviours( the behaviour of the core duing core-heating-up accidents),

"'shall be capable of being able to withstand extremely high core temperature, so that fuel element
mass-testing could be carrird out for nominal reactor at temperature up to 1,600 C.

The overriding aims for the Test-Module may complies as follows:

1. Product application

2. Components testing

— graphitic core structures

—; steam generator

— helium blower

— fuel handing

3. Verification of HTR-Module inherent features

— negative temperature coefficient of reactivity

— temperature limitation due to passive decay heat removal

— control rod withdrawal

— limitation of power excursion due to water ingress

4. Fuel element mass test for temperatures up to 1,600 C.

2 BASIC DESIGN

As in the HTR-Module, the Test-Module is designed such thai the heal source "rcacior" is
basially indendent of it application. In the first operating phase the reactor is to be used for
power generation or for the production of district heal only. For this reason all numerical data
given in Table 1 arc valid for this phase.

Fig.l show the design of the reactor. It should be understood that all given dimensions arc
subject to further detailed analyses.

The complete core structure is exclusively of ceramic material. For manufacturing reasons, a
15-scgmcnt design is selected for the graphite and cabon brick blocks. The graphitic cylinder
which hoids the pebble bed has a diameter of 1900 mm and height of approx. 2200 mm. This
is adequate for the required volume of the active core which amounts to 5 cubic meters.

Maximum thermal power

Average thermal power

Primary helium pressure

Secondary steam pressure

Cold helium temperature

Average hot helium temperature

Steam temperature

Core volume

20 MW

10 MW

30 bar

35 bar

250 *C

700 *C

435 'C

New fuel elements can be injected into the core via five fuel element charging lubes where four
lubes serve the outer core region and the central serves the inner region. Removal of the fuel
elements is accomplished via a central fuel element discharge tube with an inner diameter of
500 mm. The large diameter guarantees thai any bridging effect of fuel element which could
cause a blockage of the discharge tube can be definitively excluded.

The fuel element migrate through the core only once (OTTO-loading scheme).

The reactor is provided with one shutdown system only. 12 reflector rods are neccessary for
the core shutdown. Due to the 15 segment design this leaves up to three reflector boring empty
which could be used as irradiation channels or to added two extra control rods.

To obtain maximum rod worth the control rods arc positioned as close as posibblc to the active
core. Considering stability and strength of the graphitic side reflector the minimum distance
between rods and core is set to be 6 cm.

3 CORE PHYSICS

In order to establish the basic core configuration the various interdependent effects of design
bumup of the fuel element, uranium enrichment, pebble flow, core size, core shape and especially
the moderation ratio(il direct related to water ingress reactivity effect) have been investigated.
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FIG. 1. Cross-section of the primary circuit of the test module.

As an example of these investigation the dependency of fuel enrichment versus the necessary
number of fuel elements for the simplified core is shown in Fig.2. It is evident that due to the
limitation of uranium enrichment to less than 0.20 ai least 18,000 fuel elements are needed if the
HTR-Test-Module design burnup of 80,000 MWdA shall be reached. Regarding a favourable
low enrichment of the fuel elements, the incentive is strong to select a large core. However,
regarding the dependency of the cost of the initial core on the number of fuel elements, the
incentive is equally strong to select the smallest possible core. As a compromise, the reference
core of the Test-Module consists of 27,000 fuel elements, corresponding to a core volume of 5
cubic meters.

In order to obtain the lowest possible neutron leakage for a cylindrical geometry the ratio of
cylindrical height to cylindrical diameter yields to 0.93, equivalent to the design of the THTR
pebble bed reactor. Since this ratio direct determines the radial dependence of the flow velocity
of the fuel elements in the core, the well-known flow patten of the THTR core can directly
be used for the core physics calculations. This flow patten of the fuel elements is shown in
Bg.3. It can be seen that fuel elements in the outer flow path need more than four times as
long to migrate through the core than fuel elements placed on the core axis. In the calculation
simulator the boxes in Fig.3, represent identical volumes of fuel elements which are places
to their immediate lower position in final time intervals for successive core calculations, thus
approximating the radially dependent fuel flow by a stepwise progression.

For calculations of neutron physics the computer codes VSOP and ZIRKUS are used by INET
and Interatom. Both codes have been validated in various ways:

- Validating calculations for experiments in the KAXHER critical configuration and in the AVR.

- Comparison with other calculation methods.

Due to the OTTO-loading scheme the power density in the lower core regions is considerably
lower than in the upper regions. The strong radial dependence of the power density has to be
attributed to a large extent to the poor flow velocity of the fuel elements in the vicinity of the
side reflector.

Table 2 complies the main physical data of the equilibrium core. Especially the board scattering
of fuel element burnup, the small fissile inventory, the large negative values of the core temper-
ature coefficient as well as the positive temperature coefficient of the reflector are noteworthly.

The proposed 12 absorber rods meet the requirement, even if the maximum possible reactivity
increase due to water ingress and at the same time reduce worth of control rods. Having in
mind that the machanical core design allows the installation for a maximum 14 absorber rods,
it can be stated that the shutdown system can always be designed to meet the requirement.

4 WATER INGRESS AND CONTROL RODS WORTH

In the parametric case study the reactivity increase due to the presence of steam in the pebble
bed has been determined for various core configurations and heavy metal contents of the fuel
clement.
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70 TABLE 2-1. DATA ON THE EQUILIBRIUM CORE TABLE 2-2. DATA ON THE EQUILIBRIUM CORE TABLE 2-3. DATA ON THE EQUILIBRIUM CORE

Thermal power (avg.)

Power density (avg.)

H/D - ratio

Core diameter

Core height (avg.)

Number of fuel elements

Heavy-metal content

Burn-up (avg.)

Fuel element incore time

Number of fuel elements per day

Loading scheme

10
2

0.93

190
176

27000

5
80.000

1078

25
OTTO

MW
MW/rrp

cm
cm

g/FE
MWd/t
EFPD*

kell

Enrichment (Itas)

Uj36 -content (BOC)

lbs -content

Bum-up (avg.):

• 1. flow path
• 2. flow path
« 3. flow path
• 4. flow path
• 5. flow path

* EFPO EQUAL FULL POWER DAYS Convertion rate

Max. / avg. power density

Fissile inventary:

• PU239

Neutron loss of core

1.0028

18
0.9
0.4

51700
57000
70400

100700
131200

0.24
1.46

14.9
0.6

0.1

w%
g/FE
g/FE

MWd/t
MWd/t
MWd/t
MWd/t
MWd/t

kg
kg
kg

i emperature coefficient:

• Doppler
• Moderator
• Reflector

Neutron flux in side reflector

« thermal (E < 2.38 eV)
• fast (E > 0.1 MeV)

-2 .5 mN/K
-6 .1 mN/K
+ 2.1 mN/K

4.2E+13 1/(cmiS)
3.6E+12 1/(cm*s)

29.6 %

BOC BEGIN OF CYCLE

in Fig.4 results are shown as a function of steam inventory and various core geometries. It
is obvious that the theoretical of reactivity increase due to the presence of steam are strongly
dependent on the heavy metal content of the fuel elements i.e. the moderator to uranium ratio
and could in principle reach extremly high values. So to choose it properly was a key point in
the parametric study phase.

Fortunately in Tcsl-Module, however the amount of steam that possibly could be placed into the
pebble bed is physically limited to 7 kg per cubic meter. This value is obtained by assuming
that the total primary circuit is filled with saturated steam, at the temperature of 250 C, taking
as the maximum possible pressure the upper setpoint of the primary circuit safety value of 39
bar. Any other temperature will led to a small steam inventory.

As to the stated core geometry and size, 5 g. heavy metal per fuel element was chosen as a
reference one. Than we can get from the graph that the maximum reactivity increase due to any
water ingress into the reference core will be 0.04.

To safety shuldown the core even in this hypothetical event the control rod worth should be
selected such that even this accident reactivity can be counterbalanced. Due to the uncertainties
in the water ingress and related control rods worth calculation and to keep enough counterbalance
ability, the arrangement of control rod were carried out once again.

Using the core diameter of 1.9 m the 12 control rods worth yields 0.154. If the diameter reduced
by 10 cm, sec Fig.5, then the 12 control rods worth will increase by 0.027 .

Due to the early design state it was decided to employ this large effect and reduce the core to
1.8 m. Hence, the capability of all 12 control rods worth increase to 0.181 and the results is
given on Table 3.

It is apparent from the shown data that less than 0.08 of excess reactivity has to be compensated
if the core should be rendered from normal operation to the cold subcritical state. This value
includes xenon decay, temperature effect, excess reactivity for power control and subcriticality
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but does include per definition the value for accident excess reactivity and the provision for
experimental excess reactivity.

It is also important to note that only half of the control rods have to be avilable to render the
core from normal operation to, the cold, permanent subcritical condition.
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FIG. 4. Reactivity increase due to an increase of steam inventory
in the pebble bed.

FIG. 5. Horizontal cross-section through the reactor pressure vessel (C-C).



72 TABLE 3. DATA ON CORE SHUTDOWN

Requirements (10 MW, 700 °C) %

Excess reactivity for power control 0.5

Excess reactivity for experiments 1.0

• Temperature compensation 20 °C 3.6

• Xenon-decay 3.0

• Accident excess reactivity (steam) 4.0

• Subcriticality 0.3

Total 12;4

• Rod capability

12 rods

Rod failure

Total

18.1

-3.0

15.1

5 CONCLUSIONS

From the study presented in this paper it is clear that the the water ingress and the worth of
control rods are two key points related to the safety of 10 MW Test-Module. More accuracy
calculation methods and experiments for the low enrichment HTCR are necessary for our next
design phase. Some other factors like temperature coefficient, ractivity decrease by nitrogen are
also important for withstand accidents beyond usual basic design accidents.

EFFECTS OF THE FUEL ELEMENTS PEBBLE BED
STRUCTURAL NON-UNIFORMTTY ON THE HTGR
PHYSICAL AND THERMOPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

V.I. YEVSEVEV, A.I. KIRYUSHIN, N.G. KUZAVKOV,
V.M. MORDVJNTSEV, Yu.P. SUKHAREV
Experimental Machine Building Design Bureau,
Gorki, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The paper -features results of the analysis of fuel elements
velocities' field and porosity distribution effects in the pebble
bed on the core power and temperature distribution in the VG-4OO
and VBM reactors designed in the USSR. Both normal operation of the
plants and the accident with the pebble bed shrinkage under the
seismic impact has been considered.

The analysis of power distribution has been made on the basis
of experimental data dealt with porosity distribution obtained in
the USSR during model experiments.

The need to take into account the detailed porositiy distribu-
tion throughout the pebble bed in the reactor physics analysis has
been emphasized.

It is shown, that the difference in the reactivity rise at the
pebble bed shrinkage calculated using the average volumetric
porosity changes from that calculated using the detailed porosity
distribution can reach about lOX.

Increase of the fuel elements velocities' non-uniformity (i.e.
changeover from the uniform field to the profile with the maximum
non-uniformity) is followed by the radial power distribution
non-uniformity increase from 1.15 to 1.3.

Porositiy distribution changes substantially affect the power
level in the area of disturbances (approximately in proportion with
the changes of the fissiled nuclei concentration); in the rest of
the core the energy release deformation is negligible.

Changes of the pebble bed porosity distribution may substanti-
ally affect the maximum values and pattern of the fuel temperature
distribution. Thus, porosity reduction in the core periphery from
0.6 to 0.32 results in the maximum fuel temperature rise by
approximately 200 C.

As far as the other physical characteristics changes are con-
cerned, it has been pointed out, that variation of the velocities
profile causes the fuel burn-up changes not higher than by 5%, and
porosity variation not more than by 10%.
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In reactors with the pebble bed core apart -from the uncerta-

inties in the multiplication -factor, power distribution, cor.trci

and protection system (CPS) members efficiency etc. related to the

physical calculations models there are speci-fic uncertainties in

the main functionals provided by the porosity changes throughout

the pebble bee.

As a rule, statistical data on the average •fuel elements ve-

locities and porosity distributions throughout the pebble bed is

used in reactor physical calculations. Nevertheless, local pebble

bed porosity changes incurred by variation of its structure during

reactor operation can be substantially different from those accep-

ted in physical calculations and provide considerable disturbances

of both power distribution and •fuel temperature.

The importance of" this analysis objective is augments' by trs

ract that During reactor operation it is impossioie to ootain cists

on the pcrosity changes in the pebble bed by the ex—reactor control

system ieven i-f there is one; and ail the more to identify the

causes OT these changes.

Ir. the safety anaivcis ot HTGft with the pebble bed deviations

o-f the reactor key parameters caused by the pebble bed compaction

Enoulc be also calculated.

The best way to reduce uncertainties of the reactor design

process is to conduct experiments on critical assemblies simulat-

ing the actual reactor core structure both for verification of

calculation methods and design parameters.

On the other hand, to obtain representative re-suits of phvsi-

cai experiments the experimental substantetion of fuel elements

velocity profile and porocity distribution throughout the- pebble

bee is required.

The pacer aims to study dependence of the HTBR key physical

characteristics on the fuel elements velocity profile and porosity

distribution of the pebble bed, provided by random deviations or

variations during the accidents, as well az to estimate errorr ir.

calculation cf reactor characteristics provided by the calculation

models (or. the basis of reactors VE-4OO and VGM) .

At oresent, in the USSR two HTGR of different power rating

and reactor vessel design are being developed. Reactor VE-400

with thermal power of 1060 MW<t) is operated in the equilibrium

mode on OTTO principle. Its core contains about £20000 fuel ele-

ments that are 60 mm in diameter with 6.5 V. fuel enrichment on

U-235, 6. IE <3 U loadinp per fuel element and has a diameter of 6.4

m and & height about 4.8 m. Withdrawal of fuel elements is effec-

ted through 3 discharge channels with inner diameter of 0.6 m. The

reactor vessel is made of the prestressed concrete.

The absober rods placed in side reflector are used as the CPS

reactivity compensation members and inserted in the pebble bee!

'V2.E m deeD.

200 MWCt! VGM reactor is operated in ecjui 1 ibrium mode or. the

MEEUL principle. The core contains about 350000 fuel elements

that are 60 mm in diameter, with SV; fuel enrichment and 7 g u

loading per fuel element. The core diameter and height are Z and

*9.4 IR, respectively. Withdrawal of fuel elements is effected

through one discharge channel with inner diameter of 0.6 m.

The reactor has a steel vessel and is designed provide resi-

dual heat removal through reactor vessel tc the passive heat remo-

val svstem. The absober rods and KLAK channels placed in the side

graphite reflector are used as the CPS reactivity compensation

members.

2. MAJOR RESULTS OF PHYSICAL AND THERMOPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CALCULATIONS

The average pcrcsity in the moving pebble bed for the tr.cst

likely irregular package of spherical fuel elements at a ratic a-f

core diameter to fuel element diameter > IE has a constant value

o-f ~0.39.

At the same time, variations of porosity in the- some- regions

pebble bed from its average vaiue arc- possible. The- experiments

conducted on the fixed pebble bedMndicate that the greatest pcro-

sitv changes occur at the side reflector boundary at a distance of



one -fuel pebble diameter where it reaches ~0.6. Durino the pebble bed

movement fuel elements reshuff 1 ino occur near the side re-flector

boundary that may lead to substantial porosity reduction. As -fol-

lows -from 17.1. the porosity value may be "0.32 at the side re-flec-

tor boundary.

The following velocity pro-files o-f -fuel elements in the pebb-

le bed have been considered to estimate the in-fluence o-f porosity

distribution on reactor's functionals:

1. uni-form profile, obtained under assumption that all -fuel eleme-

nts are moved at the same velocity (-fig. la);

2. reference profile, accepted in calculations o-f VE-400 reactor

core obtained durina experiments, simulating reactor's dynamics

(f io . lb):

3. profile witr. the maximum nor—uniformity, abtcinec experimental—

ly under the worst fuel elements friction acainst the side ref-

lector surface Cfic.lc;.

The following porosity distribution in the pebble bed has

been assumed (sec -fia.2;:

- variant 1 — with lower density boundary layer, where porosity at

& distance of 60 mm from the inner reflector surface was 0.6.

while the average porosity was 0.39;

- variant 2 - with s. dense boundarv layer, where porosity i s ~0.32

while in the adjacent layer "140 mm thick i t i s "0.26 at an ave-

rage porosity of "0.39^

- variant 3 - porosity over the discharge tubes i s "10 V. higher

than that in variant 2 in the recion with diameters between 3.£

and 4.2 ir. at an averace porosity of ~0.39.

Reactor ohysics calculations were oerformed usinn 2-dimcnsi-

onal <r,r> two-proup diffusion computer code V1ANKA / 3 / . The two-

proup macroscopic cresc-sectior.s of reactor physical rones were

obtained using the NEKTftR /A/ computer code applicable for the

HTGF: cell calculations. The core temperatures and hydraulics were

calculated usinc computer code SFERft / 5 / .
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£••3,0/1

FiQ.2 Reactor calculation model

Variant 1
Porosity;

£-0,39

Variant 2
Porosity:

Variant 3
Porosity :

£/ 'Q399
£,rO,W

£v=0,325

Table

maximum temperature, C

(without overheating factors;

uniform reference pro-file with ma::i-

pro-file pro-file mum non-uniformity

variant variant variant

At the central a::iE:

r.c-liurr. temperature

•fuel temperature

Dt the boundary layer:

helium temperature-

fuel temperature

1130 990 1220 1060 1310 1140

11S0 1120 12tO 1120 13tO 1210

690

710

1330

1320

660

6S0

1200

1210

650

660

1100

1160

The core temperature calculations results VE velocity profile

and porosity distribution are summarised in the table:

75

The ma;:imurc -fuel temperature in variant 3 iE close tc that

variant 2.

The calculations revealed that:

increase o-f fuel elements velocities non-uniformity (change-

ever from uniform profile to profile with the maximum non-uni-

formity! resulted in the radial non-uniformity increase of po-

wer distribution. Coefficient of non-uniformity i .e. ratic of

the maximum energy release to the average one throughout the

cere varied between 1.15 and 1.3:

variation of porccity distribution affected substantially the

energy release in the area of perturbations (apprc::imatel y in

proportion tc variation of fissilcrf nuclei concentration), de-

formation in ether core regions was negligible. Variation of



tuei elements velocity profiles caused cnanpes ir. the burr.np

depth 'iiess than 57.) , porosity variations caused changes o-f

the same -functional by less than iOXj

3. variation of the pebble bed porosity distribution COL1,Id subs-

tantially a-f-fect the maximum values and pattern o-f -fuel eleme-

nts temperature distribution. Thus, porosity reduction on the

core periphery -from O.i tc 0.32 resulted in the -fuel tempera-

ture rise up to 1320 C depending on the -fuel elements velocity

pro-file.

For VEM reactor with its limited potential o-f the reactivity

compensation rods e-f-ficiency increase, estimation o-f the reacti-

vity variation calculation error due to the pebble bed compaction

is also important.

0,374

To estimate the- maximum porosity changes the Experimental

Machine Buildinp Design Bureau per-formed comprehensive testing on

the simplified hopper model registering spectra accelerogram o-f

the reai VGM structure response and modulation o-f conditions:

-*zidem,-fr- 'idem, wnere. w - -frequency, a - acceleration, d - pebble

diameter, with extended duration o-f seismic impact, as compared

to the actual one. The pebble bed excitement was e-f-fected in the

range o-f -frequencies 5, 20 and 35 Hz and accelerations 0.75, 1. 6E

and 0.45G resoectively. Total duration o-f seismic impact was

~150 s.

As is evident -from -fie.3, the most intensive pebble bed com-

paction occurred at the maximum acceleration o-f l.tSgand a± a

a

•frequency o-f 20 H: . while at the change-over to another mode with

0.45 c and 3E H: it virtually ceased. The total reduction o-f the

average porosity was "7.2.'.'..

During the excitement local porosity redistribution was ob-

served throughout the model volume (-fig.4), as well as changing

o-f -free surface due to the upper pebbles layer reshu-f-fling (the

most intensive at 1.65 g and 20 H E ) . The experimental relative

error was ""27..

Fio.3 The pebble bed average porosity changes <£̂,> depending on

parameters and duration of dynamic impact

Reactor phvsics calculation to estimate porositv changes in-

fluence on the multiplication -factor and power distribution has

been per-formed on the basis o-f the -foregoing computer code NEKTAFc

-VIP.NKA.

As is evident -from -fig.3. at the pebble bed compaction the

average porosity changed -from 0.403 to 0.374. Reactor phycics

calculation performed usinc the average porosity value revealed

that the positive reactivity increase resulted -from the pebble

bed comcactior, amounted tc ^0.55 Xjphowever. detailed treating c-f

porosity distribution prior and after purturbation, as shown in

•fie.4. caused reduction o-f this -functional by ~10-12 X. Discre-

pancies of the local energy release provided by the porosity mc-

del did not exceed 7'/..

The foregoing positive reactivity increase is evidently the

upper limit estimate. For the most likely duration of seismic

imaact within the range of 10-20 s, the expected pebble bed com-

paction would not be more than 3'/., and the positive reactivity

increase - not more than x4£,
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CONCLUSION

The results o-f the -foregoing studies indicate on the neces-

sity o-f detailed treating o-f porosity distribution during the ex-

periments en critical assemblies. simulating the reactor core

with spherical -fuel elements. to acquire the design parameters

and veri-fy calculation procedures.
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UNCERTAINTIES IN CALCULATIONS OF NUCLEAR
DESIGN CODE SYSTEM FOR THE HIGH TEMPERATURE
ENGINEERING TEST REACTOR (HTTR)
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Oarai-machi, Higashi-Ibaraki-gun, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

Abstract

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute(JAERI) has extensively

done the research and development to construct the High Tem-

perature Engineering Test Reactor(HTTR) of 30MW(t). The main

objectives of the HTTR are to establish basic technologies for

advanced HTGR in future and to be served as an irradiation test

reactor in order to conduct researches in innovative high-

temperature technologies. The HTTR is a graphite moderated and

helium gas cooled reactor with prismatic fuel blocks. The inlet

and outlet coolant temperatures are 395°C and 950°C, respec-

tively. The reactor employs pin-in-block type fuel assemblies

which contain low enriched U02.

The nuclear design code system for the HTTR consists of the

computer codes DELIGHT, SRAC, TWOTRAN-2 and CITATION-10O0VP.

DELIGHT and SRAC are one dimensional cell burnup codes which

have been developed in JAERI. TWOTRAN-2 is a transport code

which is used to provide the average group constants of the

graphite blocks where the control rods are inserted. CITATION-

1000VP is a reactor core analysis code which has been improved

from CITATION for the increase of memory and vectorization.

The nuclear characteristics of the HTTR such as shut down

margin and power density distribution should satisfy safety re-

lated design criteria. In order to assure the sufficiency to

the criteria, the uncertainty of the calculation was inves-

tigated.

For the uncertainty evaluation, the comparison of the cal-

culations with the experiments was performed with a graphite

moderated critical assembly, Very High Temperature Reactor

Critical Assembly(VHTRC), whose characteristics are similar to

those of the HTTR. Among the various experiments performed at

VHTRC, the following integral quantities were used to confirm

the uncertainty; (1) effective multiplication factor, (2)

neutron flux distribution, (3) control rod reactivity worth and

(4) burnable poison rod reactivity worth. It was confirmed that

the discrepancies between calculations and experiments were

small enough to be allowable in the nuclear design of HTTR.

1 Introduction

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has exten-

sively done the research and development to construct the High

Temperature Engineering Test Reactor(HTTR) of 30MW(t)(1'. The

bird's-eye view of the HTTR is shown in Fig.1.

The main objectives of the HTTR are to establish basic tech-

nologies for advanced HTGRs in future and to be served as an

irradiation test reactor in order to conduct researches in in-

novative high-temperature technologies.

The HTTR is a graphite moderated and helium gas cooled reac-

tor with prismatic fuel blocks. The active core,290cm in height

and 230cm in effective diameter, consists of 30 fuel columns

and 7 control rod guide columns(Fig.2). The inlet and highest

outlet coolant temperatures are 395°C and 950°C,respectively.

The reactor employs pin-in-block type fuel assemblies which

contain low enriched UOj. Also, burnable poison(BP) rods are

distributed in the core.

The nuclear design code system for the HTTR consists of the

computer codes DELIGHT*2', SRAC(3), TWOTRAN-2*4) and CITATION-
(5)1000VP1-". The program structure of nuclear design code system

for HTTR is shown in Fig.3. DELIGHT is cell burnup code which

has been developed in JAERI and is used to provide few-group

constants of fuel blocks, graphite blocks and so forth for suc-

ceeding core calculation. TWOTRAN-2 is a transport code which

is used to provide the average group constants of the graphite
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Fig.l Bird's-eye view of the reactor vessel and core.
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Fig.2 Cross sectional view of irradiation regions.
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providing the group constants of
fuel blocks and graphite blocks

TWOTRAN-2
Providing the group constants of
control rod-inserted graphite blocks

Group constant set

crrmoN-iooovp
Analysis of reactor core characteristics

1) Effective multiplication factor
2) Neutron flux and power density

distribution
3) BP rod worth
4) Control rod worth, et a l .

Fig.3 Program structure of nuclear design code system for HTTR.
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blocks where the control rods are inserted. CITATION-10O0VP is

a reactor core analysis code which has been improved from

CITATION*6) to be able to analyze a full core of HTTR. The

nuclear characteristics of the HTTR such as shutdown margin and

power density distribution should satisfy safety related design

criteria. In order to assure the sufficiency to the criteria,

the uncertainties in calculations of nuclear design code system

for HTTR were investigated.

For the uncertainty evaluation, the comparison of the cal-

culations with the experiments was performed on a graphite

moderated critical assembly, Very High Temperature Reactor

Critical Assembly(VHTRC)(7'8', whose characteristics are

similar to those of the HTTR. Among the various experiments

performed at VHTRC, the following integral quantities were used

to confirm the uncertainty :(1) Effective multiplication fac-

tor, (2) Neutron flux distribution,(3) Control rod reactivity

worth and (4) Burnable poison (BP) rod reactivity worth.

2 Accuracy requirements in safety design

The requirements for nuclear design in the safety related

design are arisen from the confirmation of shutdown margin

(effective multiplication factor,reactivity worths of control

rod and burnable poison),the reduction of maximum fuel tempera-

ture (adjustment of power distribution),the preparation of the

calculational conditions (addition rate of control rod reac-

tivity worth and temperature coefficients ) for safety analyses

and so on.

3 Nuclear design code system

The nuclear design code system for the HTTR consists of

DELIGHT,TWOTRAN-2 and CITATION-100OVP codes.

DELIGHT calculates the multi-group neutron spectrum of a fuel

cell containing coated fuel particles and provides the group

constants for core calculation. The calculations incorporated

in this code are calculations of resonance, neutron spectrum,

fuel cell, BP cell, criticality and burnup. The nuclear data is

based on the ENDF/B-4 mainly. In the resonance range, the code

is able to consider the effect of double heterogeneity caused

by coated fuel particles and assembled fuel rods. The neutron

spectrum is obtained by cylindrical model using the collision

probability method. The spectrum calculation is performed with

61 groups in the fast energy range from 2.38eV to lOMeV and

with 50 groups in the thermal energy range from 0.0 to 2.38eV.

The collision probability method is applied for the fuel and BP

cell calculations.

TWOTRAN-2 is a two-dimensional neutron transport code which

is employed to evaluate the shielding factors of control rods

and to provide average group constants of a graphite block in-

serted a pair of control rods.

CITATION-100OVP is a reactor core analysis code which has

been developed so as to enable the multi-neutron group calcula-

tion of the HTTR in the three dimensional full core model

through extending number of zones and meshes of CITATION code

and enhancing a calculation speed with the vectorization.

4 Very High Temperature Reactor Critical Assembly(VHTRC)

The VHTRC is a split table type critical assembly which con-

sists of two halves-fixed and movable ones. The core of VHTRC

is shaped in a hexagonal prism, whose side and axial length are

175cm and 240cm, respectively. Fuel blocks and reflector blocks

are piled in a hexagonal iron frame to form the core and the

reflector regions respectively. Core configuration could be

flexibly changed by loading the fuel or graphite rods. Instead

of the fuel and graphite rods, BP rods can be loaded into

graphite block to measure a BP rod reactivity worth.

5 Analysis of experimental data of VHTRC

For the uncertainties of the nuclear design code system, the

experimental data of the initial core (VHTRC-1) was analyzed.

The VHTRC-l core is made by loading about 280 fuel rods which

contain fuel compacts of 4wt% enriched uranium coated par-

ticles. The cross section of VHTRC-1 core is shown in Fig.4.
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Fig.4 Cross section of VHTRC-1*7'.

For the calculation of group constants of fuel with DELIGHT,

one-dimensional cylindrical model is used. For the calculation

of averaged group constants of a pair of control rods and a

graphite block, TWOTRAN-2 with a two-dimensional X-Y model is

used.

Core calculation performed by CITATI0N-1000VP employs the

three-dimensional triangular-mesh model with triangular-mesh

division in a fuel block.

(1) Effective multiplication factor (keff)

The comparison between calculations and experiments was shown

in Fig.5. The maximum discrepancy is about 1% Ak.

1.02

1.01

» 1.00
<v

0.99

0.98

0.97
0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.02

Experimental result

Fig.5 Comparison of the mul t ip l i ca t ion factors obtained
by VHTRC experiment with the ana ly t ica l r e s u l t s .

(2) Neutron flux distribution

The measurement of the neutron flux distribution is analyzed

to grasp the uncertainty for calculation of power distribution

in the HTTR. The analysis is performed for the VHTRC-1 with

natural Cu foils and pins as irradiated material.

The comparison between the analytical and experimental radial

reaction rate distributions is shown in Fig.6. A quite good

agreement is obtained in the comparison. The maximum uncer-

tainty between experimental and analytical values is about

2.9%.

(3) Burnable poison(BP) rod reactivity worth

The burnable poison rod reactivity worth is analyzed on the

core configuration representing one poison rod inserted along

core axis.
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Fig.6 Comparison between the analytical and experimental

radial reaction rate distributions.

6 Conclusion

The analyses have been performed for the experiments of

VHTRC-1 core on effective multiplication factor, neutron flux

distribution, BP rod reactivity worth and control rod reac-

tivity worth.

The uncertainties between the experiments and calculations

are 1%Ak, 2.9%, nearly 0% and 2.6%, respectively.

On the other hand, the targets for the uncertainties of the

nuclear design items are as follows;

1) Effective multiplication factor (room temperature ) £ 1%Ak

2) Reactivity worth of control rods ^10%

3) Reactivity worth of burnable poisons 410%

4) Radial power distribution < 3%

5) Temperature coefficient <20%

It was confirmed that the discrepancies for the nuclear

design code system were small enough to be allowable in the

nuclear design for HTTR.
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The result of the analysis is compared with experimental

data. A quite good agreement was obtained. The discrepancy is

nearly 0%.

(4) Control rod reactivity worth

The measurement of control rod reactivity worth has been per-

formed for the core with a pair of control rods inserted in

core central axis.

The analytical result agrees with experimental result within

about 2.6%.
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AUTOMATED DIFFERENTIATION OF COMPUTER
MODELS FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

B.A. WORLEY
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
United States of America

Abstract

Sensitivity analysis of reactor physics computer models is an established discipline after
more than twenty years of active development of generalized perturbations theory based
on direct and adjoint methods. Many reactor physics models have been enhanced to solve
for sensitivities of model results to model data. The calculated sensitivities are usually
normalized first derivatives, although some codes are capable of solving for higher-order
sensitivities. The purpose of this paper is to report on the development and application of
the GRESS system for automating the implementation of the direct and adjoint techniques
into existing FORTRAN computer codes. The GRESS system was developed at ORNL
to eliminate the costly man-power intensive effort required to implement the direct and
adjoint techniques into already-existing FORTRAN codes. GRESS has been successfully
tested for a number of codes over a wide range of applications and presently operates on
VAX machines under both VMS and UNIX operating systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity analysis is an important component of any computer code application for
modeling physical systems. The role of sensitivity analysis is to provide a quantitative
measure of the effect of computer code data and inputs upon key performance indices.
Sensitivity analysis also helps limit the scope of the more complicated problem of
quantifying uncertainties.

Sensitivity analysis of computer-generated results consists of determining the effect of
model data upon the calculated results of interest. Because computer model equations
can be differentiated analytically, sensitivities can be precisely defined and calculated
in a deterministic fashion using both direct and adjoint methods.1"8 The deterministic
approach is particularly suited to large-scale problems for which direct perturbation of
the model data becomes impractical from a cost standpoint. The main drawback to the
deterministic approach has been the initial manpower investment to add the computational
capability for calculating the necessary derivatives into existing computer models.

This paper presents the theory and application of the Gradient-Enhanced Software System,
GRESS,9 and its role in calculating model derivatives and sensitivities without a prohibitive
initial manpower investment. Storage and computational requirements are discussed.



II. DETERMINISTIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A brief description of general sensitivity theory is given here as an aid to understanding
the problem of applying this theory to computer models. The example to be discussed will
be that of a general set of nonlinear equations given by

(1)

or in more compact form,

where / is the identity matrix and A, y[, and *,• are given by

(6)

where y represents the dependent variables, c represents the user-specified model data or
parameter set, and F defines the model equations. The particular form chosen in Eq.
(1) is one that can be used to represent equations coded in the FORTRAN programming
language. The left side of the equation can represent the stored value of the variable
calculated from the functional formula on the right side.

Since the number of components of the vector y calculated in any typical large-scale
modeling problem is large, it is useful to define a generic result for such a calculation
that is of particular interest to the model user. Typically many results will be needed for
analysis but in most cases they form a much smaller set than the elements of y. A typical
result will be defined as

(2)

where R is a single number that is a function of the solution to Eq. (1). For notational
ease, the generic parameter a,- will be used to denote an individual element of e. The total
number of parameters in the problem will be assumed to be M so that the index on a,
will run from 1 to M.

The basic problem in any sensitivity study is to find the rate of change in the result R
arising from changes in any model parameters. For the generic parameter a,, then, the
quantity of interest is the numerical value of dR/dcxi given analytically by

dll_dh_dy_
da; dydcti (3)

Since the functional dependence of R on y through h(y) is defined analytically by the model
user, only dy/dat needs to be generated in order to evaluate Eq. (3). The procedure needed
to get dy/doi is to differentiate Eq. (1) as follows:

dh_ = d£dy_ <&dc_
don ~ dydat dc da, ' W

Rearranging Eq. (4) yields the following set of coupled equations to solve for dy/dm,
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dF dy__ dF_dc_

dai dc datj ' (5)

d£
dy

and

Si =
d£dc_
dc doti

(8)

(9)

If Eq. (6) were solved directly for y[, the result could be used in Eq. (3) to evaluate
dR/da,. This method of sensitivity analysis is called the "direct" approach and is a
classical methodology that has received a great deal of attention in the literature.1'5 Since
Eq. (6) must be solved each time a new or, is defined, the direct approach is most suitable
for problems with relatively few input parameters of interest, for problems in which the
solution of Eq. (6) is very inexpensive compared to the solution of the model itself, or for
analytical problems in which the inverse of A can be explicitly determined.

For large-scale models with a large database in which the ultimate objective is still the
evaluation of dR/dat for many ctj, the intermediary step of solving for dy/dai and its
inherent computational inefficiency can be avoided. For such problems, the ''adjoint"
approach is far more applicable. In this methodology, use is made of the fact that Eq. (6)
is linear in y;, and appropriate adjoint equations can therefore be developed specifically to
evaluate Eq. (3).

Defining the matrix adjoint of A as A* and using the usual definition of this adjoint give
the identity,

utrAv = vtrA'u ,

where u and v are arbitrary vectors and A' is defined as

A' = AtT .

Here the tr superscript represents the transpose of the vector or matrix.

(10)

(11)



gg If specific vectors for the problem at hand are chosen for u and v, the problem-specific
adjoint equation can be set up as follows:

A'y' = s'

where

Choosing s* as

*• = (dh/dyf ,

Equation (3) can now be evaluated as follows:

dR ,,.dF dc .
da, dc a a,

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

where y* is now the solution to

; -
dy \dy)V = 3T (16)

The simplicity of the adjoint approach lies in the fact that Eq. (16) needs to be solved
only once to get any and all sensitivities in the problem. This is a result of Eq. (16)
being independent of the definition of a,. The particular choice of a,- is only reflected
in the evaluation of Eq. (15), which involves simple vector products. In essence, the
adjoint approach reduces the computational effort needed to evaluate dR/daj from solving
many coupled linear equations to the evaluation of several vector products. For large-scale
systems with many thousands or even millions of parameters, this represents orders of
magnitude in computational efficiency.

It should be noted here that both the direct and adjoint equations [i.e., Eqs. (6) and (16)
are in any case far easier to solve than the original model [Eq. (1)]. Both Eqs. (6) am
(16) are linear while Eq. (1) is nonlinear. The direct and adjoint approaches, however,
require the results of the original model equations to be available in order to set up Eqs.
(6) and (16), since the A matrix and the vectors s, and s' depend on y.

In order to solve either the direct or adjoint sensitivity analysis, then, the model user must
first generate the matrices dF/dy and dF/dc from the original nonlinear computer model.
For large-scale problems, this generally requires a great deal of painstaking human effort.
First, the model equations must be extracted from the computer coding. They must then
be differentiated with respect to all parameters of interest, and finally direct or adjoint
sets of equations must be set up for computational solution. Successful automation of this
procedure greatly reduces the human effort involved, potentially by orders of magnitude.

The advantages of automation of sensitivity model development is, therefore, great indeed.
The next two sections discuss the GRESS automated system that uses the rules of calculus
to add capability to existing FORTRAN computer models for solving the direct or adjoint
equations.

HI. GRESS CHAIN OPTION
(An Automated System for Solving the Direct Sensitivity Problem)

The basic principle of GRESS is to read the model source program and search for model
equations. These are identified uniquely by the appearance in the FORTRAN source
program of the "=" symbol. Since all FORTRAN "equations" so identified occur in the
form of Eq. (1) (i.e., with a single dependent variable on the left side of such an expression),
GRESS can search for and analyze each equation in terms of its functional dependence on y
and c. The basic computer calculus operations of the GRESS CHAIN option is then used to
compute the successive elements of dF/dc and dF/dy as each expression is encountered.
The differentiation is carried out analytically using calculus software for all permissible
FORTRAN functions and operators and the results are computed and stored numerically
using the local (current) values of the independent and dependent variables. The CHAIN
option takes advantage of the fact that in solving Eq. (5), the matrix (I —dF/dy) is lower
triangular and the y vector can be computed by forward substitution. The important point
is that the components of y are solved successively as each equation is differentiated and
that the (/ — dF/dy) matrix does not have to be stored. (The adjoint problem requires
the storage of this matrix, as will be discussed in the next section.)

GRESS only recognizes real-variable store operations as valid equations (i.e., the left side
variable in a FORTRAN equation must be real), since continuous derivatives are to be
calculated. Also, the left-hand side of an equation is treated as a separate component of
y each time it is executed (including each execution in a DO LOOP). The calculation of
dF/dy and dF/dc in effect means that GRESS can be used to calculate the derivative of
any real variable in the model with respect to any other real variable in the model. All
derivatives are available for both internal and/or external use.

The application of GRESS to an existing FORTRAN model consists of an automated
precompilation in which the automated code translation necessary to compute derivatives
is performed using computer calculus. This step consists primarily of a rearrangement
of the program data structure and a substitution of calls to GRESS interpretive software
in place of all arithmetic lines of coding. All arithmetic operations of the original model
are precompiled into a pseudomachine code (the GRESS P-code) for use during program
execution. The two output files of this step are the enhanced model and the binary P-code
file. These two files and a set of GRESS software subroutines supporting the enhanced
model are compiled and run as a normal FORTRAN program to produce both the reference
model results and gradient information. The gradients and reference results are used to
calculate the sensitivities.

IV. GRESS ADGEN OPTION
(An Automated System for Solving the Adjoint Sensitivity Problem)

The adjoint problem is defined by Eqs. (12-16). As previously mentioned, the calculation
of the adjoint solution vector y' from Eq. (16) is not a function of the selection of input
parameter o, and thus need only be performed once to determine the derivatives of a
response of interest with respect to any parameter of interest. The matrix dF/dc must
also be determined, but it, too, is independent of the parameter of interest. The only
parameter-dependent operation required to calculate the derivative dR/dcxi is the simple



matrix multiplication operation (y*'T)(dF/dc)(dc/dai) in which the vector dc/dai is a
function of a;. The option in GRESS to automate the calculation of derivatives based upon
the solution of the adjoint equations is referred to as the ADGEN (ADjoint GENerator)
option. Recall that GRESS solves Eq. (5), taking advantage of the fact that the matrix
(I — dF/dy) is lower triangular and the solution by forward substitution requires only
that the vector dy/da be stored. However, to solve the adjoint problem, all derivatives
that constitute the nxn matrix (/ - dF/dy)tr must be stored, where n = total number
of equations, counting each time an equation is solved in a DO LOOP as a separate
equation", the left-hand side of each equation in a DO LOOP is treated as a separate
element of y. Although only the non-zero elements are saved, the storage of the matrix (7—
dF/dy)tr may require a substantial amount of storage capability. The storage difficulties
are counterbalanced by features of Eqs. (15) and (16) that make the ADGEN calculation
of y* both practical and cost efficient. Note that the matrix (/ - dF/dy)tr is upper
triangular and that the column vector (dh/dyYT is a simple user-defined vector (for most
cases a vector with a single non-zero entry of unity). Thus Eq. (16) is easily solved by
back substitution and the values of y* can be successively stored in the space allocated
for the {dh/dy)tT vector. The calculation of dR/da; from Eq. (15) must be performed for
each a;, but this requires only trivial matrix multiplications and very little computer cost.

The ADGEN option calculates the normal model results as well as the derivatives making
up the dF/dy and dF/dc matrices. Again, the major difference from the direct approach
using the CHAIN option is that the ADGEN option requires that the matrix (I — dF/dy)tr

be stored and includes a post-processor solver routine to calculate the adjoint solution.

V. APPLICATIONS OF GRESS

The distinguishing feature in solving Eq. (5) using the GRESS CHAIN option is that
only the elements of a single row of dF/dy and dF/dati[= (dF/dc)(dc/dai)] need be
saved in computer memory at any one time. This advantage is important if one wishes
to solve for the derivatives of many LHS elements (responses) with respect to a data
element otj. The disadvantage is that to calculate derivatives with respect to other data
elements, Eq. (5) must be solved for each additional a, of interest. The computational
burden is approximately proportional to the number of a,-. In our experience to date,
the computational time for calculating derivatives with respect to m chosen elements of c,
denoted by Tm, is

of (/ — dF/dy)tr. ADGEN circumvents the necessity to store this matrix in memory
by using an efficient scheme for solving Eqs. (15—16) based upon retrieval of portions
of (/ — dF/dy)'r from off-line storage and segmenting the calculation of derivatives. A
method to reduce the size of the adjoint matrix to be stored by explicitely recognizing
the input parameters of interest has been developed and implemented (called FORWARD
REDUCTION8). Storage size of the adjoint matrix can then be further reduced based on
the output parameters of interest (called BACK REDUCTION)9.

The computer models that have been enhanced using GRESS are listed in Table 1. The first
column of the table contains the code name. The second column provides a brief description
of the system being modelled. For some of the models the approximate number of lines
of coding (excluding comment cards) are given in parenthesis. The next two columns
indicate the year that the code was enhanced and the version of GRESS used. The next,
fifth, column indicates whether the direct (C=CHAIN) or adjoint (A=ADGEN) option
was used. The sixth and seventh columns give the number of input and output parameters
for which sensitivities were printed. Note that in the CHAIN option, derivatives are
calculated for all dependent variables with respect to user-selected input parameters. In
the ADGEN option, derivations of user-selected responses (results) are calculated with
respect to all variables. The purpose of showing the numbers of input and output variables
is to provide an idea of the range of input and output variables of interest in typical
sensitivity analysis applications. The eighth column gives an approximate measure of
the increase in execution time and storage requirements for the GRESS-enhanced version
of each code. Except where noted, the factors represent the ratio of the enhanced-code
execution time (or memory storage requirement V to the reference code execution time
(or memory storage requirement). For the ADGEN options, the storage requirement of
the adjoint matrix that must be provided for (either in memory or in off-line storage) is
shown . The last column gives an abbreviated reference of the publication describing the
application of GRESS for each computer code and the primary author.

A new version of GRESS (Version 2.0) is under development that replaces the P-code by
using symbolic differentiation. This version will have the capability to enhance selected
subroutines. For the PRESTO-II and AIRDOSE models, a comparison of the figures in
column seven of Table 1 reveals that the successive versions of GRESS have substantially
reduced the execution and storage requirements.
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where TJIEF is the execution time of the reference model before derivative enhancement
and /?o and /?, are constants falling between 1.0 and 30.0 and 0.1 and 1.4 respectively.

Another problem sometimes occurring in practice is that the elements of dy/da, must be
stored in memory as Eq. (5) is solved for each row. Therefore, the number of a, with
respect to which derivatives are calculated in a single execution of the enhanced model
may be limited by system memory resources using the CHAIN option.

As mentioned in Section IV, solution of the adjoint equations, Eqs. (15-16), using the
ADGEN option reduces the computation effort for calculating derivatives of a single
response with respect to many parameters compared to repeatedly solving Eq. (5) for each
a,, as is done in the CHAIN option. The solution to Eq. (16) is straightforward due to the
upper triangular structure of (/ - dF/dy)"', but requires storage of the nonzero elements
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Table 1. Computer Codes Enhanced Using GRESS

Code*

SWENT

OR1GEN2

UCBNE10.2
(NEUCB)

TEMP
(BRINETE.MP)

WAPPA-C
(WAPPA-B)

CRESS

CFEST

VSL3DNQ

PRESTO-H

Description1

3-D Finite Difference Transient
Geohydrology Model (15,000)

Radioactive Decay Model

Migration of Radioactive
Nuclides in Ground Model

Finite-Line Heat Transfer
Model

Waste Package Performance
Assessment Model

Commercial and Re»idenli»l
Energy Use and Emissions
Model

3-D Transient Finite Element
Hydrology Model (16,000)

Chemical Reactions in High-
Speed Flows (12,000)

Shallow-Land Disposal of
Radioactive Waste Model
(6,900)

Date of
GRESS

Enhancement

1986

198$

1985

1986

1986

1986

1988

1988

1988
(to present)

GRESS
Version'

D

D

D

D

D

D

0.0

0.0

0.0,1.0,2.0

GRESS
Option*

C

C

C

C

C

C

C(A)

c

A(C)

Input
Parameters'

7

7

10

10

38

6

69,000

Output
Parameters'

900

140,000

140

800

20,000

2

2

Run-Time
Cost Factor
[Storage]'

30
[3X]

25

3

23(73)

52,33,10
[144,88,11]

Reference'

NSE.34.,1986
Oblow

NSE,8i,1986
Worley

Nucl. Chcm. Waste
Man. - Pin

ORNL/TM-9975
Worley

ORNL/TM-9976
Worley

ORNL/TM-10304
Trowbridge

Letter Report
Horwedel

Letter Report
Wright

Various Conf. Papers
Worley, Horwedel



Table 1. Computer Codes Enhanced Using GRESS (Cont'd.)

Code

AIRDOS-EPA

DO

D2PC

E9E

EQ3

HELP

DRUFAN

Description

Radionuclide Transport in Air
and Human Intake Model

Dissolved Oxygen at Dam Sites
Model

Chemical Hazard Prediction
Model

Tumor Growth Model

Geochemical Model

Hydrological Evaluation of
Landfill Performance Model

Fluid Flow Dynamics for
Nuclear Safety

Date of
GRESS

Enhancement

1989
(to present)

1989

1989

1989

1990

1990

1990

GRESS
Version

0.0,1.0,2.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0,2.0

1.0,2.0

1.0,2.0

GRESS
Option

A(C)

C

C

C(A)

A(C)

A(C)

A(C)

Input
Parameters

1,471

14

3

31,000

Output
Parameters

2

27,700

9

9

Run-Time
Cost Factor

(Storage]

40,28,6
[6,.01,.0l]

27

Reference

ORNL/TM-11373
Horwedel

ORNL/TM-10953
Railsback

Letter Report
Worley

ORNL/TM-11407
Horwedel

Letter Report
Horwedel

Letter Report
Horwedel

* Code names shown in parenthesis are similar codes also enhanced using GRESS.
Number in parenthesis indicates approximate number of lines of source codes, excluding comments.

c The current version being distributed is Version 1.0. Version 2.0 is under development.
' Indication of the method used for sensitivity analysis for th« particular code application of interest. C refers to the GRESS CHAIN option (direct method)

and A refers to the GRESS ADGEN option (adjoint method). The option in parenthesis indicates the GRESS option used for derivation verification and
alternate sensitivity calculations.

' Refers to the parameters of interest for a particular application of the code. In the GRESS CHAIN option, derivatives of all variables with respect to a single
parameter are calculated. In the GRESS ADGEN option, derivatives of a single response with respect to all variables are calculated.

1 The cost factor is the ratio of the execution time of the GRESS-enhanced code to the execution time of the reference code. For the CHAIN option the ratio is
for the calculation of derivatives with respect to one input parameter. Number in parenthesis refers to the cost factor for the total number of input parameters
of interest. Numbers in brackets followed by an r (i.e., 3x) refer to the factor of storage required as a multiple of the reference code storage for the CHAIN
option. Numbers in brackets without an z refer to the adjoint matrix storage requirements in Megabytes for the ADGEN option.

' Brief reference of report describing the application of GRESS to the subject code and sensitivity analysis results of interest. First author's name of publication
is shown.
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92 vi. CONCLUSIONS

An approach to sensitivity analysis of large-scale computer models based on an automated
system for implementing the direct and adjoint method is now available. GRESS calculates
model derivatives and sensitivities and has been successfully applied to many large-scale
computer models. The availability of GRESS greatly reduces the man-effort required to
add sensitivity capability to existing FORTRAN models.

IMPACT OF DIFFERENT LIBRARIES ON THE PERFORMANCE
CALCULATION OF A MODUL-TYPE PEBBLE BED HTR

U. OHLIG, H. BROCKMANN, K.A. HAAS, E. TEUCHERT
Institut fur Sicherheitsforschung und Reaktortechnik,
Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH,
Julich, Federal Republic of Germany
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Abstract

A new multigroup library Tor the GAM-THERMOS spectrum codes lias been compiled
from the sources ENDF/B-V and JEF-1. The progress in comparison to the 20 years
old standard library has been studied for one specific reactor design of the Modular High
Temperature Reactor. The study covers various aspects of the performance of the reac-
tor both for the initial core and for the equilibrium cycle.

For the multiplication factor kc(rthc difference amounts to A ke(r = 0.0164 in the startup
reactor, which is mainly due to changes in the cross sections of 235L). At the turn to the
equilibrium cycle the difference reduces to A ke(r = 0.0017 as due to various opposite
tendencies in the data of the many involved nuclides. The change in the mass balance
of the fissile materials is about 5%. The impact on the temperature coefficients is in the
order of 4%, and the influence on other safety related properties of the reactor is lower
than about 1 or 2 percent, confirming the confidence in formerly received results.

1. Introduction

In 1989 a new multigroup library has been compiled from the ENDI-'/B-V [1] and JEF-I

[2] data files. It is intended for the VSOP computer code system [3] which is based on

the ZUT-GAM-THI'RMOS spectrum codes [4,5,6],

This VSOP code system is applied to the physics calculation of a reactor from its startup

to the equilibrium cycle, to control and safety assessment and to thermal evaluations

under operational and accidental situations. Spectrum calculation is performed for many

subregions of the reactor and can repeatedly be applied when time proceeds. Neutron

diffusion calculation and thermal hydraulics is performed 2-dimcnsionally in r-z-

gcometry.

Up to now an older nuclear library has been used which is based on the ENDI7B-II data
files [7]. It has been supplemented with data of various other sources as available about
the year 1970. Calculations agreed well with existing reactors, therefore the introduction
of a new librarv is considered to be a kind of venture.



The comparison or the two nuclear libraries is made for a very specific reactor: a

MODUL-typc pebble bed HTR (table 1). The calculational model is given in figure I.

Beyond realistic modelling of the reflector zones it contains the ducts or the helium and

the carbon bricks outside of the reflector, which absorbs the leaking neutrons. The core

is subdivided into 10 different spectrum zones, and the reflector into 15 ones. Coupling

between them is given in terms of neutron leakage.

TABLE I. DESIGN PARAMETERS

Thermal power

Power density

Height / Radius of the core

Heating of the helium

No. of fuel element passes through

Fuel, enrichment

Coated particles

Heavy metal loading

Moderation ratio 1

MW

MW/m3

cm

°C

reactor

g/spherc

200

3.14

900 / 140

300 - . 950

10

UO2, 10 %

TRISO

6.15

600

93

The comparison is made in three steps:

1. For the initial core with only few nuclides,

2. For the equilibrium cycle containing the produced actinides and fission products,

3. For reactivity effects under control and accidental situations.

2. Nuclear Libraries

The basic nuclear library of the VSOP code system consists of two source libraries: an

cpithcrmal one and a thermal one. The cpithcrmal data arc given in 68 energy groups

in the structure of the GAM-I code [5] ranging from 10 McV to 0.4)4 cV. The thermal

library contains the data in 30- energy groups in the THERMOS structure [6] ranging

from 2.05 eV to 10'5 cV.

0 -

500

1000

- - - r .

i !; !•

i i

i t

t-S'-

1
1
| Upper void

j •• • Control rods

| Pebble bed

| Reflector

1 ----*- Helium coolant

Disloading tube

100 200 cm

Fig. 1: Calculational Model

The older libraries are based on ENDF/B-II [7] and BNL-325 [8]. They contain 160

absorber nuclides and 5 moderator nuclides with scattering kernels of different tempe-

ratures. The scattering matrices of the graphite arc based on the Young-Koppcl [9]

phonon spectrum in graphite. The fission yields already stem from ENDF/B-V.

The new library is made of 175 nuclides. It has been prepared from the ENDF/B-V [1]

or from the .IEF-1 [2] data files. For some nuclides, e.g. " ' P u and Cr, the ENDF/B-IV

[10] data base was preferred. For the generation of the new library the AMPX modules

XLACS-2 and NPTXS were used. The weighting spectrum was a



04 fission-l/E-Maxwellian. Below 0.414 eV a Maxwell spectrum of900 K was applied. The

Dopplcr-broadening was also calculated for the temperature of 900 K. The thermal cross

sections of the moderator nuclidcs and the fission yields remained unchanged.

For the nuclides 2 S 2 Th and * " U the resolved and unresolved resonance parameters

were transferred in order to calculate the resonance cross sections separately. They arc

individually made for the different temperatures and the specific configuration of the fuel

elements by the code ZUT-DG1, [4].

In fig.2 the new and the old fission cross sections o f 1 " ! ; and 2 " P u are compared over

the thermal energy range. The given neutron spectrum is used to calculate the average

cross sections. For 2 3 5 U the new function of o,is slightly higher in the range from 0.07

eV to 0.4 eV. Here the weighting spectrum is high, therefore the new averaged thermal

fission cross section is higher by about 2%. For 2 S ' P u the new nf is lower in the range

from 0.08 eV to 0.2 eV, and consequently the resulting new averaged thermal cross sec-

tion is about 1% lower. The differences of these two fission cross sections have major

influence on k _ both of the startup core and of the equilibrium cycle.
CM

3. Initial Core

As to table II the difference of k -between the two libraries is strong for the initial core,
Cll

and it is small for the equilibrium cycle.

barn

TABLE H. IMPACT OF LIBRARIES ON kj.

Library

Initial core

Equilibrium cycle

old new A kefr(ncw - old)

0.9987 1.0151 +0.0164

1.0000 1.0017 +O.0OI7

0.5 2 eV

barn

3000-

2000-

1000-

°f Pu-239

1 0 -

5 -

Library

old —
new

1.5

Neutron Flux at T = 700'C

B59.6
B50.4

2 eV

0.5 1 1.5 2 eV

Fig. 2: Thermal Fission Cross SecLions

In order to explore the reason of this finding a simplified model was formed for the re-

actor at startup: The core was collapsed into one spectrum zone at the temperature of

700°C and the reflector into another one at 650°C. Instead of changing the cross

sections of all nuclides the change has been made for only one of them: either 2 3 5 U or
2 " U . And in a third case the 2 3 5 U has been replaced by 2 3 ' I ' u . The enrichment of
2 3 5 U (enr. = 4%) and of 2 "I>u (cnr.= 1.16%) was chosen in order to get Y.^ = 1.0 in

the calculations with the older library.

In this comparison it appears that the greatest difference results from 2 3 ! U . The value

ofk „. increases bv A k _ = +0.0124 (tab. Ilia). This increase is due to the increase of

the new thermal v and o; by 0.?% and 2.1% respectively. This is so important because

98.2% of the produced neutrons in the thermal group arc produced by 2 3 5 U. The in-

crease in the thermal absorption cross section, which is mostly due to the increase of

a,, docs not compensate this effect. The changing of the cross sections in the cpithcrmal

energy group is unimportant as can be seen from the low rates of fractional absorption

and production.



If only I 3 8 U is taken from the new library k ^increases by 0.0022 (tab. Illb). This dif-

ference is mostly due to the decrease of 1.1% in the absorption cross section in the

epitherma) energy region and, to some lower part, in the thermal range. This decrease

of the epitherma! absorption value results from the reduced V of the first three reso-

nances of 2 3 B U. The resulting resonance integral (for T = 700°C) is about 1.2% lower

than the resonance integral calculated with the older resonance parameters. But, as one

can conclude from the small isotopic absorption- and production rates, the exchange of

the " 8 U data is of minor influence on ke(J. compared with the great influence of the

*3 SU data.

Further we checked the influence of 2 " P u because it is very important for the results

in the equilibrium calculations. For this purpose we computed the same initial core as

before but loaded with 2 3 e U and 1.16% " ' P u . In this case we got a decrease of-0.0201

in k „ when taking the * " P u data from the new library (tab. Ilic). The decrease in k

is due to a decrease of 0.6% in thermal v and to a decrease of 1.1% in thermal o,.

99% of the produced neutrons appear in the thermal group, therefore the differences in

thermal v and a, have such a great influence. Because the thermal absorption cross sec-

tion changes by only 0.5% and the fast and epithermal energy region is unimportant,

we can conclude that the difference in k arises mostly from the differences in thermal
CM

X% a n d af.

Beyond the heavy metals the initial core contains C, <) and Si. Merc the effect on keR. is

only A k = +0.0008. Of course, some change of the cross sections is observed in the

epithermal energy range, but the effect is small due to the low fractional absorption rate

of these elements. In the thermal range the cross sections of the scattcrers have not been

altered.

4. Equilibrium Cycle

When the running-in period is followed with the two libraries the difference in the mul-

tiplication factor reduces strongly in comparison with the difference of the initial core

(tab. II). This is partly due to the nuclides which emerge during the burnup, and partly

to the reduced importance of 2 3 ! U .

TABLE ma. 235U CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS
(initial core)

TABLE mb. "*U CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS
(initial core)

TABLE Hie. 239Pu CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS-SECTIONS
(initial core)

Energy range

Library

of barn

«c bum

am barn

fractional
abwrption*) %

production1) "/.

cpilhcrmal I; > 1.S3 eV

old new rcUhangc ')

2.433

12.3

8.5

2O.S

1.2

1.7

2.441)

13.3

7.9

21.3

eld

I.0O3

+ 0.3

+8.5

-6 .9

+ 2.2

new

I.0IM

thcnnal E £ 1.85 eV

old new rel.changc')
%

2.430

245.8

45.fi

291.4

48.1

98.2

A (new •

2.437

250.9

46.2

297.1

old)

+0.0124

+0.3

+ 2.1

+ 1.4

+ 2.0

Energy range

Library

;

nf barn

» c barn

a% barn

fractions!

absorption1) */•

production*) %

epithermal V. >

old

2.754

3.46-2

7.07

7.11

9.4(1

O.M

new

2.731

4.01-2

6.9V

7.03

old

1.85 cV

rel.changc ')

-0 .8

+ 15.9

-1.1

- I . I

new

1.0031 1.0053

thermal H s 1.85 cV

old new

0.0 2.319

0.0 1.55-6

1.32 1.31

1.32 1.31

5.2

0.0

A (new • old)

+ 0.0022

rel.changc ')

-

-

- 0 . 8

-0 .8

Energy range

Library

;

0 r barn

o e barn

o# barn

fractional
absorption1) %

production*) %

"IT

epilhermal K > 1,85 eV

Old

2.895

13.6

9.6

23.2

0.3S

0.64

new

2.879

14,3

10.4

24.7

old

rcl.changc ' )

- 0 . 6

+ 5.5

+ 8.1

+ 6.6

nc«"

1.0003 0.9802

thermal E £ 1.85 eV

old

2.892

860.

489.

1349.

54.0

99.0

A (new -

new

2.874

850.

306.

1356.

old)

-O.020I

rc!.changc ')

- 0 . 6

-1 .1

+ 3.3

+0.5
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.100

' ) per 100 lost neutron*

*) per 100 produced neutron.*



DC The burnup calculation includes 60 different nuclides. For some of them the change in

the cross sections (tab. IV) is strong, e.g. 1 3 I Xe, 1 0 ! R h , "" 'Nd, and ' " f l u . But their

influence on k _ is small, because their fractional absorption rate is in the order of only

0.1% for each of them.

TABLE IV. CHANGE OF THE AVERAGED CROSS SECTIONS FROM OLD TO NEW LIBRARY
IN THE THERMAL ENERGY GROUP ( E i 1.85 eV)

Nuclidc Fractional absorption [%]
in thermal group

' " U 28.9

•"I'll I5.R

"•Pu 4.5

"'Pu 3.6

"*U 2.7

(15.4 cpilhermal)

'"Xc 2.18

'"Nd 0.84

Si 0.68

•"Rh 0.60

'"Sm 0.54

'"Sm 0.30

"'Xc 0.18

'"Pm 0.17

(0.008 cpithermal]

'••Rh 0.15

'*'N<1 0.12
l s>Cs 0.12

">liu 0.11

Relative change [%] ")

*°t

+ 2.1 +2.4

+ 0.7 -1.5

+ 1.4

-6.6 -2.2

-0.9

(-1.1)

+ 4.2

-5.4

+ 0.3

-0.6

+ 3.2

-0.4

-21.8

-1.3

( + 3300% !)

-57.1

-18.9

+ 8.1

-71.2

Fractional neutron
production [%]
in thermal group

59.3

28.9

7.4

Por the few nuclides of higher impor tance the change in the cross sections is only mod-

erate. Jus t like for the initial core, the 2 9 5 U and 2 3 8 U make the tendency for an increase

o f k „. A tendency of decrease results from the cross sections o f 2 3 9 P u , " " P u , 1 3 5 X c ,
e(T '

and l k ' S m . In short, the influence on the equilibrium cycle is no more than A Y^ =

+ 0.0017. An uncertainty of that kind could easily be balanced by the control system of

the reactor.

But there is another way of compensating for the difference in k ^ Due to the contin-

uous fuelling of this reactor the burnup can easily be increased by slight reduction of the

loading and unloading rate of fuel elements per day. By this way the transition from the

old library to the new one can be balanced by an increase of the burnup from 99.5 to

100.0 MWd/kg ) ( M achieving the same value of k^ •= 1.0 at the equilibrium cycle.

The table V illustrates the impact on reactor performance characteristics as caused by

that transition in the loading rate. In the global data a very slight decrease is observed

in the conversion ratio. The power peaking increases by 4%, but the maximum value

TABLE V. EQUILIBRIUM CYCLE

». new — old tru,) _ 10(1

Library

Global characteristic!::

Burnup

Fuel residence time

Conversion ratio

Fissile inventory

Power peaking

Max. fuel temperature

Fuel cycle costs

Balance of neutrons:

M W d / k g H M

(1

kg/OW,,,

KW/bal l

•c
mills/KWh^

Production/absorption (in fiss.isot.) JJ-I:

Capture/fission (fissile isotopes) a

Production of neutrons " • U

" • U %

"*Pu %

"' I ' l l %

Neutron losses: fissile isotopes %

fission products %

leakage

Fissile material:

Discharged fuel:

" • U

" • I ' l l

" ' P u

Inventor)1:

" U J

" ' P u

" ' P u

%

kg/ciw,iOi

kg/«w,h

old

99.51

916.0

0.442

4JI.4

1.70

1051.1

7.87

1.961

0.321

62.63

0.2S

29.32

7.78

50.99

7.57

14.53

0.1398

0.0532

0.0228

395.2

43.8

12.5

new

100.01

921.1

0.437

442.1

1.77

1050.6

7.85

1.966

0.316

63.47

0.29

28.17

8.03

50.»«

7.84

K 5 7

0.1310

0.0511

0.0242

386.5

VIA

13.2

relative changes')
[%]

+ 0.5

+ 0.56

-1.1

-2.1

+4.1

-0.05

-O.2

+ 0.25

-1.6

+ 1,3

+ 16.0

-3.9

+ 3.2

-0.2

+ 3.6

+ 0.3

-6 .3

-4 .0

+ 6.1

-2.2

-3.1

+ 5.9



of 1.77 KW/bal! stays far below the technological limit which is given by 4.5 KW/ball.

And the fuel cycle costs decrease by a very small amount which is neglegible.

In the balance of neutrons the change in the neutron production rate from fissions in

*3*U is relatively high, which results from the improvement ofvo-,. But the importance

of that effect on the total fission rate is very low. The changes in the production rates

of the Pu-isotopes almost cancel out each other. A slight increase is observed in the fis-

sion products absorption. This is mainly due to the higher thermal absorption cross

sections of I 3 5Xe, ""'Sm, and to the higher epithermal absorption in ">7Pm.

In the break down of the fissile material balances the changes arc of the order of 5%.

This clearly illustrates that library changes can effect the isotopic mass balances to some

degree. On the other hand it shows also that future changes of the mass balances, as due

to future improvements of the libraries, must be expected to be never more than in the

order of a percent, because it is unlikely that improvements of the nuclear data could

be again of the same magnitude as observed over the last 20 yeaTS.

5. Aspects of Control and Safety

For the two equilibrium cycles we investigated some effects which arc basic for the as-

sessment of the reactor.

The temperature coefficients of the two cases differ slightly (tab. VI). They have been

obtained by changing the temperature in the fuel, moderator, and reflector about SOT.

It appears that the Dopplcr coefficient remains almost unchanged, but the moderator

coefficient and the reactivity effect of the temperature change in the reflector are differ-

ent in the order of 20%. Since the scattering matrix of graphite has not been altered the

TABLE VI. REACTIVITY EFFECTS
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Library

Temperature coefficient:

at operating condition Ak^/AT [IO'S]
break down: fuel (Doppler)

moderator
reflector

at shutdown, cold Ak^ / AT [ 10'5]

Shutdown requirement:

full power -• zero power (SO'C, Xc-dccay) Ak^

Capability of shutdown system KLAK Ak^

old

-4.46
-3.68
-1.68
+ 0.90

-13.00

+ 0.083

-0.155

new

-AM
-3,78
-2.00
+ 1.12

-13.82

+ 0.087

-0.15(1

reactivity changes must be assigned to the thermal cross sections of the absorbers and

to their impact on the leakage. As a consequence, the response of reactivity to transient

change of the temperature in graphite structures must be expected to be different for the

two libraries. But when temperature changes also occur in the fuel, the library effect is

lower because the low change of the Dopplcr coefficient is dominant.

The largest change of temperature occurs at down cooling of the reactor after shutdown.

The multiplication factor increases by 4.3 or 4.7% when applying the old or new library,

respectively. In tab. VI the shutdown requirement includes another 4% as due to the
135Xe decay. The contribution of xenon is very similar for the two libraries.

In total the shutdown requirement is well covered by the shutdown system, which con-

sists oflittlc absorber spheres (KLAK) being poured into channels in the reflector. The

capability of the KLAK system is about 15.5%, and it is only little dependent on the li-

braries.

In addition the shutdown system must cover any other excess reactivity which might

occur. For the ingress of water at full operating condition the characteristics have been

calculated for the two library1 cases (fig. 3). Apparently, the effect of the libraries is defi-

nitely small over the whole range of consideration. From the scale of the partial pressure

it can be recognized that the content of water in the core and in the upper void can

Keff

1.05 -

1.04 •

1.03 •

1.02 •

1.01 •

1.00

-old library
-new library

0 50

at operating temperature

500

100

1000 1500 2000 Kg H2O

(in the core + upper cavity)

bar

opening of safety valve
parLial pressure of H2O

Fig 3: Ingress of Water



hardly exceed 400 kg. That amount of water causes the excess reactivity of 2.6%, and

this is also well covered by the KLAK shutdown system. The change between the two

libraries results in the two different curves, and this effect appears to be ncglcgibic.

6. Conclusion

The introduction of improved nuclear data into detailed reactor research is a two-edged

enterprise, because it might destroy the confidence into former results. Fortunately, the

revision of the 20 years old library of the VSOP program brings oniy little changes in the

results.

The changes of the cross sections of the different fissile isotopes arc opposite to each

other. They bring up to 6% changes in the mass balance of the individual fissile isotopes,

but the net effect on multiplication factor and burnup is low. Definitely large changes

arc observed in the cross sections of some fission products, but fortunately the impor-

tance of these isotopes is very low. Safety related properties of the reactor arc dependent

on global nuclear and thermal features, and these ones are only weakly affected by the

turn to the new library.
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Abstract

A series of two-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport theory k£/y calculations with an (r,z)
geometric model have been performed for a simple, typical LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration (7042
pebbles) without the simulation of any water ingress into the core, with LEU AVR non irradiated
fuel containing 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per pebble, for a filling factor of 0.74 (maximum
packing) and for a moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio M/F of 1/1. All calculations were based on specific
data libraries (mainly based on JEF-1) for the cell codes WIMS-D, MICR0X.2, and TRAMIX, and
were performed using these codes in connection with the one- and with the two-dimensional transport
theory programmes ONEDANT and TWODANT from Los Alamos. WIMS-D may now be routinely
used for HTR applications with a new method developed by Segev which allows the conversion of
the spherical pebble bed unit cell into an equivalent (from the neutronic point of view) cylindrical unit
cell.

It is found that the calculated eigenvalue k.// depends particularly on the transport corrected total
cross sections employed in the full reactor calculation, on the number of groups, and on the nuclear
data (i.e. from JEF-1 or from older evaluations) used.

For a 13 neutron group calculation in the well tested structure from Hochtemperatur Reaktorbau
(HRB), the eigenvalue k^jj ranges from 0.9896 for Po modified cross sections coming from MICROX-
2 to 1.0083 for Po modified JEF-1 cross sections from WIMS-D.

Either the use of P] modified cross sections in connection with the group structure from HRB, or
that of Po cross sections (suitably modified) in connection with a finer group structure, particularly in
the thermal range, is recommended for physics calculations of small HTR cores.

1 INTRODUCTION

A series of two-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport theory k e / / calculations with an (nz) geometric
model have been performed for a simple, representative LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration (3521
fuel pebbles, corresponding to a core height of 86.61 cm), without the simulation of any water ingress
into the core, with LEU AVR non irradiated fuel containing 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per
pebble, for a filling factor of 0.74 (maximum packing) and for a moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio M/F of
1/1. The core radius is 62.5 cm, the radial reflector is 100 cm thick graphite, the lower axial reflector
is 64 cm thick graphite, and the upper axial reflector is 78 cm thick graphite. The height of the core
cavity (which includes the core itself and the air above the core and between the pebbles) is 190 cm.
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For the sake of convenience, we defined a reference case. Room temperature was assumed, a pure
void was used in the core cavity above the pebble bed fuel and between the pebbles, the presence of
boron in the reflector material was neglected, and the control rods were all withdrawn.

The present analysis is intended to identify some aspects of uncertainties in LEU HTR eigenvalue
calculations of strongly leaking cores (surrounded with a thick graphite reflector such as in HTR
PROTEUS) arising each from the computational model, from the nuclear data libraries, and from the
codes utilized.

in Section 2 a detailed description of HTR related nuclear data libraries and codes available at the
Paul Schemer Institute (PSI) is given.

Section 3 presents the main results from this study.
Finally, Section 4 gives some conclusions and recommendations for further work.
Results include eigenvalues keff for the full two-dimensional reactor (r,z) configuration (in the

reference case), and cell eigenvalues k^ corresponding to both the fundamental mode spectrum and
to the infinite unperturbed lattice (cell with a vanishing Buckling), obtained using various nuclear data
libraries and codes. The eigenvalues kcjj for the full reactor were carried out using various approaches
as far as weighting spectra, number of groups, and transport corrections are concerned.

The effect on the reactivity of the whole reactor coming from boron in the reflector material,
from air above the core and between the pebbles, and the reactivity change due to an homogeneous
temperature increase in the core {which is indicative for the temperature coefficient) were investigated
separately.

2 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND NUCLEAR DATA

2.1 Nuclear Data

All calculations were based on specific nuclear data libraries for the (cell) codes WIMS-D [1],
MICROX-2 [2], and TRAMDC [3].

These include three libraries with 69 neutron groups (WIMS structure) for the code WIMS-D, i. e.
the British standard libraries WIMS-81 and WIMS-86 [4),[5] and a JEF-1 based library (WIMS-JEF
library) [6] processed at the PSI using the version 6/83 of the NJOY system [7],

While processing the WIMS-JEF library with NJOY, the module WIMSR was applied to transform
groupwise GENDF formatted cross-sections (the GENDF format is similar to the standard ENDF/B
format) into a form suitable for being used as input to the Canadian WIMS library management
programme WILMA [8], [9]. In the processing with WIMSR and WILMA, which finally resulted
in the WIMS-JEF library, the relevant data were calculated by considering all explicitly represented
reaction types on the GENDF files. Individual fission energy spectra available on GENDF, however,
were not used. Instead a global fission spectrum, based primarily on data for 235U fission, was taken
over from the WIMS-81 library. The WIMS-JEF library consists of temperature dependent transport
corrected ("inflow" transport correction) self-shielded Po cross sections for a small class of nuclides
without bumup data [6], and of unmodified Pi cross sections for hydrogen, deuterium, oxygen, and
carbon. The transport correction is computed using an isotope independent representative weighting
current [10). Scattering data of 23SU are given for different dilution cross sections (i. e. I01 0 , 100,
and 1 bams).

The library for the code MICROX-2 is from JEF-1, and consists of the 193 neutron group/point
(General Atomics (GA) structure) data files FDTAPE and GGTAPE, and of the pointwise file GAR-
TAPE respectively, which include-data at room temperature for a relatively small class of nuclides [6].
FDTAPE, GGTAPE, and GARTAPE were generated using the coupling module M1CROR. MJCROR,

an NJOY module developed at the PSI, edits pointwise and groupwise NJOY cross sections into a
library for use in MICROX-2 [11]. FDTAPE contains fine group self-shielded P3 unmodified cross
sections in the fast energy range. GGTAPE contains infinite dilute Pj unmodified cross sections in
the thermal energy range, and GARTAPE consists of 14457 pointwise resonance cross sections in the
resolved resonance range between 8.0072 keV and 0.414 eV, equally spaced in velocity.

Finally, MATI93 is a MATXS formatted library for the codes TRANSX, TRANSX-CTR, and
TRAMIX, obtained by editing GENDF cross sections with the NJOY module MATXSR. The MATXS
file is a generalized cross section library in a flexible format designed to generalize and to simplify the
existing standard cross section formats. In the MATXS format neutron and photon data types are treated
in the same way. Each data type is subdivided into materials and submaterials. A material might be
a particular isotope or mixture. Each submaterial is associated with a temperature- background cross
section pair, and contains data related to any kind of reaction, including scattering transfer matrices
and fission spectra. MAT193 [6] includes self-shielded (for data showing a strong dependency on the
background cross section) P3 unmodified neutron data at room temperature in the GA group structure
for the same isotopes as available in the MICROX-2 library.

2.2 Codes

All calculations were performed using the (cell) codes WIMS-D, the PSI edition 13 of the MICROX-
2 code, and TRAMDC in connection with the one- and with the two-dimensional transport codes
ONEDANT and TWODANT [12].

The GHR [13] code, a PSI development, was used to determine cell specifications (graphite pebbles
and void regions were smeared out in the outer cell regions), and to compute atomic number densities
for the PEBBLE and WIMBN codes [13],[14] and for the codes MICROX-2 and TRAMIX.

PEBBLE [IS], a code based on the Teuchert routine, was utilized to calculate the Dancoff correction
factors for the fuel pebbles required by the MICROX-2 code. The code WIMBN [14] was used to
prepare the input to WIMS-D based on a new method developed by Segev [16], which allows the
conversion of the spherical pebble bed unit cell into an equivalent (from the neutronic point of view)
cylindrical unit cell, and uses the cluster option of WIMS-D to treat the double heterogeneity. Using
this method, WIMS-D may now be routinely used for HTR applications. Required atomic number
densities, cylindrized double heterogeneous cell or full reactor specifications, and Dancoff factors are
the output of WIMBN. WIMBN has been checked carefully against PEBBLE as far as the determination
of Dancoff factors is concerned.

WIMS-D, MICROX-2, and TRAMIX were systematically employed for the preparation of self-
shielded broad group homogenized core and reflector cross sections in at least 13 groups (exactly the
HRB group structure in the case of MICROX-2 and TRAMIX), in the Los Alamos XSLIB material
ordered card image standard format [12] from the basic libraries described in the previous subsection,
to be used further in TWODANT for two-dimensional full reactor kcjj calculations in the (r,z)-
geometry. It should be noted that the 13 groups used in WIMS-D are slightly different (particularly
in the epithermal range) from the HRB structure because the 69 groups of WIMS-D are not exactly a
subset of the 193 groups. The group boundaries of the HRB structure are displayed in Table 1.

For determining core cross sections, cell calculations based on the codes WIMS-D, MICROX-2,
and TRAMIX (with white outer boundary conditions to simulate an infinite lattice) for the LEU HTR
PROTEUS lattice under investigation were performed, followed by a fundamental mode homogenized-
cell leakage B/v calculation. In the TRAMIX calculations the coated particles had to be smeared out
over the microcell structure.



100 Table 1: Original (HRB) 13 Group Boundaries

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Lower
Energy

(eV)

3.68xlO«
l.llxlO5

3.35X1O3

748
130
29.0
8.32
2.38
0.625
0.200
0.050
0.010

0.0

Delta
Lethargy

1.4
3.5
3.5
1.5

1.75
1.5
1.25
1.25

1.338
1.139
1.386
1.537

In the WIMS-D cell calculations the REGION card in connection with the PUNCH=1 option were
used to produce region averaged macroscopic homogenized cross sections, and the code DSNXSL [17],
a PSI development, was used to convert the outgoing cross section format into XSLIB format. In
addition to the cell model, WIMS-D was used with a full reactor model which was set up using
WIMBN (the "cluster" specifications were derived from the specifications available from the cell model
using geometric arguments) for calculating very accurately reflector cross sections. As expected, the
alternative use of core cross sections from the cell or from the full reactor model in WIMS-D resulted
in a very small reactivity change of maximum 1.5 mk (lmk=0.001), when performing full reactor
calculations.

MICROX-2 reflector cross sections were determined with an additional MICROX-2 calculation
with zero buckling. The methodology used in MICROX-2 has been extensively described in [13].

Cell calculations on the basis of TRAMIX were performed by looping TRAMIX, ONEDANT,
SOLVERB, and COLAPS [18]. The spatially dependent neutron spectrum in the RZMFLX [19] format
required for collapsing reflector cross sections into a coarser group structure (with the code COLAPS)
and for iterating on the fission spectrum and on the elastic correction [18] was determined from
ONEDANT calculations in the full 193 neutron group structure of MAT193, using one-dimensional
cylindrical radial and axial full reactor models.

In contrast to WIMS-D and to MICROX-2, TRAMTX/ONEDANT/SOLVERB allows the determi-
nation of reflector cross sections for the top, bottom, and radial reflectors, separately.

In each case (homogenized core and reflector cross sections may come from WIMS-D, MICROX-2,
or from TRAMIX) XSLIB formatted basic cross sections (i.e. absorption, production, total and scatter-
ing matrix cross sections) were convened into the more compact format MACRXS using ONEDANT

(the Solver Module option was turned off), and combined with the code COGOXS [3] into a sin-
gle library for use in TWODANT. In the case of cross sections coming from MICROX-2 or from
TRAMIX, the transpon cross sections and fission spectra available on the XSLIB files were added
into the MACRXS file using the management code AMCHTR developed for internal use at the PSI.

The two-dimensional (r,z)-geometry model for TWODANT used a fine spatial mesh of 44 ra-
dial and 92 axial intervals with 200 thin zones (coarse meshes) mostly defined in the vicinity of the
material interfaces, where stronger spatial flux gradients occur. This lead to a good and fast con-
vergence in TWODANT, even in the large void regions belonging to the reactor cavity. Doubling
the number of meshes in each direction (i.e. radially and axially) did not affect the results presented
in this study, whereas a reduced number of fine meshes (particularly in the axial direction) lead to
significantly different results. The inner iteration convergence criterion was set up with the parameter
EPSI=0.00001. When using EPSI=0.0001 (default value) the calculation was concluded prematurely,
and the eigenvalue kejj differed from the converged eigenvalue by up to 5 mk.

Calculations for the reference case (see Section 1) were performed using Po modified cross sections
unless otherwise specified, and the S4 approximation. The methodology for calculating the transport
corrected total cross sections is complicated, and is unfortunately not exactly the same when using
the cell codes WIMS-D, MICROX-2, or TRAMIX. The use of S8 or S16 instead of S4 did not lead
to any significant difference, except much longer running times were observed. In the case of cross
sections coming from WIMS-D, the collapsed fission spectrum (which originates from the WIMS-D
library and which is printed out in the output section of WIMS-D) was supplied as a card image input
array CHI in the solver section of TWODANT. In the case of cross sections coming from MICROX-2
or from TRAMIX, the fission spectrum available on the MACRXS file was automatically used in the
TWODANT calculations.

Table 2: Comparison of eigenvalues calculated for the reference case obtained using different methods
and nuclear data libraries in 13 groups

Cross sections obtained
using this code

WIMS-D

WIMS-D

WIMS-D

MICROX-2

TRAMIX

Starting library

WIMS-JEF

WIMS-81

WIMS-86

GARGG
FD (JEF-1)

MAT193

ke//

1.0083

0.9955

0.9952

0.9896

0.9927



3 RESULTS

3.1 Full reactor and cell eigenvalues

Table 2 summarizes the resulting eigenvalues ke// for the reference case calculated using the 13
neutron group structure from HRB. The eigenvalue kcjj ranges from 0.9896 for cross sections coming
from MICROX-2 to 1.0083 for XEF-1 cross sections from WIMS-D. The eigenvalues k e / / for cross
sections coming from TRAMIX and from WIMS-D in connection with the British libraries lie in
between.

Table 3 shows eigenvalues kx from the cell calculations related to the fundamental mode spectrum
and to an infinite lattice (with vanishing Buckling) respectively. Excellent agreement within 2 mk is
achieved between the eigenvalues k^, from the different WIMS-D calculations, whereas MICROX-2,
and especially TRAMIX, give lower values. The underestimate of TRAMIX is due to the omission
of grain shielding leading to an increased capture of !38U (corresponding fundamental mode and
infinite lattice cell eigenvalues k^ from MICROX-2 without grain shielding are 1.6600 and 1.7174
respectively). The large value of k,*, compared to kc// (see Table 2) is indicative of the importance
of neutron leakage into the thick graphite reflector.

3.2 Group structures and transport corrections

Table 4 summarizes the resulting kcjj eigenvalues from the TWODANT calculations for the reference
case obtained using cross sections from WIMS-D, MICROX-2, and TRAMIX, and different group
structures. The 26 group structure originates from the 13 group structure from HRB by subdividing
each coarse group into two (equally spaced in lethargy if possible) fine groups. The 52 group structure
originates in the same way from the 26 group structure.

Table 3: Comparison of cell eigenvalues related to the fundamental mode spectrum and to an infinite
lattice obtained using different methods and nuclear data libraries

Table 4: Comparison of eigenvalues kc!j for the reference case obtained using different methods and
data libraries in 13, 26, and 52 groups
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Cross sections from

WIMS-D

WIMS-D

WIMS-D

MICROX-2

TRAMIX

Library

WIMS-JEF

WIMS-81

WIMS-86

GARGG
FD (JEF-1)

MAT193

fund, mode

1.7231

1.7257

1.7247

1.7147

1.6766

k«>
Buckling 0

1.7736

1.7749

1.7757

1.7653

1.7329

Number of groups

WIMS-D (WIMS-JEF)

WIMS-D (WIMS-81)

WIMS-D (WIMS-86)

MICROX-2

MICROX-2
(Po unmodified)

MICROX-2
(Pi modified)

MICROX-2
(P2 modified)

TRAMIX

13

1.0083

0.9955

0.9952

0.9896

1.0085

0.9984

0.9983

0.9927

26

1.0046

0.9916

0.9912

0.9845

1.0050

1.0005

1.0005

0.9846

52

0.9992

0.9859

0.9856

0.9718

1.0034

0.9999

0.9997

0.9818

Table 4 shows that the eigenvalue k.el! calculated using Po modified 52 neutron group cross sections
from WIMS-D and from TRAMIX is about 10 mk lower compared to that predicted with Po modified
cross sections in 13 groups. The decrease of k c / / due to the increased number of groups is even more
significant when using Po modified cross sections from MICROX-2 (18 mk). The eigenvalues k e ^
calculated using Po modified 69 neutron group cross sections (the maximum number of groups) from
WIMS-D reproduced well within less than 1 mk those obtained with 52 group cross sections, and were
therefore not included into Table 4.

A similar trend could be observed when applying the transport correction in the transport code
instead in the cell code. The results were not included into Table 4. The decrease of k c / / due to
the use of 52 group cross sections instead of 13 group cross sections would be 25 mk when using
MICROX-2 Po cross sections extracted from inconsistent Pi cross section tables and modified with
the diagonal transport correction in TWODANT, and only 6 mk when using modified cross sections
with the more accurate Bell-Hansen-Sandmeier transport correction in TWODANT.

Either the use of Pi modified or of Pj modified cross sections from MICROX-2 makes k e / / almost
independent on the number of groups, which is in agreement with previously published values [13].
In these cases kj/y agrees well with the eigenvalue obtained with Po modified cross sections in 52 (or
69) groups from WIMS-D in connection with the WIMS-JEF library. The use of Pj modified cross
sections from MICROX-2 in connection with the 13 group structure from HRB leads to an almost
asymptotic value for keyy, whereas the use of Po unmodified cross sections results in an overestimated
eigenvalue for any group structure.



1Q2 The eigenvalue kcjj originating from Po modified JEF-1 cross sections from TRAMIX agrees 10
within 7 ink (maximum discrepancy in the case of 26 group calculations) with the values obtained
using the WIMS-81 and WIMS-86 cross sections when the same number of groups is considered
in the full reactor calculation. But even in the case of 52 group cross sections kT// is still lower
(by 18 mk) compared to M1CR0X-2 and to WIMS-D in connection with the WIMS-JEF library.
This underestimate is partly due to the omission of grain shielding when calculating with TRAMIX
(see Section 3.1). A MICROX-2 calculation of the reference case without grain shielding leads to a
decreased eigenvalue k,.// of 9 mk.

3.3 Reflector cross sections

WIMS-D, MICROX-2, and TRAMIX were deliberately used to inadequately collapse the reflector
cross sections with the fundamental mode spectrum associated with the basic cell of the core, which
corresponds approximately to the asymptotic core spectrum. The use of these broad group reflector
cross sections in calculations of the reference case resulted in an eigenvalue kc!! increase up to 3 mk
for 13 group P o modified cross sections depending on the method and nuclear data used. The increase
ofkcjj diminished remarkably when considering more groups and P) scattering. Whereas the neutron
spectrum at the core centre was almost independent on the methodology used for weighting the reflector
cross sections, the flux increased by up to 30% at the boundary between core and radial reflector in the
tenth group of the HRB structure (i.e. between 0.2 eV and 0.625 eV). The increase of the neutron flux
comes primarily from the energy dependent pan (1/v shape) of the thermal absorption cross section
of graphite at energies below 1 eV. Since the core spectrum is harder and differs considerably from
the reflector spectrum (this is a statement valid for any small HTR core), the thermal coarse group
absorption cross section of graphite becomes smaller if weighted with the core spectrum. The reduced
absorption cross section leads to an increased thermal flux particularly in the vicinity of the boundary
between reactor core and reflector, and consequently to an increased eigenvalue kcjj.

3.4 The effect of air and boron

Table 5 summarizes the resulting kejj eigenvalues from the TWODANT calculations for the reference
case with additional boron homogeneously distributed in the reflector material, obtained using Po

modified JEF-1 cross sections in 13 groups from MICROX-2 and TRAMIX. In Table 5 the total boron
equivalent in the reflector material was doubled twice.

As expected, the decrease of the eigenvalue k e / / due to the presence of boron in the reflector
material does not depend too much on the method used (see Table 5).

With the same methodology as used for creating Table 5, it was found that the presence of air
between the pebbles and in the reactor cavity above the core leads to a decreased eigenvalue k e / / of
10.5 mk for the reference case (without the boron equivalent in the reflector material).

3.5 Temperature effects

Table 6 summarizes the resulting kcjj eigenvalues from the TWODANT calculations for the reference
case with different core temperatures (the reflector temperature is 296 K), obtained using Po modified
JEF-1 cross sections in 13 groups from WIMS-D in connection with its libraries.

The results in terms of a change of the eigenvalue due to a temperature increase in the core show
good agreement within 6 mk between the different WIMS-D libraries.

Table 5: Comparison of eigenvalues kejj for the reference case with boron in the reflector material,
obtained using different methods and data libraries in 13 groups

10B number density
(atoms/bam/cm)

0

9-20xl0~ 9

1.84xlO-8

3.68xlO- 8

MICROX-2

0.9896

0.9767

0.9678

0.9514

TRAMTX

0.9927

0.9833

0.9745

0.9585

Table 6: Comparison of eigenvalues kcjj for the reference case with different core temperatures
obtained using WIMS-D and different data libraries in 13 groups

Core temperature (K)

296

600

900

WIMS-JEF

1.0083

0.9464

0.8956

WIMS-81

0.9955

0.9387

0.8895

WIMS-86

0.9952

0.9390

0.8897

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Two-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport theory kcjj calculations in at least 13 groups (the structure
suggested by HRB) have been performed for a typical, simple LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration
without any simulation of water ingress using the two-dimensional transport code TWODANT from
Los Alamos.

This study showed that there are large discrepancies (up to 20 mk) in the eigenvalue kcjj calculated
using different cell codes (i.e. WIMS-D with a new method developed by Segev, MICROX-2, and
TRAMIX), various related nuclear data libraries (British standard libraries for WIMS-D in addition to
JEF-1 based libraries for all cell codes including WIMS-D), and different computational models.
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Detailed analysis is still necessary to identify the deficiences and the uncertainties in HTR related
nuclear data libraries and codes, and the planned experiments at the PROTEUS facility could help in
reducing them. Particularly, new libraries based on the JEF-2 and/or ENDF/B-VI evaluations should
be generated.

It is recommended to perform a similar study for configurations characterized by smaller rilling
factors and/or moderator-to-fuel pebble ratios, and particularly for cores with simulated water ingress.

Either the use of Pi modified cross sections in connection with the 13 neutron group structure
from HRB, or that of Po cross sections (suitably modified) in connection with a finer group structure,
particularly in the thermal range, is recommended for physics calculations of small HTR cores such
as HTR PROTEUS. The use of Po modified cross sections from the PSI edition 13 of the MICROX-2
code is not recommended.
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Abstract

The important, safety-related, physics parameters for the low-

enriched Modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR) such as

control rod worth, shutdown margins, temperature coefficients, and reac-

tivity worths, are considered, and estimates are presented of the uncer-

tainties in the calculated values of these parameters. The basis for

the uncertainty estimate in several of the important calculated parame-

ters is reviewed, including the available experimental data used in

obtaining these estimates. Based on this review, the additional experi-

mental data needed to complete the validation of the methods used to

calculate these parameters is presented. The role of benchmark cal-

culations in validating MHTGR reactor physics date is also considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The MHTGR is an advanced nuclear reactor concept being developed in

the U.S.A under a cooperative program involving the U.S. Government, the

nuclear industry, and the electric utility companies (Ref. 1). As its

objective, this program is developing e safe, reliable, and economic

nuclear power and process heat option with potential for worldwide

application. The design is based on a concept of modularization that

can meet the various power demands by combining a number of 350 MW(t)

reactor modules in parallel with a selected number of turbine plants

in a variety of arrangements. Basic High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor

(HTGR) features of ceramic-coated fuel, helium coolant, and graphite are

sized and configured to provide a low power density core with passive

safety features. The safe behavior of the reactor plant is not depen-

dent upon operator action and it is insensitive to operator error.

The MHTGR design is based upon generic gas-cooled reactor exper-

ience, as well as specific HTGR programs and projects. These include

the carbon dioxide-cooled Magnox and Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR),

developed in the United Kingdom; the 15 MW(e) Arbeitsgemeinschaft

Versuchs Reaktor (AVR) development plant, and the 300 MW(e) Thorium

Hochtemperatur Reaktor (THTR) demonstration plant developed in Germany;

the 40 MW(e) Peach Bottom (PB) I constructed and operated in the U.S.A.;

and the 330 MW(e) Fort St. Vrain (FSV) plant in the U.S.A. The FSV

facility has provided confirmation and demonstration of specific and

generic HTGR core design and operating characteristics.

The active core in each MHTGR module is an annulus of graphite fuel

elements about 3.5 m in outer diameter, 0.93 m annulus thickness and

7.9 tn high. A plan view of the core is shown in Fig. 1. The fuel con-

sists of coated particles of 20%-enriched fissile uranium oxycarbide

(UCO) and fertile thorium oxide (THO2). The particles are bonded

together in fuel rods which are contained in the hexagonal-shaped

graphite blocks. Helium coolant flows through the graphite blocks in

a downward direction. Unfueled graphite blocks surround the active core

to form replaceable inner and outer radial, and upper and lower axial

reflectors. The outer replaceable radial reflector blocks are sur-

rounded by permanent graphite reflectors. Reactor control is accom-

plished by a strong negative temperature coefficient plus moveable

boron-carbide control rods located in the inner and outer reflectors

as shown in Fig. 1. A second shutdown system of different design prin-

ciple from the moveable control rods is also included. It consists of

12 hoppers of boronated graphite pellets which can be dropped by gravity

into holes in the core columns adjacent to the inner reflector. Basic

core design parameters are summarized in Table 1.

2. REACTOR PHYSICS DESIGN UNCERTAINTIES

Design requirements for the MHTGR have been developed systemati-

cally, to the degree of detail needed, from the overall objectives

including safe, economical power production. In making design selec-

tions to meet the requirements, assumptions are made regarding the

accuracy of the physical models and numerical methods used to calculate
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the basic parameters. For design and licensing purposes it is necessary

to validate the accuracy of the models and methods, i.e., to show that

the parameters of interest can indeed be calculated to the accuracy

assumed in making the design selections, and subsequent safety analysis.

For the MHTGR reactor physics design, the basic parameters related

to safety are core temperature coefficient, control rod reactivity worth

and core shutdown margin, core power distributions, core reactivity

behavior over life, water ingress effects, and decay heat levels. Dur-

ing the MHTGR conceptual physics design, a review was conducted of the

available experimental data, and an estimate of the accuracy of the

methods for calculating these parameters was made.

TABLE 1
BASIC MHTGR CORE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Inner diameter - active core, m/ft
Outer diameter - active core, tn/ft
Height - active core, m/ft
Outer replaceable radial reflector

thickness, m/ft
Power density, w/cc
Control rod location
Number of columns in active core
Number of fuel elements in active core
Number of control rods

Reserve shutdown system
Refueling method^1)
He temp. € core outlet, rated power,

•C/°F
He temp, § core inlet, rated power,

OC/OF
Core inlet pressure, MPa/psia
Core outlet pressure MPa/psia
Pressure drop across core, kPa/psid
Core circulation direction
Coolant volume fraction
Fuel loading^3), initial core:

kg U/kg Th
Fuel loading(3), equilibrium reloads:

kg U/kg Th

1.66/5.43
3.50/11.48
7.93/26.02
0.65/2.13

5.91
Top mounted
66
660
24 in outer reflector

6 in inner reflector
12 in inner core row
2-segment, graded cycled)
687/1268

258/497

6.37/924.5
6.34/916.5
29/4.2
Downflow
0.19

1358/2350

1006/705

(^Shutdown for approximately 14.6 days at end of cycle; equilibrium
cycle: 19.8 months.

(2>Half of core replaced after each reload interval.

<3>LEU/Th; uranium (19.9% enriched in U-235) plus thorium.
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These uncertainty estimates are summarized in Table 2, and are

based on a careful review of available data, both experimental, and from

operating reactors. While all of the parameters in Table 2 are impor-

tant, the discussions in this paper are limited to the variables of tem-

perature coefficient, control rod worth, and water ingress reactivity

effects, as described below.

2.1. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

The isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity for the MHTGR

core is shown at beginning of the initial core (BOC-IC) and at the end

of a typical burnup cycle (EOC-equ) in Fig. 2 (Ref. 2). The temperature

coefficient is the only contributor of any significance to the overall

core power coefficient. It consists of a prompt Doppler effect due to

the U-238 and Th-232 resonances, and a moderator effect due to thermal

spectrum changes as the graphite moderator temperature changes. A nota-

ble feature is the large negative feedback effect due to absorptions in

the Pu-240 resonance at about 1.1 eV. This effect shows up strongly,

after the start of critical core operation, above normal operating

temperatures as the thermal flux moves into this energy region.

TABLE 2
ACCURACY ASSUMPTIONS FOR MHTGR CORE PHYSICS CALCULATIONS

The core physics experimental data base is adequate to ensure that:

• The temperature coefficient can be calculated with an uncer-
tainty of <20%.

• The control rod bank reactivity worth can be calculated with
an uncertainty of <10%.

• Local power distributions can be calculated with an uncer-
tainty of <13X.

• The core reactivity can be calculated at nominal full power
conditions with an uncertainty of <1.5% A/>.

• The water ingress effects can be calculated with an uncer-
tainty of <10%.

• The decay heat production can be calculated with an uncer-
tainty of <102.
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Fig. 2. MHTGR core isothermal temperature coefficient

The uncertainty in the calculation of the temperature coefficients

for the MHTGR conceptual design is judged to be 20%. This estimate is

based on data from previous validation work as discussed below.

• The FB HTGR measured temperature defect, from which the tem-

perature coefficient is calculated (reactivity change over a

specified temperature range), agreed with the calculated value

to within 4% (Ref. 3). PB was a small, graphite-moderated,

high leakage core.
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• The FSV HTGR temperature defect measurements, which include

xenon effects, agreed with calculations to within 10%

(Ref. 4).

• Doppler coefficient measurements on Th-232, which were made in

the HTGR critical assembly, agreed with the calculations to

within 6% (Ref. 5).

• Temperature coefficient measurements made in the high-

temperature lattice test reactor (HTLTR) with a graphite

assembly containing plutonium fuel, agreed with GA calcu-

lations to within 6Z, and to within 9% for the U-235 fueled

case (Ref. 6). Note that this is not just a doppler coeffi-

cient measurement, but a complete temperature coefficient

measurement.

In summary, the data base used to evaluate the accuracy of the cal-

culation methods included operating HTGR reactors, critical experiments

with High Enriched Uranium (HEU) fuel, measurements and comparison cal-

culations on LEU and plutonium fueled systems and benchmark calcula-

tions. A summary comparison between these measurements and calculations

is provided in Fig. 3. A perfect agreement line is shown and compared

to a best straight line fit through the data points. A 202 uncertainty

band based on the perfect agreement line is also shown. Overall, the

deviation between experiment and calculation is less than 202. These

results indicate that an assumed accuracy of 20% in the calculational

model for MHTGR temperature coefficients is conservative.

2.1.1. Control Bank Worth and Shutdown Margins

Reactivity control in the MHTGR during normal operation is accom-

plished by 30 moveable boron carbide control rods located in the inner

and outer reflectors immediately adjacent to the core.

For the core nuclear conceptual design, an uncertainty of 10% in

the calculated control worths was assumed for the purpose of evaluating

both cold or hot shutdown margins. These uncertainties were based on

previous validation studies in which measured and calculated control rod

reactivity worth were compared, i.e.:

• FSV Cycle 1

• FSV Cycla 2

• FSV CycU J

O PB Cor» 1

A PB Cor* 2

X HTGR Critical

V HTLTR

2 4 6

CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DEFECT (%Ap)

Fig. 3. Comparison between HTGR temperature coefficient calculations
and experiments

The reactivity worth of the PB control rods was measured dur-

ing the initial startup and rise-to-power. These control rod

reactivity worths and total shutdown bank worths were predic-

ted to within 10% with similar models and neutron cross

sections as currently in use at GA (Ref. 3).



Measurements of the reactivity worth of both single rods and

control rod pairs were made in the HTGR critical assembly

(Ref. 5). Comparisons of these measurements to calculations

indicated that single rod worths were overestimated by ~4%

and the control rod pair worths were overestimated by ~11%.

Control rod pair reactivity worths were measured during the

initial rise-to-power for each FSV operating cycle (Ref. it).

Comparisons of the measured and calculated reactivity worth of

control rod groups over these three cycles of operation show

that the difference is typically <5% for the cumulative worth;

with the lower worth rod groups having a higher measurement

uncertainty.

Numerous measurements of the control rod reactivity worth have

been made in the Dragon reactor (Refs. 7 and 8) which utilized

control rods located in the radial reflector as in the MHTGR

design. The calculated control bank worth, using GA developed

models, agreed with the measured value to within 11%. Signi-

ficantly, the calculation underestimated the measured bank

worth.

These comparisons of measured and calculated control rod reactivity

worth support the 10% uncertainty band assumed for the MHTGR conceptual

design. This accuracy estimate based on experimental data is also sup-

ported by an evaluation of the individual contributors to the MHTGR

control rod reactivity model. The modeling must consider correction

factors related to gaps between poison control rod compacts, clad mater-

ial composition, finite height effects, axial streaming effects, etc.

Uncertainties must also be considered from the cross section models,

loading tolerances, local temperature effects, and power shape. A com-

parison between measured and calculated data similar to that for the

temperature coefficient is shown in Fig. A.

Water Ingress Effects

An addition of water to the MHTGR core initially produces a posi-

tive reactivity feedback effect. This positive feedback effect is

caused by the moderating property of hydrogen which reduces resonance

absorption in U-238 and Th-232, and results in a more thermaliied neu-

• FSV Cycle 1

D FSV Cycle 2

• FSV Cycle 3

O PB Core 1

A PB Core 2

X HTGR Critical

2 4 6 8 10

CALCULATED REACTIVITY WORTH (%Ap)

Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated and measured control rod bank
reactivity worths for HTCRs



tron flux spectrum. Core neutron leakage is also reduced, which adds to

the positive reactivity feedback. Eventually, as the amount of moisture

is increased, thermal neutron absorption in hydrogen becomes dominant,

causing a negative reactivity feedback. Thus the reactivity change due

to moisture goes through a maximum, and has the general shape illustra-

ted in Fig. 5, for near-critical core configurations. In this case, the

calculated reactivity changes for large moisture ingress under cold con-

ditions are shown for two time points in operation; i.e., beginning-of-

cycle-initial-core (BOC-IC), and end-of-cycle equilibrium-core

(EOC-equil), which bound the operating range.

The reactivity feedback effects due to a given amount of core mois-

ture are larger in the hot operating core then under cold conditions

because the hot core has a harder neutron flux spectrum. This harder

spectrum results in a maximum reactivity worth due to moisture that is

approximately 25% higher than for the cold conditions.

Specific analyses of the uncertainties related to moisture ingress

reactivity worths have not been performed to date as part of the MHTGR

conceptual design. Based on limited data from water-moderated critical

experiments, the predicted reactivity worth of uniformly distributed

moisture is expected to be within 10%, an accuracy which is experi-

mentally supported by small pebble-bed reactor subcritical assembly

measurements (Ref. 9).

3. VALIDATION OF CORE PHYSICS METHODS

GA core physics methods have, in general, been validated for HEU/

Th-fueled HTGRs. Most of the experimental data were derived from HTGR-

type critical experiments performed at GA and from the operation of the

PB and FSV reactors. The MHTGR with LEU/Th fuel, an annular core, and

reflector control rods, requires a reassessment of the validation of

these methods. This assessment will include one or more of the

following:

Reanalysis of selected previous validation studies.

Documentation of selected previous validation studies.

Comparison of new experimental data to GA calculations.

Comparison of other (non-GA) calculations with GA

calculations.
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11JJ A major emphasis of this program will involve reanalysis and/or

documentation of selected previous validation studies. Many of these

studies were done years ago with other than the current neutron cross

sections and/or methods. Selected recalculations using the current

reference cross sections and methods will be sufficient to justify the

use of these previous studies in the validation program. It is also

planned to obtain new supplemental LEU fuel experimental data.

will also be used as part of the validation for the physics design

methods. In particular, benchmark calculations will be used in vali-

dating methods for temperature coefficient, and water ingress reactivity

worth calculations, where suitable experimental data is very limited.

In this regard, data from the proposed PROTEUS (Ref. 10) critical exper-

iments will provide extremely useful confirmation of methods for calcu-

lating water ingress effects in the MHTGR.

Because of the limited amount of experimental data that is appli-

cable to the LEU fueled MHTGR, carefully designed benchmark calculations

The principal sources of experimental data (FSV, FB, etc.) which

may be used to validate the MHTGR physics methods are given in Table 3,

TABLE 3
MHTGR CORE PHYSICS EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Experimental Data

PB PB HTGR FSV HTLTR AVR VHTRC CNPS Dragon HITREX-2 KABTER PROTEUS
Critical Operation Critical Operation Experiments Operation Critical Critical Reactor Critical Critical Critical

Physics Parameter

Temperature
coefficient.

Control rod
reactivity
worth

Core neutron
flux (power)
distributions

Core c r i t i -
cality and
material
worth

Water ingress
reactivity
worth

Decay heat

*(•)

(c)

(•'Experimental data source description ( i . e . , the experimental facil ity) i s given in Appendix B.
(b)* m data available or expected to be available for validation program.

(c)— - no data available from this component to validate the corresponding parameter.

(d>KFA subcrltical.



along with a listing of the key physics parameters (temperature coeffi-

cient, control rod worth, etc.) which are measured. A significant

amount of measured data are available from many of these data sources.

However, not all of these data are required, applicable, and/or ade-

quately documented for use in the HHTGR core physics methods validation

program. As the validation program proceeds, a determination will be

made as to which of these measured data and how many of the data sets

are appropriate for use in the validation of the methods for calculation

of each core physics parameter. At that time, a determination will also

be made as to the need for additional measurements.
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UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ANALYSIS OF WATER
INGRESS ACCIDENT FOR THE HTGR CORES
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I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,
Moscow
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Gorki
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Abstract

Behaviour of the reactor major Dhvsical characteristics durinq
the accident related .to the water/steam inoress into the core,
resulted -from the steam generator (SB) loss of inteqrity has been
analvsed on the example o-f the VGM reactor with the oebble bed core
designed in the USSR. The header tube instantaneous double-ended
ruoture without interaction o-f the outgoing flows has been
considered due to the uncertainties o-f its -failure orocess.
Calculation of water ouantitv discharged into the core has been made
under the -following assumotions:

1). Accumulation o-f water in liauid state in the core is eliminated
inasmuch as the -fuel elements and helium temperature exceed
water boiling temperature at a pressure of about 5 MPa:

2). Chemical interaction of water with qratjhite is not taken into
account:

3). Moisture sensors -fail to be actuated.

The calaculation results of the water mass variations in the
core vs. time, as well as reactivitv changes caused bv water ingress
into the core are given in the Daoer.

The need to take into account reactivitv changes caused bv the
front edqe of the steam/helium mixture, that defines the neutron
power increase rate has been shown in the caper.

Changes of the reactivity compensation members' efficiency at a
steam/water ingress intc the core and reflector both in hot and
cooled down reactor have been evaluated.

The paper carries reauirements for eMoerimental investigations
intended to Drove the adequacv of the reactivity compensation
members' efficiency in the accident under consideration.

Introduction

The spectral characteristics of HTGR cores with low-enriched

uranium (LEU) fuel and graphite moderator provide the prevailing

action of neutron slowing down effects at the steam-helium mixture

ingress during the steam generator depressurization resulted in a

potential reactivity increase.

The availability of rather thick graphite reflectors, where

the neutron spectrum is more soft than in the core provides rest-

riction of reactivity increase.

In this connection the calculation of reactor reactivity at

water ingress should be made by the aid of computer codes which

adequately treat both the variation of the neutron energy during

their slowing down, and the thermalization processes* It is also

evident, that estimation of the reactivity variation calculation

error in this accident is possible using only the results of cor-

rectly conducted physical experiment.

To obtain the representative results of the physical experi-

ments, the detailed information not only about a potential amount

of water ingress and about the dynamics of its penetration that

determines the reactor power dynamics, is required.

The paper aims to study uncertainties in water ingress

inventory, in reactivity increase value, which made of the

accident desinging conditions , and also in results of VGM reactor

dynamic calculation.

1. Modelling of water ingress accident

In the accident analysis it is assumed, that the instantane-

ous rupture of the steam generator header is occurred.

The calculation of water ingress into the core is made under

the following assumptions:

1. accumulation of water in liquid state in the core is avoided,

inasmuch as the core and helium temperature is higher than the

water boiling temperature;

2. chemical interaction of water with graphite is not taken into

account;



During the steam generator depr essur iz at ion , the increase o-f

water inventory in the core is recurred in cycles. The core and

reflector -filling with moisture , transported by the circulating

helium -front edge, is proportional to the time o-f steam-helium

mixture peneteration through the core and water and steam -flowrate

-flowing out o-f the steam generator.

The steam mass increase at the second and succes sive edges

is occurred within the time required -for the steam—helium mixture

to pass through the primary circuit, taking into account variation

o-f water and steam -flowrates leaving the steam generator, as well

as the steam—helium mixture variations in the path due to the

circulator isolation.

Following the coolant direction, the steam-water mixture

-first enters the side reflector and then passes to the top

re-flector and reactor core. Depending on the accident modelling

scenario different water inventory enters the reactor. I-f it is

assumed, that the moisture sensors are actuated, then the circu-

lator would be isolated and water mass in the core would change

according to dependence 1 shown in fig.l (design basis accident

scenario). The maximum moisture inventory in the core in this

case would be ~80 kg. Such moisture inventory would be accumu-

lated at the circulator coastdown and -failure to close o-f return

valve. At the scheduled circulator isolation and the return valve

actuation ~10 kg of water enters the core.

In this case the moisture sensors are not actuated and the

circulator is not isolated , the water mass would be ace umulated

according to dependence 2 shown in fig.l (beyond design basis

scenario). The maximum credible water inventory in the core in this

case would be, if all free volume is filled with steam. The steam

mass in thie case would depend on the steam density, that in its

turn, would depend on the average temperature of the pebble bed.

At the average temperature of fuel elements about 600 C the

maximum water inventory in the core would be about 400 kg. During

the circulator operation at nominal speed water inventory inxial—

ly entered the core within *•! s would be ""9 kg.

so
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ill 2. Reactivity changes at water ingress into the core

To estimate reactivity changes during water passing through

the core the WIMS-D4 program has been used, by the aid o-f which

one—dimensional reactor analysis was performed, taking into

account changes o-f the reflector -features and those of the core

along its height, regardless of the actual fuel and moderator

arrangement.

The reactivity changes vs time have been normalized to the

absolute reactivity value, obtained from the calculations of

reactor filled with a specified water inventory. The reactor

calculations were made by the aid of two-dimension computer

complexes NEKTAR-VIANKA /2,3/ and GAVROSH /4/ taking into account

heterogeneous fuel and moderator arrangement in the fuel elements,

that have been experimentally tested on the physical facility

GROG /5/ on models of the pebble bed core.

Fig.2 shows reactivity changes vs time at the front edge of

the steam-helium mixture and during subsequent water penetration

into the reactor core.

Initially the reactivity is proportional to water inventory

entered the core. The maximum reactivity increase in the hot

reactor' at the ingress of "-SO kg of water is about 0.4 ̂ ^ k .

Calculations by the V.S.O.P. program indicate, that reactivity

increase for such water inventory is ""0.67. *k . In case of 400 kg

steam ingress into the core, the reactivity increase is "7V. ̂ flc and

~2.4^4^taccording to the operational data /6/.

So, uncertainties of reactivity changes calculations obtained

by the aid of different programs are in the range of 20-30 X.

The calculation analysis revealed, that at water ingress into

the side reflector reactivity is changed insignificantly. The

reactivity compensation rods efficiency in the side reflector is

also changed negligibly.

At water ingress into the core, due to reduction of neutrons

leakage in direction of the side reflector, efficiency of the

reactivity compensation rods is decreased (at a ~400 kg water

ingress it is decreased by > = 107.).
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3. Power and temperature changes during the accident with water

ingress into the core

To analyse the power and temperature dynamics a simplified

reactor model has been used, in which the core was divided into 10

sections and presented as 3-sone cylindric channel with -fuel in

the central part, surrounded by moderator and gas.

The power balance equations of the model are the following:

f **
where, W - coolant flow velocity, K - heat transfer coefficient,

n - perimeter, jf£ - cross-section, f- specific gravity,

^ , 5i« ~ *"rif«ce area, £2- section length, C - heat

capacity.

6 groups of delayed neutrons are treated in the kinetics

equation:

Mr) __

Total reactivity comprises temperature effects of fuel <j5 >

and moderator reactivity ifi" ) with the worths , corresponding to

reactor r̂ith the average temperature: ,

It was assumed, that the relative space power distribution.^ft/

during the accident, did not change.

Fig . 3 shows reactor power distribution at water

ingress into the core and changes of the fuel and coolant maximum

temperatures.

As is evident from fig.S, reactor power is changed substanti-

ally depending an the dynamics of water accumulation in the core.

At the circulator isolation (curve 1) the reactor becomes subcri-

tical due to the temperature feedbacks, and in case of the circu-

lator operation at nominal speed during 300 s the reactor goes

£ <-—4 A—v

ZOO ffl 600

Fia.3 Power and maximum temperature changes durina the accident

with water ingress

1. circulator coast-down

2. running circulator

3. steady reactivity increase

- maximum fuel temperature

••-outlet averaae helium
temperature
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ifC over to a new power level (curve 2). It is also clear to what

extent it is necessary to take into account reactivity changes at

the -front edge o-f the steam-helium mixture entering the reactor.

Supposing that the reactivity is increased steadily in

accordance with the water inventory in the core (-fig.2 curve 3) ,

then the reactor power would reach the setting of the emergency

protection actuation (1,2 N,^) within ~80 s, instead of r5O-4O s,

obtained -from the dynamics analysis taking into account the actual

cyclic reactivity changes. The difference in fuel temperature

provided by this time delay is about 100* .

Conclusion

Results of the analysis revealed, that depending on conditions

o-f the accident with the steam generator depressurization, the

water inventory in the core could vary between 10 and 80 kg in the

design basis scenario and could reach ~400 kg in the beyond design

basis scenario.

Changes o-f the positive reactivity increase corresponding to

those scenarios is (O.OS - 0.4)7. ̂ t and ~2X *% .

Substantial reactivity changes occurred during the accident

and significant discrepancies in results of its analysis made

by the aid of different computer codes (20 -30 ) % , required

verification of physical models used in the analysis of the

reactor multiplication factor with the different water inventory,

including the maximum one, in the core and side reflectors.

The latter circumstance necessitated conduction of

experiments on the critical assemblies simulating reactor

conditions, aimed to substantiate the sufficiency of the

reactivity compensation members arranged in the side reflector.
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MEASUREMENTS OF TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF
REACTIVITY OF THE VHTRC-1 CORE BY THE
CRTriCALITY METHOD
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Abstract

Reactivity decrease due to temperature rise of the whole assembly was
measured in a pin-in-block HTGR-type critical assembly, VHTRC, by a
criticality method, with purpose to verify the calculation accuracy of the
design of the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor(HTTR). The VHTRC
was loaded with coated particle fuel rods containing low enriched U02» and

it was heated up to 200 *C by using electric heaters. The measured reac-
tivity decrease was divided by the temperature increment, resulting a

temperature coefficient of reactivity, -1.72x10~4.Ak/k/ "C.
The SRAC code system was applied to the calculation of effective multi-

plication factor at 300 K, 325 K and 500 K where the collision probability
method was used in the cell calculation and the three-dimensional, multi-
group diffusion model was adopted in the core calculation. The results gave
a ratio of the calculated to the measured value of temperature coefficient
of reactivity, 0.98. "Hie temperature coefficient of reactivity for a room
temperature range was also measured. The result was 30 % smaller than that
for a room temperature to 200 °C range. Ihis tendency is consistent with
the result of early work by the authors using the pulsed neutron method.

Finally, it is concluded that the calculation of temperature coeffi-
cient of reactivity for HTTR by use of SRAC is sufficiently validated by
comparing with the experimental data at VHTRC
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1. Introduction

The neutronics design is one of the most important tasks in the re -
search and development for a High Temperature Gas cooled Reactor(OTGR).
The temperature dependence of reactivity, in particular, should be exactly
evaluated because i t has an large influence on the estimation of operational
reactivity balance. A Japanese HTGR, High Temperature Engineering Test
Reactor(HTTR) which is now under licensing, is planned to use the coated
part icle fuel rods containing low enriched UOj inserted in hexagonal

graphite blocks. This type of fuel has, in i t s structure, the double
heterogeneity, i . e . , particles in graphite matrix(first heterogeneity) and
fuel compacts in graphite sleeve tube(second heterogeneity), so that special
considerations must be given in the estimation of resonance neutron
absorption. The present authors measured the Doppler effect of a coated
part ic le fuel rod in an HTGR simulating core at the c r i t i ca l assembly,
SHE (Semi-Homogeneous Experiment), using a sample heating device. I t has
been verified by th is work that the calculation accuracy for the Doppler

• effect at 700 °C was within 9 % by comparing with the experimental value.
Therefore, i t has been expected, as the next step, to investigate the cal-
culation accuracy of the temperature dependence of the whole assembly. The
Very High Temperature Reactor Critical Assembly (VHTRC) ' was constructed
by modifying the SHE for the purpose of HTTR n e u t r o n i c s des ign
verif icat ions. Careful attentions were paid to the requirements for such
temperature dependence measurements. Recently, the authors have

(41reported upon an experimental study on the temperature coefficient of
reactivity of VHTRC where the reactivity decrease from c r i t i ca l s ta te in-
duced by temperature rise was measured by the pulsed neutron method. In the
present paper, an alternative method is applied to. the measurement of the
temperature coefficient of reactivity of the same assembly.

2. Experiments

2.1 Description of VHTRC
The VHTRC is an HTGR-type critical assembly which is fueled with low

enriched U0- and moderated with graphite. It reached initial critical state

in May, 1985. The three main features are, 1) graphite block structure of
the core as well as the reflector, 2) coated particle fuel of 2, 4 and or 6

wt % U enrichment, 3) The whole assembly can be heated up to 200 ° C by
using electric heaters. The outlook of the assembly is shown in Fig. 1.
The across flat and the axial lengths including reflectors are 2.4m. The
assembly consists of 24 fuel columns and 7 experimental control rod columns.
One fuel block can be charged maximally with 18 fuel rods. The outer and
inner diameters of a fuel element (compact) are 36 and 18 ntn, respectively.
Details of the assembly design and the results of basic experiments are
described in Refs. (3) and (5).

2.2 Core heating
Forty cartridge heaters were fed with 30 kV& in total and the tempera-

ture of the assembly was measured at 14 points on radial cross section using
K-type thermo-couples. The signals of two representative thermo-couples
were used for the temperature control, that is, the electric power for the
upper eighteen and the lower twenty-two heaters in the assembly were con-
trolled independently. Typical performance of assembly heating is shown in
Fig. 2 and Table 1. The standard deviation of radial temperature distribu-
tion observed by the fourteen thermo-couples converged to a very small
value, about 1 °C around 200 °C. The temperature distribution in the axial
direction was also measured using other thermo-couples. The distribution
was also very flat.
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Table 1 Typical temperature distr ibution
in the assembly measured at 200 ° C

Sensor
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Temp.
C O
200.4
200.8
199.8
198.5
199.3
199.3
200.2

Sensor
number

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Temp.
CO
199.1
199.5
200.5
200.6
202.0
200.4
202.4

2.3 Measurement of c r i t i c a l points a t several temperatures
At the f i r s t s t ep of experiments , the core was loaded with 288 fuel

rods of 4 wt % 235U enrichment(B4-type) in the configuration(VHTRC-1) shown
on t h e l e f t s i d e of F ig . 3 . The c r i t i c a l point was measured a t room
temperature(8.0 °C). In the second and t h i r d s t eps , e l e c t r i c power was
supplied t o h e a t e r s un t i l the experimental temperatures of 22 °C and 32 °C
reach uniform d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Keeping the sa tu ra ted uniform temperature
distributions the critical points were again measured. The reactivity
decrease due to the assembly temperature rise was determined from the dif-
ference of excess react ivi ty between the room temperature and the
experimental temperature. The control rod reactivity worth was previously
calibrated at room temperature by the period method to get the excess
reactivity.

Room temperature

C> Fuel rod (2 wt% EU)

• Fuel rod (4 wt% EU)

• Safety rod

B Control rod

© Heater

® BF3 counter

200°C

Fig. 2 Typical performance of core heating Fig. 3 Critical fuel loading configurations at room temperature and 200 °C
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After the experiments at low temperatures, the assembly was heated to
200 °C. At this temperature, the core was considerably subcritical, and
therefore, fuel rods were added step by step to the core for criticality
approach. The loading configuration at the final criticality step is shown
on the right side of Fig. 3. The number of supplementary fuel rods was 153

of which 144 rods were 2 wt % U enrichment <B2-type) and 21 rods were B4-
type. B2-type fuel rods were used only because of the limited inventory of
B4-type fuel rods in the facility.

After reaching a uniform temperature distribution, control rods were
adjusted to measure the critical point again.
2.4 Measurement of fuel rod reactivity worth at 200 °C

Twelve B4-type fuel rods were discharged from the critical core at 200
°C. The reactivity worth of the fuel rods was measured using the pulsed
neutron technique. In this measurement, four small BF, counters were placed

in the core where the axial higher harmonics modes of neutron flux would be
effectively cancelled. The time responses of the counters after neutron
pulsing were simultaneously analyzed using a multi-channel time analyzer.
The raw data of the decay curves were corrected for the dead time and
background. The prompt and delayed mode areas A and A, were determined by

fitting the corrected curves to an analytical expression. The reactivity

was derived from the averaged ratios of A /A^ for the four detectors.

The reactivity worth of twenty-four B2-type fuel rods was also measured by
the same method. The results are shown in Table 2.
2.5 Measurements of various correction terms for loading irregularities
(1 ) When the whole assembly was heated, the assembly supporting structures

were also heated, and the thermal expansion decreased the small gap (-2 mm)
between the two half assemblies. Therefore, the relation between gap and
its reactivity worth was measured at room temperature by the neutron source
multiplication method. The result was used for the correction.
(2) The holes prepared for safety and control rod insertion were not con-

sidered in the theoretical analyses, therefore, their reactivity worth was
measured at room temperature by the calibrated control rod compensation
method and at 200 'C by the pulsed neutron method.
(3) Control rod reactivity worth was calibrated at room temperature. This

calibration data was used to determine the excess reactivity at 200 °C. The
calibration curve might change by temperature, however, this effect hardly
disturbed the result because the control rods were almost fully extracted in
the critical state at 200 ° C and therefore the excess reactivity at this
temperature was very small.
(4) The BF^ counters, the heaters, the thermo-couples and a neutron source

guide tube were not considered in the theoretical analyses. Therefore,
their reactivity worths were independently measured at room temperature by
the calibrated control rod compensation method, however, yet corrected for
the temperature dependence.
(5) The dry-up effect of moisture in the assembly on the reactivity was

examined by comparing the critical points at the same room temperature
before heating to and after cooling from 200 °C. The resultant dry-up
effect was -2.1 cents. Therefore, the data was corrected for this effect.

In Table 3, are shown the values of correction terms for various ir-
regularities in the assembly.

Table 2 Reactivity worth of fuel rods at 200 °C

B2

B4

24
144

12
21

rods
rods
rods
rods

(%
Bcperiment

0.221
2.140(*)
0.485
0.858(*)

ik /k / °CJ
Calculation

0.155
1.502
0.435
0.771

(*) The value was evaluated from the above
value using the calculated value ratio

Table 3 Reactivity correction terms for
various irregularities in the core

Term
Assembly gap
Control rod t ips
BF3 counters
Heaters
Voids
Dry-up
Total

Reactivi worth(cent)
Room temp.

-13.8
-5.4

-13.3
-27.5
-46.1

0.0
-106.1

. 200 °C
-12.7
-5.4*

-13.3*
-27.5*
-52.4
-2.1

-113.4

Difference
(cent)
+1.1
+0.0
+0.0
+0.0
-6.3
-2.1
-7.3

* Experimental results at room temperature are used.

3. Analyses

The VHTRC-1 core was analyzed by using the SRAC code system to obtain
the temperature coefficient of reactivity.
3.1 Cell calculation

Every fuel block was modelled as shown the unit cell in Fig 4. The
neutron spectrum was calculated by the collision probability method using
the 61 group nuclear data based on the ENDF/B-IV at temperatures, 300 K 325
K and 500 K. The following conditions were adopted in the cell calculation:

a) Young-Koppel model for the thermal neutron scattering of carbon and
free gas model for those of the other materials

b) PEACO 'code to calculate the resonance region accurately by ultra-fine
grouping

c) Precise probabilistic account of the double heterogeneity of fuel
Using the calculated neutron spectrum, the 24 group constants(11 groups for
fast and 13 groups for thermal neutrons) were prepared for the core
calculation.
3.2 Core calculation

The core calculation was made using the three dimensional diffusion
approximation. The core geometry was modelled accurately by using the
triangular-Z mesh. The model, however for simplicity, took no account of
the heaters, thermocouples, insertion holes of safety and control rods,
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Fig. 4 A unit cell in the cell calculation

neutron source guide tube and gap between the separable two half
assemblies. The reactivity effects of these items were independently taken
into account using experimental results. The group constants obtained in
the cell calculations were used here as the input data. For the reflector
regions, on the other hand, were used the group constants obtained with the
asymptotic neutron spectrum of fission, 1/E and Maxwellian distribution.
Thus, the effective multiplication factor was calculated for the three
temperatures, 300, 325 and 500 K and for various fuel loading
conf igurations.

4. Determination of temperature coefficient of reactivity

4.1 Temperature coefficient of reactivity by calculation
The temperature coefficient of reactivity ( a T ) was obtained from the

calculated effective multiplication factors using the following expression.

keff(TL> "

Vcalc
keff<TL> x keff<

/(TL " C ,

where TL and TH denote the low and high temperatures, respectively,

k ,, denotes the effective multiplication factor,

C is a correction factor for the thermal expansion of the assembly.
4.2 Temperature coefficient of reactivity by experiment

The temperature coefficient of reactivity was measured by a criticality
method which is basically a combination of the measurement of reactivity
worth of supplementary-fuel rods which was needed to compensate the reac-
tivity decrease due to the assembly temperature rise and the fine

criticality adjustment by calibrated control rods.

mined from the experimental data using the following expression,

Thetf-, value was deter-

where
f Q: Excess reactivity

p : Reactivity worth of the supplementary fuel rods which were added

to the core at 200 ° C
p : Correction term corresponding to the effects of heaters, gap

between the two half assemblies, control and safety rod holes,
BF, counters, and etc.

4.3 Determination of supplementary fuel rod worth
As described in section 2.3, the number of supplementary fuel rods was

153 which consisted of 21 B4-type and 144 B2-type fuel rods. The reactivity
worth of supplementary fuel rods was obtained by extrapolating the measured
values of fuel rod reactivity worth using the calculated effective multi-
plication factors for various fuel loading configurations.
The following approximate expression was used.

(3)

where f . denotes the reactivity worth of i fuel rods. i=12 for B4-type

fuel rod and i=24 for B2-type fuel rod,

^s'calc a n d ^i'calc a r e c a l c u l a t e d f r o m t*16 wellknown definition

formula,^ =4k/k.

5. Results and discussions

In the criticality method, it is important to understand the relation
among the three parameters; effective multiplication factor, temperature and
number of fuel rods in the core. Figure 5 shows a conceptual drawing of
k ,£ as a two parameter function of core temperature and number of fuel

rods. In this figure, A and C points indicate, respectively, the room
temperature and 200 °C critical points. The experiment followed A-B-C route
to reach the 200 °C critical point. The fuel rod worth measurements were

(4)done at C and C" points. Yamane et al. applied the pulsed neutron
method at several points on the route A-B to measure the (OL) fc. line A-M-

C route shows a criticality locus. The criticality approach at 200 ° C in
the present work was conducted on the route B-C.

Figure 6 shows the calculated k c* values for various steps of fuel

loading. The solid circles in the figure indicate loading steps of every 12
of B4-type or 24 of B2-type fuel rods. The steep and gentle inclinations in
the curve occur when B4-type and B2-type fuel rods, respectively, are
charged into the core. The curve, between 300 and 430 of fuel rods, for
example, shows bending tendency. This can be understood partly as due to
the relative increase of neutron leakage by decrease of reflector thickness
which was inevitably brought by the increase of number of fuel rods. This
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fact suggests that the reactivity worth of the supplementary fuel rods can
not be accurately determined by linear extrapolation of the reactivity worth
of smaller number of fuel rods. This is the reason why the Eq.(3) was
utilized.

The reactivity worths of fuel rods in Table 2, obtained by calcula-
tion, are considerably higher than those by experiment, these discrepancies
come probably from the cell calculation. It means that the infinite repeat
model of the unit cell shown in Fig. 4, will not give proper group constants
for the supplementary fuels which are charged at the boundary between core
and radial reflector. The ratios of calculated values, (fg/f i'ca]_e'

however, are expected to be sufficiently correct. Therefore, the experimen-
tal reactivity worth of supplementary fuels was evaluated from the
experimental reactivity worth of 24 or 12 fuel rods by multiplying the
corresponding ratio.

In Table 4 and Fig. 7, are shown the resultant values of <aip'expt" I t

is evident that«T is temperature dependent. The values of <
0<

T>eXpt
for 8 ' ° "

22.0 °C range is smaller than that for 8.0-200.3 °C range by 30 %. This
temperature dependence has been already discussed in Ref.(4), where its
authors have explained as follows; When the assembly temperature is low, the
neutron spectrum is relatively soft, and the density of air contained in the
assembly is high. These two phenomena cause the increase of thermal neutron
absorption by nitrogen of the air contained in the reflector. In other
words, the value of a-for lower temperature range is smaller than that for

higher temperature range. It seems that the agreements between calculation
and experiment are better for higher temperature range than for the lower
temperature range.

Finally, it is concluded that the calculation of temperature coeffi-
cient of reactivity for HTTR by use of SRAC is sufficiently validated by
comparing with the experimental data at VHTRC.

Table 4 Comparisons of temperature coefficient of
reactivity between calculation and experiment

Temperature
(°c:

8.0-22.0
22.0-32.0
27.0-52.0
8.0-200.3
25.5-199.6

range
1

(**)

(10'
Experiment

-1.33
-1.40

Not measured
-1.72
-1.71

c/k/*C)
Calculation

Not
Not

calculated
calculated
-1.53
-1.69(*)
-1.73

(*):Evaluated by extrapolating the calculated value for the temperature

range 300 K-500 K using the experimental value, -1.33x10" 4k/k/ "C
(**):The data in this temperature range have been measured by

the pulsed neutron technique and are quoted from Ref(4).
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE PROTEUS HTR EXPERIMENTS

PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUTE
Villigen, Switzerland

Abstract

New critical experiments in the framework of an IAEA Coordinated Research Program
on "Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics Calculations for Low Enriched HTR's" are
planned at the PSI PROTEUS facility. The experiments are designed to supplement the experi-
mental data base and reduce the design and licensing uncertainties for small- and medium-sized
helium-cooled reactors using low-enriched uranium (LEU) and graphite high temperature fuel.
The main objectives of the new experiments are to provide fiist-of-a-kind high quality exper-
imental data on: 1) The criticality of simple, easy to interpret, single core region LEU HTR
systems for several moderator-to-fuel ratios and several lattice geometries; 2) the changes in
reactivity, neutron balance components and control rod effectiveness caused by water ingress
into this type of reactor; and 3) the effects of the boron and/or hafnium absorbers that are
used to modify the reactivity and the power distributions in typical HTR systems. Work on
the design and licensing of the modified PROTEUS critical facility is now in progress with the
HTR experiments scheduled to begin in 1991. Several international partners are involved in the
planning, execution and analysis of these experiments in order to insure that they are relevant
and cost effective with respect to the various gas cooled reactor national programs.

The present status of the planning of these experiments (as modified by the results of the
October 1989 IAEA meeting of tentative coordinated research program members) is described
along with some of the results obtained in connection with the preparation of a safety report
on the proposed experiments for the Swiss licensing authorities.
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1 Introduction and Summary

A series of critical experiments in the zero-power reactor facility PROTEUS is planned. The
experiments are intended to reduce the design and licensing uncertainties for small- and medium-
sized helium-cooled reactors using low-enriched uranium (LEU) and graphite high temperature
fuel.

The main objectives of the new experiments arc to provide first-of-a-kind, high quality experi-
mental data on:

• The criticality of simple, easy-to-interpret, single core region, low-enriched uranium (LEU),
high temperature reactor (HTR) systems for several moderator-to-fucl ratios and several lattice
geometries;

• The changes in reactivity, neutron balance components and control rod effectiveness caused
by water ingress into this type of reactor,

• The effects of the boron and/or hafnium absorbers that are used to modify the reactivity and
the power distributions in typical HTR systems.



The new experiments have been approved within Switzerland and work on the design and
licensing of the modified PROTEUS critical facility is now in progress. The Swiss contribution to
the international LEU HTGR experimental program consists of the facility construction, licensing
and operating costs as well as a portion of the scientific support staff. The Federal Republic of
Germany contribution of the LEU pebble bed HTGR fuel needed for the initial experiments as well
as considerable scientific support has been essential in the planning of these experiments. Work on
the necessary international contractural and safeguards arrangements for the transfer of the fuel to
PSI has been initiated. The HTR critical experiments are presently scheduled to begin in 1991.

Fuel from the LEU HTR experimental program in the AVR test facility of the KFA-JQlich
will be used for the first phase of the experiments. Two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport
theory calculations have been performed for several configurations with this LEU AVR fuel which
contains 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium per fuel pebble. The results indicate, that 5300 of
these fuel pebbles should be sufficient for this initial phase, involving single core zone critical
configurations with moderator-to-fuel pebble ratios ranging from about l-to-2 up to 2-to-l, pebble
packing fractions from 0.6046 to 0.74 with a core diameter of about 12S0 mm. Experiments with
lower C/U ratios are possible but will require either additional fuel pebbles or use of some of the
existing PROTEUS UO2 driver fuel rods in more complex multi-zone systems.

The experiments have been .accepted as an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) coor-
dinated research program entitled "Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics Calculations for
Low Enriched HTGR's" in the framework of the Agency's Gas Cooled Reactor Working Group.
In addition to the basic Swiss and Federal Republic of Germany cooperation, the Soviet Union
and the Peoples Republic of China have already decided to participate and will supply some of the
scientific manpower necessary to plan, execute and analyze these experiments and insure that they
are relevant and cost effective with respect to the various gas cooled reactor national programs.
Some other countries (probably Japan and the United States of America and possibly France) may
also join in. The detailed experimental program is not yet completely determined with respect to
just which experiments are done with what priority. As indicated above, a fairly wide range of
possible configurations is possible within the overall envelope of the critical facility size and fuel
availability constraints. Some of the tentative members of the IAEA coordinated research program
met in October, 1989, in Wiirenlingen, Switzerland to begin to define the details of the initial
experimental program. This paper incorporates some of the results of the October, 1989, meeting.
A second meeting of IAEA coordinated research program members will be held in May, 1990, in
Wiirenlingen.

2 Proposed Experiments

2.1 Clean Lattice Experiments

The low-enriched, pebble-bed HTR critical experiments proposed for the PROTEUS facility are
designed to complement the data base obtained from previous high-enriched HTR experiments
such as the pebble-bed investigations in the KAHTER facility in Germany [1], the prismatic block
experiments at General Atomics [23] and at Battelle North West Laboratory [4], the low enrichment
HTR lattices at Winfrith in England [5] and the LEU HTGR experiments in the VHTRC facility
in Japan[6] and to yield useful information for LEU HTR systems using either pebble or prismatic
block fuel elements.
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The basic results will be the critical masses and geometries, the experimentally measurable
neutron balance components, inferred k^,values, and neutron flux and fission rate distributions.

In principle, k^and the related reaction rate ratios are not affected by the pebble packing
fraction. This means that we can choose any convenient geometrical arrangement of pebbles for
the zero-leakage neutron balance measurements, provided that the system may be made critical and
is large enough so that experimental corrections for reflector effects are acceptably small at the
central measurement location.

It is planned to use a deterministic hexagonal close-packed lattice having a packing fraction
of about 0.74 as well as with an alternative hexagonal arrangement with a packing fraction of
about 0.60 for most of the experiments. This will permit the definition of precise calcularional
benchmark situations and in the case of the second hexagonal arrangement, allow easy access to
the core center for reactivity worth and reaction rate measurements with minimal perturbation of the
system. Some of the cores will also be constructed as single-zone cores with stochastic (random)
pebble-bed geometry.

2.2 Water Ingress

The possibility of steam generator or liner cooling system leaks necessitates the consideration of
accidental water ingress in HTGRs. Most graphite moderated HTGR systems are significantly
undermoderated for reasons relating to fuel cycle economics (the conversion ratio increases in
undermoderated systems so that less fissile material needs to be supplied). This means that these
systems will gain reactivity as moderator is added to the core.

The only previous water ingress experiments that have been performed for pebble-bed reactor
systems are the high-enriched experiments at JUlich [7] and Graz [8]. The Julich experiments
were performed in a subcritical assembly with thin (16 and 20 cm) radial and axial graphite
reflectors. The Graz experiments used a relatively small amount of high-enriched pebble-bed fuel
in a heterogeneous externally driven system.

Pebble-bed HTRs usually have a strong reflector effect because of the undermoderated core with
nearly 40% void coupled with a high density graphite reflector [9]. The high thermal neutron flux in
the reflector compared with the adjacent core region enhances the worth of control rods located in
the reflector regions. One of the effects of water ingress is to reduce the worth of the reflector and
hence of any control rods or poison ball reserve shutdown sytems (KLAK) located in the reflector
regions. Similar considerations apply to the modular prismatic block HTGR designs which usually
have a relatively small core diameter in order to minimize the maximum fuel temperatures under
accident conditions.

The use of a uniform hexagonal lattice and plastic inserts in the proposed PROTEUS experiments
should allow very accurate simulation of water ingress effects [10] and the development of an
accurate experimental benchmark for use in validating the design calculations needed to insure the
safety of low-enriched, graphite-moderated, pebble-bed systems. The use of a single zone critical
core will allow the water ingress experiments in PROTEUS to provide information on changes in
the reactivity worth of control rods located in the radial and/or axial reflectors in a straightforward
and rigorous manner.

23 Burnable Poisons

An important difference between the HEU and LEU systems is linked to the use of burnable poisons
in the initial cores to modify the changes in reactivity and power distribution during the transition



to an equilibrium core. In the case of the hafnium/boron mixture which has been used in Euopean
HTGR designs, the use of low-enriched instead of high-enriched uranium causes added uncertainty
because of the much larger overlap of the resonance capture in hafnium with ^ U as compared with
the ^ T h used in the high-enriched uranium reactor fuel cycle (resonance capture in hafnium is
largest in the 1 to 10 cV energy range where resonance capture in JMTh is very small but resonance
capture in 238U is large). There is thus considerable incentive to investigate the interactions of
hafnium and ^ U in pebble-bed reactor systems.

With only 5300 LEU AVR fuel pebbles, the number of absorber pebbles will be severely limited
unless some of the existing PROTEUS 5% enriched UOj driver fuel rods are used or some other
source of LEU HTR fuel pebbles is located. The primary reactor physics interest is currently in
hafnium/boron absorbers (because of the interference between hafnium and 238U resonance capture).
Studies of alternative poison nuclides (erbium for example) and geometries may lead to additional
experiments.

The effect of water ingress on the reactivity worth of pebbles or rods containing hafnium and/or
boron as burnable poisons has not been measured before to our knowledge. Such experimental data
would be of considerable interest in the design and licensing of gas-cooled district heating reactors
in which the water ingress problems are likely to receive more attention than in an electric power
generation reactor in which the. higher core temperatures and power densities more strongly limit
the maximum water density in the core.

3 CaJculational Results
3-1 Introduction

Many two-dimensional discrete ordinatcs transport theory calculations have been performed for
LEU HTR PROTEUS configurations with LEU AVR pebble bed fuel containing 6 grams of 16.7%
enriched uranium per pebble.

Basic criticality results and control rod worths plus the reactivity changes associated with simu-
lated water ingress, with possible pebble bed densification (slumping), with upper reflector removal,
with upper reflector collapse onto the pebble bed, with removal of the last layer of pebbles, etc.
have been calculated in connection with the preparation of a safety report and for experimental
planning purposes.

A few of the more interesting of these results that have not previously reported will be given
in the following sections.

3.2 Method of Calculation and Fuel Specifications

The calculational methods and nuclear data libraries used for the HTR PROTEUS experiment
calculations are described in two other papers at this conference [11,12]. Briefly, a small auxiliary
code called GHR was used to compute atom densities for use in the PEBBLE Dancoff factor
computation code [13,14] and in the MICROX-2 broad group cross section preparation code [15]
together with JEF-1 based nuclear data libraries [16,17]. The broad cross sections were then used in
the TWODANT two-dimensional discrete-ordinates transport theory code [18] and in the PERT-V
diffusion theory perturbation code [19]. The LEU AVR fuel pebble specifications were taken from
quality assurance records for this fuel obtained from KFA Jiilich [20].

Carbon-tc-uranium, carbon-to-23iU atom ratios and critically buckled k ,̂ values for various
mixtures of the 16.7% enriched AVR fuel pebbles with pure graphite moderator pebbles are given
in Table 1.

3.3 Safety and Shutdown Rod Worth

Two-dimensional transport theory calculations were made for Core 13 of the PROTEUS LWHCR
experiments [21]. They were used to develop and validate an R-6 geometry control rod model.
Good agreement between the calculated and measured worth of the 8 borated steel safety and
shutdown down rods in PROTEUS LWHCR Core 13 was obtained (Calc/Exp = 0.93) when the
experimentally determined axial buckling in the test zone region was used.

This model was then used to compute the worth of the same 8 borated steel safety and shutdown
rods as a function of the distance of the safety and shutdown rods from the core-reflector boundary
and as a function of the degree of simulated water ingress in the core for various LEU HTR
PROTEUS configurations.

The worth of the 8 borated steel PROTEUS safety and shutdown rods as a function of the
distance of the safety and shutdown rods from the core-reflector boundary in a 150 cm diameter
LEU HTR PROTEUS configuration with a M:F ratio of 3:1, a filling factor of 0.6046 and no
simulated water ingress is given in Table 2. A value of almost 22 $ (for all 8 rods) was obtained
at the minimum possible distance of 3.75 cm between the rod centerline and the core-reflector
boundary.

Additional calculations for the reactivity worth of 4 standard borated steel safety rods as a
function of the amount of simulated water ingress into the core region were performed. An under-
moderated (moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio of l-to-2), high leakage (filling factor of 0.6046) core
was selected because this type of system is expected to show the maximum effect of simulated
water ingress.

Table 1: Carbon-tc-Uranium Ratios for 16.7% AVR Fuel

M:F Pebble
Ratio

0
0.2623
0.5832

1
2
3

C/U Atom
Ratio

637
800
1000
1260
1883
2506

C/U-235 Atom
Ratio

3760
4726
5907
7442
11124
14806

k,,,, (Critical B ! in cm"2)

1.5497 (7.405 x 10"4)
1.6052 (7.572 x 10"4)
1.6503 (7.536 x lO"4)
1.6870 (7.329 x 10~4)
1.7254 (6.655 x 10~4)
1.7323 (6.000 x 10~")

Table 2: Worth of 8 Borated Steel Safety and Shutdown Rods

Distance of Rod
From Core-Reflector

Interface (cm)

3.75
5.0
10.0
15.0

K-Effcctive
AU Rods Out

1.00441
1.00443
1.00458
1.00397

AU Rods In

0.85181
0.86146
0.89263
0.91645

0.15260 (21.80 $)
0.14297 (20.42 $)
0.11195(15.99$)
0.08752 (12.50 $)



The present LEU HTR experimental program proposes pebble bed core effective diameters of
about 1250 mm for a random (stochastic) pebble lattice and about 1206 mm for the deterministic
hexagonal lattices which require additional graphite filler pieces located between the core and the
reflector to achieve a stable pebble configuration. These filler pieces increase the distance between
the safety- and shutdown-rods and the core and hence reduce their reactivity worth The borated
steel and boron carbide safety- and shutdown-rods presently used in the PROTEUS critical assembly
were assumed to be located in their present positions in the graphite radial reflector on a circle of
diameter 1350 mm (about 7 cm away from the core-reflector boundary). The results are given in
Table 3 and in Fig. 1. The abbreviations "(RZ)" and "(RT)" used in Fig. 1 represent R-Z and R-G
geometry, respectively.
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Figure 1: Eigenvalue and Safety Rod Bank Reactivity Versus Water Density (LEU AVR Fuel,
127 M/F = 1/2, FF = 0.6046, Core H/D (RZ) = 120/125 cm, Core D (RT) = 120.6 cm)

The eigenvalue versus water density curve also shown in Fig. 1 was obtained from normal R-Z
geometry calculations for a 1250 mm diameter pebble bed core (M/F pebble ratio = 1/2, filling
factor = 0.6046) without filler pieces.

The calculated worth of the 4 safety rods without simulated water ingress in this undermoderated
configuration (about 10$ for a bank of 4) is almost identical to the worth at the same core-reflector
boundary distance given in Table 2 for a well moderated case. The computed safety rod worth falls
rapidly with increasing simulated water ingress. This is an important consideration in the licensing
of the HTR PROTEUS experiments.

Additional R-0 geometry calculations were done to assess the effect of uncertain boron content
on the safety rod reactivity worth. The results are also given in Table 3. A 20% boron content
variation causes about 3% variation in safety rod reactivity worth. This means that the safety rods
are already fairly close to the so-called "black absorber" limit and that little increase in reactivity
worth can be obtained from an increase in the boron content

Table 3: Worth of a Bank of 4 Safety Rods (M/F=l/2, FF=0.6046, DMr(.=1206 mm)

H2O
Density
in Void
Space

Between
Pebbles

0
0
0

5

12.5

25
25
25

Critical
Axial

Buckling
(cm"2)

2.085E-4

3.627E-4

4.644E-4

4.915E-4

Boron
Content

in
Safety
Rods

X0.8
Nominal

X 1.2

Nominal

Nominal

X0.8
Nominal

X1.2

AKdr
due to

4
Safety
Rods

0.06866
0.07067
0.07273

0.04667

0.03240

0.02123
0.02188
0.02247

due to
4
Safety
Rods
(in$)

9.54 (-2.9%)
9.82 (Ref.)
10.10 (+2.9%)

6.48

4.50

2.95 (-3.0%)
3.04 (Ref.)
3.12 (+2.6%)

3.4 Fission Rate Spatial Distributions

The spatial distributions of ^ U and ^ U microscopic fission rates in some configurations were
also obtained. The ratios of microscopic fissions in ^ U to microscopic fissions in ^ U ("F8" and
"F5", respectively, in the table) in the central region in the proposed experiments deviate by 2 to
3 % from fundamental mode (just critical bare system) values as shown in Table 4.

The fission rate distributions show considerable axial asymmetry in the shorter, more reactive
pebble bed cores. The axial asymmetry is a result of the presence of a large void space between
the pebble bed core and the upper axial reflector.



128 Table 4: Bare- and Refiected-System Fission Rate Ratio Comparision

M/F
Pebble
Ratio

1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2

2/1

2/1

Filling
Factor

0.74
0.74

0.6046
0.6046

0.74

0.6046

F8/F5 at the
Center of a
Just-Critical
Bare System

3.126E-4(1-D cyl.)
3.124E-4(2-D cyl.)

3.126E-4O-D cyl.)
3.125E-4(sphere)

1.597E-4(1-D cyl.)

1.597E-4(1-D cyl.)

F8/F5 at the
Core Center

in the Reflected
System

3.189E-4(2-D cyl.)
3.189E-4(2-D cyL)

3.224E-4(2-D cyl.)
3.224E-4(2-D cyl.)

1.6l6E-4(2-D cyL)

1.619E-4(2-D cyl.)

Ratio
of

F8/F5
Values')

0.9802
0.9796

0.9696
0.9693

0.9882

0.9864

Table 5: Kinetic Parameters, 2-D R-Z Geometry, Core Cavity H/D = 125/190 cm, Filling Factor •
0.74

1) Ratio is bare-tb-refiected and hence is the reciprocal
of the usual PROTEUS-to-fundamental mode factor.

3.5 Kinetic Parameters

The PERT-V code was used to calculate kinetic parameters (effective delayed neutron fractions
and neutron generation rimes). It was tested by computations for a well-known critical assembly
(GODIVA). The first calculations of the kinetic parameters (effective delayed neutron fractions
and neutron generation times) for the proposed LEU HTR PROTEUS experiments were done in
one-dimen$ional cylindrical geometry to check out the calculational methods. One-dimensional
neutron lifetime results for the HTR PROTEUS experiments turned out to be inadequate due to
the strong effects of the graphite axial reflectors. A series of two-dimensional calculations were
then performed with considerably different results. In particular, the neutron lifetime is increased
by approximately a factor of two or so when both reflectors are considered in the two-dimensional
calculations.

The neutron lifetime also turns out to be a strong function of the hydrogen density in the
simulated water ingress experiments that are planned in the LEU HTR experiments. The neutron
lifetime is reduced by increasing amounts of hydrogen in the void space between the pebbles in
the core region (see Table 5).

The effective delayed neutron fraction is not very sensitive to anything in this relatively well
moderated system with only a single fissile species.

3.6 Discussion of Calculational Results

The results indicate that 5300 of these LEU AVR fuel pebbles should be sufficient for the initial
phase of the planned LEU HTR PROTEUS experiments involving critical configurations and water
ingress studies with moderator-to-fuel pebble ratios of l-to-2 to about 3-to-l.

M/F
Pebble
Ratio

1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

1/2

2/1

2/1
2/1

2/1

Water
in Void
Space
(vol%)

0

6.25
12.5
25.0
50.0
82.0

0

0

10.0
20.0

0

Water
in Void
Space

(grams per
pebble)

0

2.453
4.905
9.811
19.62
32.18

0

0

3.924
7.849

0

Upper
Reflector
Thickness

(cm)

78

78
78
78
78
78

0

78

78
78

0

Core
Height
(cm)

89

89
89
89
89
89

89

123

123
123

123

1.0009

1.0682
1.1026
1.1206
1.0867
0.9967

0.9495

1.0001

1.0253
1.0006

0.9559

0.007314

0.007337
0.007338
0.007317
0.007245
0.007164

0.007379

0.007283

0.007293
0.007269

0.007332

Neutron
Lifetime

(sec)

1.763E-3

1.379E-3
1.153E-3
9.161E-4
7.053E-4
6.051E-4

1.542E-3

2.185E-3

1.633E-3
1.420E-3

2.020E-3

In well moderated cases (moderator-to-fucl pebble ratio of 3-to-l), the pebble bed core diameter
needs to be at least 150 cm in order to obtain criticality with a reasonable core height

In the less well moderated case (moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio of l-to-2) that is of particular
interest in the water ingress portion of the experimental program, the pebble bed core diameter
needs to be less than ISO cm in order to obtain criticality with a reasonable core height and the
available number of fuel pebbles.

One of the results of the initial October, 1989, coordinated research program meeting was a
rather clear preference for undermoderated LEU HTR PROTEUS experiments. On this basis we
have chosen a core diameter of about 125 cm for stochastic lattices and about 121 cm for determin-
istic hexagonal lattices with filler pieces for the initial series of LEU PROTEUS experiments. This
choice allows the safety and shutdown rods to remain in their present position (in a ring of diameter
135 cm), which is logisticaliy and economically desirable but which will limit the moderator-to-fuel
pebble ratio to a maximum of about 2-to-l in lattices with low filling factors.

The present type and number of boratcd steel safety and shutdown control rods seem to be
adequate except that they need to be longer and to have a longer travel for the HTR PROTEUS
experiments. The procurement of new longer safety and shutdown control rods and larger diameter
control rod drive cable drums (needed for longer travel) is planned.
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The experimental and analytical team at PROTEUS has generally consisted of about 4 to 7 scientists
and 4 technicians, responsible for the planning, execution and analysis of the experiments on the one
hand, and the operation and technical maintenance of the reactor facility on the other. This staffing
level is necessary to allow the planning, preparation and execution of the experiments to proceed
in parallel without excessive delays. It is also necessary to allow the analysis and evaluation of the
experiments to proceed quickly enough to be able to check any doubtful results.

The general plan is that about half of the total scientific staff will be provided by PSI and the
other half of the staff will be provided by the other participating organizations.

5 Conclusions

New LEU-HTR experiments in the PROTEUS facility are planned. They will provide data on:

• the criticality of simple, easy to interpret, single core region HTR systems for several
moderator-to-fuel ratios;

• the changes in reactivity and control rod effectiveness caused by water ingress;

• the effect of hafnium and boron absorbers in a low-enriched HTR system.

These experiments are needed to reduce uncertainties and to verify codes and data for design
and licensing purposes.

The PROTEUS experiments should for the first time provide k^r bias factors relevant to the
LEU HTR fuel cycle and, in addition, shed light on the individual sources of error. The latter will
be achieved by virtue of measured results for individual neutron balance components as well as the
possibility of the investigation of streaming effects. A wide range of conditions will be covered
by the experimental program, thereby providing an adequate integral data base for die validation
of LEU HTGR design calculations.

The PROTEUS facility and its team are well suited to perform these experiments because they
have much experience in accurate reactivity and reaction-rate measurements [22],

This project is intended to serve as a focal point for international collaboration in HTGR research.
We hope to bring together good scientists from the various gas-cooled reactor national programs,
not only to help share the cost of performing such experiments, but most of all to provide a joint
in-house peer review for the planning, execution, analysis and significance of the experiments and
to share knowledge to the greatest possible extent
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PRESENT HTR PHYSICS CALCULATIONAL METHODS
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Villigen, Switzerland

Abstract

In this paper a general description of HTR related calculation^ methods and data available at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) is given. The cell codes used arc MICROX-2, WIMS-D, and TRAMIX.

MICROX-2 is an integral transport theory spectrum code which solves the neutron slowing down
and thermalization equations on a detailed energy grid for a two region lattice cell. A second level of
heterogeneity can be treated, i.e. the inner region may include two different types of grains (panicles).

WIMS-D contains tabulations of temperature dependent resonance integrals accurately evaluated
for homogeneous mixtures of moderator and absorber at many energy points. Equivalence theorems
are utilized to obtain few-group effective cross sections in heterogeneous problems. The intermedi-
ate resonance absorption shielding (IR) method of resolved resonances is employed. The spherical
geometry of the pebble can be convened into an equivalent cylindrical geometry, and the double
heterogeneity can be treated using the available cluster option with a method developed by Segev.

TRAMIX is a flexible computer (cell) code which reads fine group nuclear data from a library in
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) format MATXS and produces fine group cross sections
using the IR method.

Self-shielded multigroup cross sections produced with these cell codes can be used in connection
with the one- and two-dimensional discrete-ordinates finite difference transport codes ONEDANT and
TWODANT from LANL for full reactor calculations. Additional interface modules which are available
include a BAr module for leakage calculations and some library management codes plus the PERT-V
diffusion perturbation theory code.

Most of the nuclear data libraries for the cell codes are based on the JEF-1 (Joint European
File) evaluation. They were processed using the NJOY nuclear data processing system from LANL
with additional PSI developments. These libraries include the fast, thermal, and resonance data tapes
FDTAPE, GGTAPE, and GARTAPE for MICROX-2, the WIMS-JEF file for WIMS-D, and MATXS
formatted files in a variety of group structures for TRAMIX. Alternative English developed nuclear
data libraries are available for use in WIMS-D.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper a general description of the HTR related calculational methods and nuclear data presently
available at PSI is given. Codes and related nuclear data libraries are available for use on CRAY-XMP
and CRAY-2 supercomputers.

Section 2 describes the nuclear data files and their preparation.
Section 3 presents the codes and explains their utilization for HTR applications.
Finally, Section 4 gives some plans for future work.
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2 NUCLEAR DATA

Most of the nuclear data libraries are iron) JEF-1 [1], and are suitable for use in the cell codes
WIMS-D [2], MICROX-2 [3], and TRAMDC [4]. Additionally, three pre-processed data libraries for
WIMS-D, i.e. the old library W1MS-Standard [5], and the more recent libraries W1MS81 [6] and
WEMS86 [7] are available at the PSI, but are not described in this paper. In the following section a
description of the JEF-1 based libraries is given, and their processing scheme is illustrated [8].

2.1 Pointwise and Groupwise Libraries

2.1.1 Processing Scheme

Poiniwise and groupwise data tapes were generated using the LANL code system NJOY. In this
processing, the version 6783 of NJOY was employed with updates up to mid 1987 [9] and with
additional PSI developments concerning the module GROUPR. The module WIMSR [10], and the
module MICROR [11] developed at the PSI were added to NJOY. At the present time, version 89
of NJOY has been distributed. This version is able to process the new ENDF/B-VI format, which
includes double-differential cross sections in energy and angle, in addition to the older ENDF/B-IV
and ENDF/B-V formats. A preliminary version of the JEF-2 data file, which extensively uses the
ENDF/B-VI format, has been recently released [12].

NJOY includes sophisticated methods of reconstruction of zero temperature pointwise cross sections
using various resolved resonance formalisms, Doppler broadening by the accurate point-kernel method,
group-to-group thermal scattering matrices, flux-weighted fission-fraction vectors, and a weighting flux
produced by a pointwise solution of the slowing-down problem that accurately accounts for broad and
intermediate resonance effects in the epithermal region.

First, pointwise cross sections were processed into an ENDF/B like format (PENDF) using the
NJOY modules RECONR, BROADR, UNRESR, HEATR and THERMR, which were applied sequen-
tially, starting from the basic files JEF-1, JEF-1.1 (a recent revision of JEF-1 for certain isotopes), and
EFF-1 (European Fusion File) [1,13,14].

RECONR reconstructs zero temperature pointwise (energy-dependent) cross sections using ENDF/B
resonance parameters and interpolation schemes. In RECONR resonance cross sections are calculated
with an extended version of the methods of RESEND [9].

BROADR Doppler-broadens and thins pointwise cross sections using the method of SIGMA mod-
ified for better behaviour at high temperatures and low energies [9].

UNRESR computes effective self-shielded average cross sections in the unresolved-resonance re-
gion using the methods of ETOX [9].

HEATR generates pointwise heat production cross sections (kerma factors) and radiation-damage
production cross sections.

THERMR produces incoherent inelastic energy-to-energy matrices for free or bound scatterers,
coherent elastic cross sections for crystalline materials, and incoherent clastic cross sections.

The PENDF files include pointwise cross sections for many isotopes (about 300) and temperatures
up to 3000 K. The thermal region was treated according to the free gas model. For particular isotopes
such as H in H2O, and carbon in graphite, coherent and incoherent thermal neutron scattering matrices
from the S(a,/?) and other data from JEF-1 were included [15].

Second, GENDF multigroup cross sections were generated using GROUPR [9).

Five group structures were considered for HTR calculations. WIMS-BOXER (70 groups), General
Atomics (GA) GA-M3CROX (193 groups), Hochtemperatur Reaktorbau (HRB) PSI/HRB (308 groups),
HRB (86 groups), and VTTAMIN-J (175 groups) [8].

GROUPR generates self-shielded groupwise vector cross sections, group-to-group neutron scat-
tering matrices, and photon production matrices using pointwise ENDF and PENDF data. The cross
sections are written onto groupwise cross section files GENDF in ENDF/B like format. Vectors for all
reaction types, matrices for reactions producing neutrons, including fission, together with mixed data
pertaining to fission yields of prompt and delayed neutrons were calculated for different degrees of
anisotropy for different temperatures and background cross sections.

The narrow-resonance Bondarenko flux model was employed for light isotopes. Shielded multi-
group cross sections of heavier resonance nuclides were generated using the method of the flux slowing
down calculator assuming a single resonance absorber in a non-absorbing moderator. A brief descrip-
tion of the GENDF libraries is given in the next subsections, followed by a section on the working
libraries which are suitable for use in the cell codes described in the next section.

2.1.2 70 Group WIMS-BOXER Structure GENDF JEF-1 Library

The energy structure of the WIMS-BOXER library consists of the standard 69 WIMS structure and
one additional group from 10 MeV to 14.918 MeV. This library contains JEF-1 neutron Pi unmodified
self-shielded temperature dependent data pertaining to most important isotopes for Light Water (LWR),
High Conversion Light Water (LWHCR), and HTR reactor calculations.

42 thermal energy groups below 4.6 eV with upscatter are considered. The dry WIMS-D input
spectrum [8] was utilized for collapsing PENDF data into multigroup cross sections. For accurate
leakage calculations oxygen and carbon cross-sections (including all fast resolved resonances between
1 MeV and 10 MeV) were self-shielded using the method of the flux calculator applied in the whole
energy range.

Generally, the self-shielding of resonance cross sections of certain light elements is found to be
important for the correct calculation of hard spectra, particularly if these elements are high density
materials (such as oxygen in UO2), and if a coarse group structure in the MeV range is used. In these
cases, the energy representation of resonances is not accurate enough, so that self-shielding is needed.

2.1.3 193 Group GA-MICROX Structure GENDF JEF-1 Library

This library contains JEF-1 P3 unmodified self-shielded data at 296 K for relevant LWHCR isotopes
and is mainly intended for HTR, LWR and LWHCR calculations. 103 thermal energy groups below
4.6 eV with upscatter are considered. The boundaries of the first 92 fast energy groups are taken
from the GAM-II energy structure, whereas in the thermal range below 2.33 eV the boundaries mostly
include the 101 energy points of the MICROX code. Dry and wet WIMS-D input spectra [8] were
utilized for collapsing PENDF data into multigroup cross sections. The wet spectrum was used for
hydrogen, deuterium and oxygen.

2.1.4 86 Group HRB Structure GENDF JEF-1 Library

This 86 group library is a subset of the 308 fine group library (see 2.1.5). The energy structure chosen
gives a good representation of Hafnium and ̂ U resonances in the energy range between 2 eV and 10
eV and includes 37 thermal energy groups below 4.6 eV. The weighting spectrum is typical for HTR
applications. The degree of anisotropy, the temperatures and background cross sections considered are
the same as for the 308 group library.



2-1-5 308 Group PSI/HRB Structure GENDF JEF-1 Library

The energy structure of this general purpose fine group library is taken in the fast energy range from
the VITAMIN-] structure [8] and in the thermal range below 2.38 eV from the MICROX structure.
108 thermal groups below 4.6 eV with upscatter are considered. In the epithermal energy range (2.7
eV-17 keV) some points from the LANL-MATXS8 group structure [16] were added to the VITAMIN-J
boundaries. P4 unmodified self-shielded temperature dependent data for most isotopes are available.
The VITAMIN-E input weighting spectrum [8] was employed to collapse PENDF files into GENDF
data.

2.1.6 175 Group VITAMIN-J Structure GENDF JEF-l/EFF-1 Library

The energy structure of this multigroup library was chosen to give a fine representation of the fast and
epithermal energy range important for fusion blanket, fast breeder reactors, and shielding analysis for
general applications, including tTTR's. The VITAMIN-J group structure [8] has the same boundaries
as the 174 group VITAMIN-E structure, but with an additional break point at 12.84 MeV from
VITAMIN-C [8]. 11 thermal groups below 4.6 eV with upscatter are considered. The library includes
JEF/EFF P6 unmodified temperature dependent self-shielded data for most isotopes. The VITAMIN-E
input weighting spectrum [8] was used to process all GENDF files. This library contains additional
42 photon group data based on- the 38 group VITAMIN-E photon energy structure from LANL for
shielding calculations.

22 WIMS-JEF Library

Starting from the 70 group WIMS-BOXER GENDF files, a 69 neutron group library for the code
WIMS-D was generated (WTMS-JEF library). Hereby the NJOY module WIMSR was applied to
transform the GENDF cross-sections into a form suitable for being used as input to the Canadian WIMS
library management programme, WILMA [10,17], In the processing with WIMSR and WELMA the
relevant data were calculated by considering all explicitly represented reaction types on the GENDF
files. A global fission spectrum, based primarily on data for the fission of 235U, was taken over from
the WIMS81 library [8]. The version of the WTMSR module currently used was a specially updated
one [18,19]. This allowed a transport correction for the total and self-scattering cross-sections, the
selection of a given dilution cross section for evaluating scattering data, and a generalized "inflow"
computation of the transport cross-section. Further, an option was added to allow the standard interface
file, RMFLUX [20] to be used for computing the "inflow" correction with an alternative problem-
oriented weighting current. WIMSR was also modified to consider that the slowing down power on
the GENDF file is evaluated at infinite dilution. An important modification to WIMSR was related
to the resonance tabulations, whereby the original background cross-section grid was shifted in each
energy group by the product of the potential scattering cross section and the Goldstein-Cohen A-factor
for the resonance absorber. This considers the fact, that the total background cross-section in WIMS-D
consists of the contributions from all isotopes including the tabulated resonance absorber. The WIMS-
JEF library consists of transport corrected Po temperature dependent data. The "inflow" transport
correction is computed for all nuclides using a representative standard weighting current [19]. For the
principal moderator isotopes (hydrogen, deuterium, oxygen and carbon) Pj cross-sections are available.

23 MICROX-2 JEF-1 Library

GENDF and PENDF data files can be edited into the FDTAPE, GGTAPE and GARTAPE data tapes
for MICROX-2 using the NJOY coupling module MICROR developed at the PSI.

The FDTAPE data file contains fine group dilution- and temperature- dependent cross sections in
the fast energy range.

The GGTAPE data file consists of two sections which contain infinite dilute Pj cross sections
for the fast and thermal energy ranges respectively. MICROX-2 uses only the thermal section of the
GGTAPE, which includes pointwise cross sections with upscatter estimated using the free gas model
or the available coherent and incoherent scattering S(a,/3) matrices.

The GARTAPE data file contains pointwise Doppler-broadened resonance cross sections in the
resolved and unresolved resonance ranges. Fine energy points up to the keV range can be considered
in order to achieve an accurate solution of the slowing down equations in two zones (self-shielding of
resolved resonance range).

Starling from the GENDF data in 193 groups, a library for the code MICROX-2 was generated
with MICROR.

The FDTAPE data set includes P3 unmodified self-shielded cross-sections at room temperature in
92 groups. Individual fission spectra for the main actinides are included.

The thermal part of the GGTAPE includes upscatter cross sections for hydrogen, deuterium, carbon
and oxygen, and is given in 101 thermal energy groups below 2.38 eV, at room temperature.

The GARTAPE contains pointwise Doppler-broadened resonance cross sections at room tempera-
ture in the resolved resonance range. 14457 energy points equally spaced in velocity between 0.414
eV and 8.0072 keV are available on the GARTAPE.

2.4 TRAMDtfTRANSX-CTR Libraries

The GENDF files of the five different neutron energy structures, i.e. 70, 193, 86, 308 , and 175
groups, have been converted into MATXS format suitable for further processing with TRAMDC and
TRANSX-CTR, using the NJOY module MATXSR.

The MATXS file is a generalized cross section library in a flexible format designed to generalize
and to simplify the existing standard cross section formats. In the MATXS format, neutron and
photon data types are treated in the same way. Each data type is subdivided into materials and
submaterials. A material might be a particular isotope or mixture. Each submaterial is associated with
a temperature and background cross section pair, and contains data related to any kind of reaction,
including scattering transfer matrices and fission spectra. Data are self-shielded for cross sections
showing a strong dependency on the dilution cross section.

3 SPECTRUM CELL AND TRANSPORT CODES

Physics calculations of HTR's can be performed using the (cell) codes WIMS-D, MICROX-2, and
TRAMIX in connection with the one-dimensional transport theory programme ONEDANT and with the
two-dimensional transport theory programme TWODANT from LANL [21]. For shielding calculations
and for the preparation of cross sections of single materials, TRANSX-CTR can be used instead of
TRAMIX.

ONEDANT is a modular computer program designed to solve the one-dimensional, time-independent,
multigroup discrete-ordinates form of the Boltzmann transport equations. The modular construction of
the code package separates the input processing, the transport equation solving, and the post-processing,
or edit, functions into distinct, independently executable code modules, connected to one another solely
by means of binary interface files.

TWODANT is the analog of ONEDANT in two dimensions.



In this section a description of the cell codes is given. In the next section, their use for HTR
calculations is illustrated.

3.1 WIMS-D

WIMS-D [2] is a comprehensive standard code for reactor lattice cell calculations including bum-up
calculations in a wide variety of reactor types. WIMS-D is a complex code primarily intended for the
calculation of moderated systems. The geometry can be either fuel rods or plates, in regular arrays
or clusters. WIMS-D contains tabulations of temperature dependent resonance integrals accurately
evaluated for homogeneous mixtures of moderator and absorber at many energy points. Equivalence
theorems are utilized to obtain few-group effective cross sections in heterogeneous problems. The
Goldstein-Cohen treatment based on the intermediate resonance absorption shielding method of re-
solved resonances flR method) using fixed IR-parameters is employed. Self-shielding of resonance
cross sections is performed in the energy range between 9 keV and 4 eV. Outside of this energy range
all cross sections are taken at infinite dilution, which is suitable for well thermalized system analysis.
More precisely the resonance treatment is based on equivalence theorems which are similar for infinite
lattices of rods or bundles of plates. These theorems relate in each case the heterogeneous problem
to an equivalent homogeneous problem by means of a suitable rational approximation for the fuel
self-collision probability. They take account of a first order correction for the interaction between
resonances of several isotopes. In WIMS-D the resonance groups have been chosen so as to provide
uniform distribution of resonances in lethargy and in cases of a single resonance in a group it is placed
near the lethargy centre of the group. Therefore it is assumed that the disadvantage factors outside
resonances are energy independent and may be set equal to unity.

The main feature of WIMS-D consists in calculating a detailed flux spectrum in all 69 library
groups in each of the principal regions of the lattice: fuel, can, coolant and, in clusters, also bulk
moderator, these regions being coupled through collision probabilities, then condensing the groups to
obtain few-group constants, solving the few-group transport equation in a fine spatial mesh, modifying
the solution to take leakage into account, and then again expanding the resulting fluxes at all mesh
points to the original 69 groups, assuming that the subdivision of flux within a transport group at a
given mesh point is such as that calculated before for the corresponding region, to obtain region and
point reaction rates for chosen nuclides. The transport equation can be solved either in an integral
form (collision probabilities) or in a differential form (discrete-ordinates method). Hereby a global
library fission spectrum is utilized. First order anisotropy of scattering is taken into account. Leakage
can be calculated either by the Bj-method or the diffusion theory method. In the latter case the effect
of cell heterogeneity can be accounted for either by simple flux and volume weighting of transport
cross sections or, in cylindrical geometry only, by Benoist's theory of directed diffusion coefficients
with or without correlation terms.

WIMS-D may now be routinely used for HTR applications with a new method developed by
Segev [22] which allows the conversion of the spherical pebble bed unit cell into an equivalent (from
the neutronic point of view) cylindrical unit cell, and uses the cluster option of WIMS-D to treat the
double heterogeneity.

The REGION card in connection with the PUNCH=1 option can be requested to produce region
averaged macroscopic homogenized cross sections, and the code DSNXSL [23] converts the outgoing
cross section format into XSLTB format, one of the simplest LANL card image formats [21], which
can be read into ONEDANT and TWODANT.

3.2 MICROX-2

MICROX-2 [3] is an integral transport theory spectrum code which solves the neutron slowing down
and thermalizaiion equations on a detailed energy grid for a two region lattice cell. MICROX-2 was
developed for the efficient and rigorous preparation of broad group neutron cross sections for poorly
moderated systems such as fast breeder reactors in addition to well moderated thermal reactors such as
HTRs and LWRs. In addition to the cross sections, cell eigenvalues (k t// and koo) and reaction rates
are edit. The fluxes in the two regions are coupled by transport corrected collision probabilities for the
generation of the region-wise transfer probabilities in the fast- and resonance-energy ranges. The com-
putation of these collision probabilities is based upon the spatially flai neutron emission approximation
and the transport (modified Po) approximation of anisotropic scattering effects, simulated through the
use of the transport mean free path instead of the total mean free path. The collision probability
calculation also utilizes an energy dependent Dancoff correction factor algorithm, and is performed on
an ultra-fine energy grid using GAR data including temperature dependent Doppler-broadened reso-
nance cross-sections at up to about 15000 energy mesh points (selected with the criteria of constant
lethargy or velocity spacing) between 8 keV and 0.414 eV for each nuclide. A second level of het-
erogeneity can be treated, i.e. the inner region may include two different types of grains (particles).
MICROX-2 accounts explicitly for overlap and interference effects between different resonance levels
in both the resonance and thermal energy range, and allows for the simultaneous treatment of leak-
age and resonance self-shielding in doubly heterogeneous lattice cells. Additionally, a semilogarithmic
Bondarenko-interpolation between sets of temperature-and dilution-dependent FDTAPE fine group data
prepared by the NJOY module MICROR (approximate self-shielding of fast range, including the fast
pan of the unresolved range) can be requested above a flexible value (less than 8 keV) which deter-
mines the upper energy boundary for the pointwise resonance calculation. Up to P3 in the fas! energy
range, and Pj order of scattering in the thermal range are considered. Neutron leakage effects are
treated by performing fine group and hyperfine point Bj slowing down (fast and resonance-energy
ranges), or Po plus DB2 thermalization (thermal range) calculations in each region. Energy-dependent
Ducklings (positive, zero, or negative) are supplied as input. A buckling search as a solution of the
collapsed (with the fine flux) two group (a fast and a thermal group with thermal cut off at 2.38 eV)
Bj equations can be turned on. The treatment of leakage is essentially the same as in WIMS-D. Zone
fission spectra may be constructed as linear combinations of fission spectra for various fissionable ac-
tinides available on the FDTAPE. The detailed neutron flux and current spectra are used for collapsing
the basic neutron cross sections into cell-averaged and region-averaged broad-group cross sections and
scattering transfer arrays (up to P ^ . The present algorithm allows the maximum number of fast broad
groups to be equal to the number of groups available on the FDTAPE (i.e. 92 in the case of the PSI
library), and the maximum number of thermal broad groups to be equal to one third of the number
of points available on the thermal part of the GGTAPE, this because of the trapezoidal rule used in
the broad group cross section preparation (i.e. 33 in the case of the PSI libraries). Broad group P2

and P3 scattering transfer arrays may be determined with P2 and P3 weighting spectra obtained from
an extended transport approximation. The broad group microscopic and macroscopic cross sections
produced by MICROX-2 may be used either in diffusion- or transpon-theory codes, and especially in
ONEDANT and TWODANT via an XSLIB output format.

3 3 TRAMDC and TRANSX-CTR

TRAMIX [4], a code similar to TRANSX available at LANL, is a PSI update of the LANL fusion
code TRANSX-CTR [16], which is as well available at the PSI.
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As are TRANSX and TRANSX-CTR, TRAMDC is a flexible computer (cell) code that reads nuclear
data from a library in MATXS format (in any group structure) and produces groupwise microscopic
and macroscopic cross-sections in a variety of formats (including XSLIB) which can be read into the
transport codes ONEDANT and TWODANT. Any order of scattering approximation (smaller than or
equal to the maximum available on the MATXS library) can be chosen. Nuclear data can be produced
for neutron, photon, or coupled transport. Options include adjoint tables, mixtures, group collapse,
homogenization, thermal upscatter, prompt or steady-state fission, transport corrections, elastic removal
collections, and flexible response-function edits. TRAMIX has a general fission spectrum capability.
Using an iterative procedure, it is able to generate problem dependent zone fission spectra.

The self-shielding in TRAMIX is based either on the Bondarenko formalism (as in TRANSX
and TRANSX-CTR) or on the IR method by considering Dancoff corrections for different geometric
models (no Daneoff corrections are available in TRANSX-CTR). The A factors needed in the ER
method are calculated for each isotope as a function of the neutron energy in terms of an approximate
reconstruction of cold resonances on the basis of Bright-Wigner formulas [4].

As in TRANSX and in TRANSX-CTR, the self-shielding procedure is applied to the whole energy
range, which includes thermal resolved resonances of heavy actinides, unresolved resonances of main
actinides, and high energy resolved resonances of structural materials.

For cell calculations (including shielding), TRAMIX is used in connection with the one-dimensional
transport programme ONEDANT (infinite lattice cell calculation with white boundary conditions) and
with the BN module SOLVERB [4] for leakage calculations (TRAMIX/ONEDANT/SOLVERB).

SOLVERB [4] was developed for leakage calculations based on the B ^ method. Alternatively,
the diffusion approach can be used, particularly when the Pi scattering matrices are not available on
the cross section library. This code includes an automatic procedure for determining buckling factors
(B2) and eigenvalues QLCJI and k^) , and homogenizes the cell cross sections using cell fluxes and
currents.

4 HTR PHYSICS CALCULATIONS

The GHR [24] code is used to determine cell specifications (in a variable number of zones, 2 in the
case of the MICROX-2 cell), and to compute atomic number densities for the PEBBLE [25] and
WIMBN [26] codes, and for the codes MICROX-2 and TRAMIX.

PEBBLE is utilized to calculate the Dancoff correction factors for the fuel pebbles required by
the MICROX-2 code. The input for WTMS-D is generated with WIMBN. WIMBN is a code based
on a new method developed by Segcv [22]. Required atomic number densities, cylindrized double
heterogeneous cell or full reactor specifications, and Dancoff factors are the output of WIMBN.

WIMS-D, MICROX-2, TRAMIX (and TRAMIX/ONEDANT/SOLVERB), or TRANSX-CTR, are
employed for the preparation of self-shielded multigroup cross sections (for the cell and for other
materials such as the reflector) in the XSLIB format from the basic libraries described in Section 2,
to be further used in ONEDANT or in TWODANT for full reactor (and/or shielding) calculations.

Instead of XSLIB, the standard binary formats GOXS and ISOTXS [20] are often used.

GOXS cross sections (which can be generated with TRAMIX and TRANSX-CTR) can be either
produced (from XSLIB), or read in by ONEDANT and TWODANT. Additional management modules
are available [4] in connection with GOXS cross sections.

AMCHTR adds XSLIB fission spectra and transport cross sections for diffusion theory into an
existing GOXS file.

COGOXS combines two GOXS libraries, generates a coded GOXS format, and prints out GOXS
cross sections.

COLAPS collapses fine-group GOXS cross sections with an input flux given in the RMFLUX
standard format [20] generated by ONEDANT and TWODANT.

MAFLUX prints out RMFLUX fluxes.
Fluxes can be plotted using the extensive package PICSURE [27], available at the PSI.
MDC homogenizes GOXS cross sections over all or pan of the geometrical system using RMFLUX

fluxes.

ISOTXS cross sections can be created with TRAMDC and TRANSX-CTR, can be read in in
ONEDANT and TWODANT, and are used in connection with the PERT-V code developed by the
Battelle Northwest Laboratory (BNWL) [28].

The PERT-V code at the PSI is a LANL modification of the original BNWL code. It is a
diffusion theory first-order perturbation theory code designed to compute reactivity worth components
for specified spatial positions, to compute effective delayed neutron fractions, neutron generation times,
and the inhour/$c conversion factor, and to compute reaction rates for specified spatial positions,
especially for fast reactor analysis.

5 PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK

In view of the planned LEU HTR PROTEUS experiments and of additional benchmarking of the
computational system, it is foreseen to implement a muhicell procedure to be used in connection with
the one-dimensional transport theory programme ONEDANT, and with cross sections coming either
from WTMS-D, MICROX-2, or TRAMIX, in order to be able to handle multicell and poisoned lattices
as well.

New libraries based on the JEF-2 and/or the ENDF/B-VI evaluations will be generated. Existing
libraries, particularly for use in MICROX-2 and WIMS-D, will include temperature dependent data
and a broader class of isotopes related to HTR applications.

WIMS-D will be updated to supply microscopic isotopic cross sections for reaction rate calculations,
a 3-D diffusion code will be implemented, and PERT-V will be made more suitable for use in HTR
calculations.
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Abstract

The paper is dedicated to the condderation of

uncertainties is neutron-physical characteristics CNPC) or

high-temterature gas-cooled reactors CHTGR) with a> core as

spherical fuel element bed, which are caused by calculations

from HTGR parameters mean values affecting NPC. Among NPC are:

effective multiplication factor, burnup depth, reactivity

effect, control element worht, distribution of neutrons and

heat release over a reactor core, etc.

The short description of calculated methods and codes used

for HTGR calculations in the USSR is given and evaluations of

NPC uncertainties of the methodical character are presented.

Besides, the analysis of the effect technological deviations in

parameters of reactor main elements such as uranium amount in

the spherical fuel element, number of neutron-absorbing

impurities in the reactor core and reflector, etc, upon the NPC

is carried out.

Results of some experimental studies of NPC of critical

assemblies with graphite moderator are given as applied to

HT9R. The comparison of calculations results and experiments on

critical assemblies has made it possible to evaluate

uncertainties of calculated discription of HTQR NPC.

The uncertain-ties in HTGR neutron-physical characteristics

(HPC) resulting from the methodical errors of calculations and the

technological deviations of the reactor parameters were estimated

as applied to a VGM pebble-bed reactor under development in the USSR.

The basic design parameters of this reactor are presented in Table

1. The diagrams of the longitudinal and transversal sections of the

reactor are shown in figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

The VGM reactor differs from the analogous well-studied West

Germany pebble-bed reactors AVR and THTR-300 by the following featu-

res:

- the use of low-enriched uranium instead of thorium fuels;

- the location of the reactivity control and compensation

elements in the side reflector alone (outside the core);

- the elongated configuration of the core, H/D"?"3.

These features of the VGM reactor affect essentially i t s UPC.

The use of low-enriched uranium as a fuel in the VGM any ing-

ress of water in the reactor core could lead to the onset of posi-

tive reactivity. This results mainly from decreasing both the reso-

nance absorption of neutrons by uranium-238 due to the additional mo-

deration of neutrons in water and decreasing the leakage of the mo-

derated neutrons from the core. The increase in reactivity i s ob-

served when the concentration of water in the core i s changed to

8-16 kg/m. The further growth of the concentration leads to decrea-

sing the reactivity due to increasing the absorption of neutrons by

water and in fill ing the core with water of normal density the reac-

tor becomes deeply aubcritical.

The calculation study showed that the worth of the control ele-

ments placed in the side reflector i s limited and depends strongly

on the core diameter: i t decreases as the core diameter increases.

The design value for the VGM diameter i s 3 m, which is In the above
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Fig.l. The schematic diagram of the VGM reactor longitudinal

section used in the calculations!

Fig.2. The schematic diagram of the VGM reactor transversal

section used in the calculations.
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context as great as reasonably acceptable. If it grows, the worth of

the control elements cannot turn out to be high enough to ensure

the balance of reactivity.

The choice of H/D > 3 ie explained by the attempts to reduce

the average power density in the core and thereby to ensure the pas-

sive cooling-down of the core in the accidental situations. However,

such a choice leads to a higher sensitivity of the axial power pro-

file in the core to the positions of the absorbing rods. This is

illustrated by Pig.3 which shows the power density distribution along

the core arts with the absorbing rods inserted and withdrawn by the

core half-height. As can be seen, the positions of the absorbing

rods influence markedly on the power distribution, which should be

taken into consideration in the thermal calculations.
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Pig-3- Tbe axial power profiles in the VGM core:

1 - with the absorbing rods withdrawn; 2 - with the absorbing rods

inserted for half-height of the oore.

Table 2 summarizes the calculation data on the basic reactivity

effects in the VGM reactor. The worth of the control elements is

Ak/k m 13.2%.

The above features of the VGM reactor should be studied not on-

ly by means of calculations, but also experimentally with the help

of the critical assemblies. Such a work has been commenced by now.

In view of the limited worth of the control elements placed in the

side reflector a great importance is assumed the uncertainties In

the HPC resulting from the computational errors and the technologi-

cal tolerances, in particular, for the reactivity effects and the

worth of the control elements.

/lo 1 [~T "lo"io io 10/6 mf

©!©!©!© Di©©!©!©

Fig.4. The diagram of the methodical critical assembly.
1 - core; 2 - reflector; 3 - control rods.

Cri t ica l t e s t f a c i l i t i e s ASTRA and GROG were created in I.V.

Kurchatov Inst i tute of Atomic Energy for the purpose of studying

the physical features of HTGR. A ser ie s of experiments has been car-

ried by now on graphite-moderated methodical c r i t i c a l assemblies

with no spherical fuel elements and on c r i t i c a l assemblies with the

HTGR pebble-bed core.



TABLE 1

Baaic design parameters of the VGH reactor

Parameters Dimensionality

Thermal power HW

Coolant (helium) temperature °C

inlet

outlet

Core diameter m

Core height m

Diameter of spher ica l fue l element am

I n i t i a l uranium loading per f u e l element g

Fuel i n i t i a l enrichment (with uranium-235) %

Diameter of fuel kernel in the coated
particle

Equivalent thickness of the technolo-
gical cavity

Equivalent thickness of the top
reflector

Equivalent thickness of the bottom
reflector

Thickness of the side reflector

Number of KLAK channels in the side
reflector

Number of channels for absorbing rods
in the side reflector (the rods can be
inserted only by the half-height of the
core)

Multiplicity of fuel circulation through
the core

Value

200

200

750(950)

3

9-4

60

7

8

500

0.5

1.0

1.4

1.0

22

24

12

No.

TABLE 2

Basic reactivity effects in the VQ! reactor

Reactivity effect , %

1. Reaotivlty variation in going from the
nominal to partial (50%) power 1.4

2. Reactivity variation due to core cooldown
and Xe-135 decay 7.0

3> Reactivity ef fect due to water ingress

in the core (200 kg) 1.2

4. Variation of pebble-bed density 0.5

5> Control margin 0.5

6. Subcriticality margin 1.0

Total: 11.6

Table 3

The critical parameters of the ASTRA methodical
assemblies

Assembly index

T5-OH290B6ori6ON60

T5.OH292.HB117.2UO0K63

T5.OH360B5OI10OK57

T4.5H36OB5OnoON77

T4.5H350BOOnOON87

K

1

1

1.

1

1

exp

.0035

.0033

0092

.0087

.0051

K

1

1

1

1

1

co l

.0075

.0167

.0217

.0151

.0069

-oa l
K eff
jjexp

ell

~ Keff (55)

0.4

1.3

1.2

0.6

0.18
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The methodical critical assemblies of the ASTRA facility rep-

resent a straight circular cylinder 3.8 m in outer diameter and 4.6

m in height and consist of the core and the side, bottom and top

reflectors/1/- The critical assemblies were composed from graphite

blocks having a cross-section of 250 x 250 mm and a 114-tms-diameter hole

which can be filled with graphite plugs. The fuel assemblies inserted

into the holes in the central area of the critical assemblies con-

sist of two coaxial aluminium tubes. The fuel elements placed between

the tubes contains fluoroplastic with an addition of uranium dioxi-

de enriched to 90% t̂l. Figure 4 shows the diagram of such a criti-

cal assembly.

The methodical critical assemblies of the GROG test facility

have the form of a graphite cube 4.5 m on edge. The core arranged

in the central area of the cube includes universal physical imitators

(UP!) in the form of disks 55 mm in diameter and 25 mm in height.

The disks are made from fluoroplastic with a homogeneous addition

of 10% - enriched uranium dioxide (or natural uranium). The DPI were

placed in special vertical holes in the graphite blocks. The core

composition could be varied by alternating the UPI and graphite in-

serts along each channel as well as by using the DPI with the varied

1iT*ftnimTi content and enrichment.

Figures 5 and 6 show as an example the critical assemblies of

the ASTRA facility with the core formed by a filling of the HTGR

spherical fuel elements /2/. The core of these assemblies waa dis-

posed in a cavity arranged in the masonry of the graphite blocks and

had a square (Pig.5). or circular (Fig.6) cross-section. The control

elements were placed in the side reflectors of the critical assembli-

es. An aluminium tube for experiments was installed along the core

axis.

The spherical fuel elements contained the fuel in the form of

coated particles, with 0.51g of uranium-235 per fuel element in

using 21% - enriched uranium.

The critical assemblies of the GROG facility with spherical

fuel elements were analogous to those described above, but with dif-

ferent fuel enrichment equal to 10% "^U.

The experimental results having obtained by now with the criti-

cal assemblies are primary. Even so they were used to estimate the

computational uncertainties in the NFC of the VGM reactor.

Among various programs involved to calculate the VGM KPC, was

a program product GAVROSH /3/. It was used mainly in the case of the

steady-state operation conditions of the VGM reactor. At pTeBent the

following calculations are under way in the program product GAVROSH:

- the problem of neutron transfer is solved in terns of the two-

group diffusion approximation in the two-dimensional R-Z geometry

with the diffusion equation solved by the GalerJcLn method or by

the net method;

- the equations of burnup are solved with allowance for fuel

movement and reloading and for fuel multiple circulation through

the core;

- the thermophysical calculations are performed with the use of

the porous body model; the temperature fields obtained in so doing

are used to prepare the physical constants for both groups of neu-

trons taking into consideration the double blocking of the resonance

absorption by uranium-238 and the effects of neutron thermalization.

Moreover, to determine the critical parameters other software

was also used, for example, a VIABKA program /A/ enabling the calcu-

lations similar to the GAVROSH ones, a SOP program /5/ developed

specially for a proper consideration of the cavities between the

pebble bed and the top reflector, a program system (PS) KRISTALL

/6/, etc.
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Fig.5. The diagram of the pebble-bed critical assembly:

1 - core; 2 - reflector; 3 - central channel.
Fig.6. The diagram of the critical asoembly with the cylindrical

core: 1 - core; 2 - reflector; 3 - channels in the oore.
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The PS KRISTALL is a newly developed system designed for perfor-

ming the neutron-physioal calculations of reaotors having a compli-

cated geometry. It allows one to use a different approximated equ-

ation of neutron transfer for every reactor area. At present the

program modules realized within the PS KRISTALL ensure the use of

the diffusion approximation, the method of first collision probabi-

lities making allowance for the angular dependence of the neutron

flux at the area boundary, the PS method analogous to the traditi-

onal method of discrete coordinates (the Sfi method), but differing

in that the more detailed matrices of interangular neutron transfer

are prepared on the basis of the integral equation with the use of

the method of first collision probabilities. These program modules

make it possible to calculate the critical parameters, the neutron

and power fields, the reactivity effects and the worth of oontrol

elements in two-dimensional reactors having a complex geometry and

arbitrarily disposed control elements of a complex configuration.



An application package KCU /7/ is designed for reactor three-

dimensional neutron-physical calculations by the Monte-Carlo method

and makes allowance for the features of neutron moderation and ther-

malization and the complex geometry of the reactor Including the

cavities and the absorbing rods. The HCU package uses a detailed

library of estimated nuclear data in the area of neutron thermaliza-

tion.

A program FNK /8/ is intended to calculate a reactor in the

R-<p geometry in the two-group approximation with an arbitrarily

disposed system of cylindrical multilayer blocks which could be pre-

sented, for example, by the absorbing rods.

To estimate the errors in the KPC calculations by the above

programs we calculated the NPC of the critical assemblies and compa-

red the results of the calculations with experimental data. Some

methods and programs were checked by comparing them with more aoou-

rate calculations. The experimental and computational data on the

critioal characteristics for the ASTRA methodical assemblies are

presented in Table 3. Table 4 summarizes the analogous data for

the pebble-bed critical assemblies.

It follows from tables 3 and 4 that the difference between the

calculated and experimental values of Keff does not exceed 1.3%^k/k

which can be accepted as an estimate of the methodical uncertainty

in the calculation of the effective multiplication.

However, besides the methodical uncertainty it is necessary

also to take into consideration an uncertainty in the value of

Keff d u e t o t n e technological deviations of the parameters of the

core and reflector components. The value of the effective multipli-

cation factor depends on a great number of parameters u; , such as

the content of uranium-235 in the fuel elements, the mass of gra-

phite in the spherical fuel elements of the core, the porosity of

the pebble bed, etc. , i.e.

f(u1,u2,...Ui,...uB) (1)

Assuming that the technological deviations of the parameters u^ are

random values, we find that the relative deviation of £_...», i.e.

- v t d u e t 0 •k*16 technological deviations is also a random value,
^ e f f _.
At small *ui we obtain

where ^ =
ur

the responsiveness of K

(2)

to the

parameter u^.

The calculated values of the responsiveness a^, the technologi-

cal deviations of the parameters and the corresponding partial uncer-

tainties (&k/*.)± are listed in Table 5.

Assuming that Ĵ  in Eq.(2) are statistically independent we come

to the estimate of the technological uncertainty in K »-:

Thus, the total uncertainty in KeJ;f caused by both the calou-

lation errors and the technological tolerances is estimated as

( Ak/k)«2.1%. This mean* that the burnup of the VGM reactor fuel

is determined with an uncertainty of about - 10$.

The uncertainties in the calculated reactivity effects and

control element worth are of special interest for the VGM reactor,

as they are meaningful in the consideration of the reactivity balan-

ce which is in turn important for the reactor safety. To estimate

the uncertainties in the calculation of the HTGB reactivity effects

is difficult in the view of the absence of experimental data on

many effects for low-enriohed uranium fuel (the temperature effect,

the effect of ingress of hydrogenous substances in the core etc.).



TABLE 4

Critical parameters of the pebble-bed crit ical assemblies

Assembly
index

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

N / N

1 / 0

4 / 1

4 / 1

4/1

1 / 0

H-K^+lf.

12458

16130

16500

19831

11450

H c
cm

227.5

291-2

297.0

357.0

306.0

Kexp
at f

1.0116

1.0112

1.0152

1.0393

1.0116

Kcal

1.0139

1.0130

1.0146

1.0450

1.0218

K,tt " Ke«
Keff Keff

0 . 2

0 .2

0 .1

0 . 6

1 . 0

TABLE 6

Comparison 01 the calculated and experimental data

on the worth of the absorbing rods in the pebble-bed

critical assembly

~Indices of absorbing rods ( K~)exp»#
Relative,
difference ,5(

C1

C3, C8

C2, C3

C1, C2, C3

C1. C2, C3,

C1 , 02 , C3,

C 1 , C2, C3,

C 1 , C2, C3,

C4

04,

04 ,

• ••»

C5

C5, 06

C9

1.52

2 .68

2.57

4.26

5.26

6.27

7.64

9.78

1.75

2.84

2.16

4.20

5.44

6.39

7.82

9.88

+ 13

+ 5

- 18

-1.5

+3.5

+1.0

+2.2

+1.0
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The uncertainties in the calculated temperature effect of reac-

tivity were evaluated on the estimates for the errors in the calcu-

lation of its components associated with the broadening of the absor-

ption resonances, the neutron thermalization and the variations of

the material densities. As a result this uncertainty in the temperatu-

re effect was estimated to be - 11$ Ak/k.

TABLE 5

The responsiveness of Keff to the technological deviations
of the VGM reactor parameters and the resulting partial un-

certainties in Kfif;f

Ho. Parameter IL
Mean value

of ui

TeohnPlogioal
deviation, max(

-IK

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7.

8.

9.

Mass of 2 3 5 U
per fuel element,

g

Mass of Uranium
per fuel element,

g

liass of Graphite
per spherical
fuel, g

Impurity ratio in
the fuel element
Ff

Density of graphite
in the reflectors,
g/em3

Physical index of
graphite, barn

Porosity of the
oore, £,%

Core height, cm

Core radius, cm

0.56

7.0

200

5.7

1.7

3.7

39

940

150

3

5

1-5

17.5

3

10

3 .8

1 . 0

0 . 3

0.18

0.045

0.14

0.01

0.005

0.0001

0.16

0.06

0.09

0.54

0.23

0.22

0 . 2

0.02

0.001

0.6

0.06

0.3

The uncertainty in the magnitude of the effect of water ing-

ress into the VGM core was estimated on the basis of the results ob-

tained in calculating by various programs mentioned above and tur-

ned out to be - 2056 of the magnitude of the effect. Any reliable ex-



perimental data ou the water ingress effect for the pebble-bed criti-

cal assemblies with uranium fuel are not available. It will now be

necessary to plan and perform such experiments. The uncertainty in the

magnitude of the effect of reactor poisoning by xenon-135 was esti-

mated in the same way to give - 10%.

The uncertain nature of the worth of the absorbing rods dispo-

sed in the side reflector was assessed by comparing the calculations

and the experiments with the critical assemblies. The calculations of

the control element worth were made using the PS KRISTALL tested by

the HCTJ program. The experimental and calculated data on the worth of

various combinations of the absorbing rods placed in the side reflec-

tor of the p«bble-b«d critical assembly are presented in Table 6.

The arrangement of the absorbing rods is seen in Pig.5.

The uncertainty in the calculations of the control rod worth was

estimated from the above data with allowance for the results of the

Au.A

Fig.7. The axial distribution of the rates of reactions in the

uranium and dyspersium detectors i s the methodical critical assembly:

points - experiment; lines-calculation.

E, M

Monte-Carlo calculations and accepted to be ~ 15%. Because of the

limited nature of the control element worth the above uncertainties

in the reactivity effects and the control element worth are too high

for a reliable ensuring of the reactivity balance in the accident si-

tuations with the water ingress in the core. Therefore, we are faced

with the problem of refining the calculations of the reactivity ef-

fects and the control element worth on the basis of the more accurate

experiments with the critical assemblies imitating the HTGR features.

The uncertainties in the distributions of neutron flux and

fission densities were estimated in the similar manner by comparing

the calculated and experimental results. Figures 7 and 8 show the

results of comparing the axial profiles of the reaction rates, both

calculated and measured by dysprosium and uranium detectors.

It is B«ua that the difference between the calculation and experiment

within the core does not exceed 10%.

0.2

CO

Fig.6. The axial distribution of the rates of reactions in

the uranium and dysprosium detectors In the pebble-bed critical

assembly: points-experiment; lines-calculation.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION
OF THE FUTURE HTGR PROTEUS EXPERIMENTS

AND OTHER PLANNED EXPERIMENTS

W . Scherer*
Forschungszentnun Julich GmbH,

Julich, Federal Republic of Germany

In January 1990, IAEA established a Co-ordinated Reaearch Programs

(CEP) on "Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics Calculations for

Low-Enriched BTCEs". Within the frame of the CRP, an international

project has nov been established at the Paul Scherrer Institute to obtain

experimental data on low-enriched uranium HTCR cores under clean

conditions and under simulation of water Ingress respectively under

presence of highly absorbing burnable poison at the PROTEUS critlcals

facility. Such experiments have not yet been carried out for

low-enriched HTGR cores. On 7-8 Hay the IAEA conducted the first

Research Co-ordination Meeting on this CRP. The meeting vas hosted by

the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland. The objective of

this first Research Co-ordination Meeting was to discuss each country's

participation In the CRP, and, in particular in the PROTEUS critical

experiments.

Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, China and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics are participating in the CRP. The

United States is also expected to join in the CRP.

The planned PROTEUS experiments at the PSI will fill a gap in

existing validation data. Furthermore, experimental results from

facilities In other countries can also be quite useful to CRP

participants for validation of reactor physics calculational tools.
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Chairman of 7-8 May IAEA Reaearch Co-ordination Meeting on

Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics Calculations for

Low-Enriched HTGRs.



Experimental information from critical experiments at the VHTRC facility

in Japan and at the AS7EA and GROG facility in the USSR will be made

available to CEP participants and optimal use should be made of this

information for code validation purposes. All countries participating in

the CRP consider that use of this data for validation of .analytical tools

can significantly contribute to a reduction of HTGR design and licensing

uncertainties.

During the Research Co-ordination Meeting the PSI staff described

the current status of the planned HTGR criticals. PROTEUS is a zero

power critical facility which in the past has been successfully utilized

for core physics experiments for gas-cooled and water-cooled reactors.

The plans for design modifications for the new experiments are

essentially complete and orders for the new equipment will be placed

during the summer. Detailed planning for the various critical

experiments is currently proceeding. The Safety Report has been

submitted to the Swiss licensing authorities. Arrangements have been

made with the KFA Research Center - Juelich for shipment of the

low-enriched uranium pebble fuel elenents to be used for phase 1 of the

criticals. The required facility modifications will be made in early

1991 and the experiments will begin in June or July 1991. The

experiments will be conducted over a three year period followed by a year

of post-test analyses and reporting.

Scientists from countries participating in the CRP will be

assigned to the PROTEUS site to participate in the international

project. Their areas of expertise will include quality assurance of

experimental programmes and, analytical and experimental skills. The

assignments will provide for the direct communication necessary to fully

understand experimental approaches and results and also will provide some

of the necessary staff to conduct the project.

PSI suggested that computation of a benchmark problem of one of

the initial critical experiments by the participating organizations vould

be very useful. Results should be presented and compared prior to

conduct of the experiments. PSI agreed to specify the physical

conditions for the benchmark problem by July, 1990. This benchmark

problem could also be made available to the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Table 1 summarizes the measurements of interest to the various

countries participating in the CRP.

PSI staff have determined that the 5471 available AVR fuel

elements are sufficient for experiments at C/U ratios of about 850 and

higher including clean core criticals, measurements of control rod worth,

the effect of water ingress and measurements of material worth for small

samples of burnable poison. The number of available AVR fuel elements

are not sufficient for critical measurement at lower C/U ratios or for

material worth measurements with heavier burnable poison loadings. A

large number existing fuel elements with a IT enrichment of 21% could

possibly be made available by the USSR for a second phase of PROTEUS

criticals. The number of pebbles is sufficient to allow critical

experiments at lower C/U ratios, higher core height-to-diameter ratios

and for material worth measurements with heavier loadings of burnable

poisons.

All participants in the CRP expressed an interest in experimental

results at higher than room temperature and in experimental results with

Plutonium fuel. PSI indicated that possibilities for both types of

measurements do exist although experiments containing Plutonium would be

limited to a few Plutonium pebbles. These possibilities will be

investigated further and could potentially be included in future

experimental plans.

In summary, the objectives of the CRP have been defined and an

international project has been established at the PROTEUS facility of the

Paul Scherrer Institute. The tasks that can be accomplished during first

phase of the PROTEUS criticals have been identified and the participating

countries have generally agreed on what information is important to be

obtained. The most important current restriction is the limited

availability of fuel. However, it is possible that sufficient fuel

pebbles could be made available by the USSR for a later phase to

investigate additional important core physics characteristics.



Table 1: Measurements of Interest for Phase 1 (5471 AVR Fuel Elements)

FRG US CHINA USSR JAPAN

Clean critical close hex pack
statistical pack
wide variation in
C/U ratio

temp, coeff.

C/U ratio
600 - 1600

low C/U
ratio

temp, coeff.

in refl.

temp, coeff.
reaction rates

close pack C/U z 950
statistical pack
vide variation
in C/U235

Keff /?/* (with PNS)
temp, coeff. temp, coeff. > 1000'C

(sample heater available)

Control rod
worth

refl. rods
effects of various
C/U in core rods

B/Hf in different
conf. and various
C/U ratios

refl. rods

burnable
poison worth

refl. rods

burnable
poison worth

refl. rods

effect of partially
inserted control
rods on flux
distribution

Water ingress
effects

various water Keff
densities in well
defined configurations
inhomog.distribution

effect on worth of
control rods in
side reflector

Keff
max. range

effect on worth effect on worth
of control rods of control rods
in side reflector in side reflector

Keff

effect on worth of
control rods
in side reflector

Pu - Buildup (Sample) PNS - Pulsed Neutron Source
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